TOWN OF CANMORE
AGENDA
Special Meeting of Council
Council Chamber at the Canmore Civic Centre, 902 – 7 Avenue
Tuesday, August 22, 2017 at 6:00 p.m.
Times are estimates only.
PUBLIC QUESTION PERIOD – Before meeting is called to order
6:00

A. CALL TO ORDER AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA
1. Agenda for the August 22, 2017 Regular Meeting of Council
B. DELEGATIONS
None
C. MINUTES
None
D. BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES
None
E. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
None

6:00 – 7:30

7:30 – 8:00

F. BYLAW APPROVAL
1. Bylaw 2017-29, 2017 Land Use Bylaw Update
Recommendation: That Council give first reading to Bylaw No 2017-29 and
schedule a public hearing for September 12, 2017 at 6 p.m.
G. NEW BUSINESS
1. Development Permit for a 49 unit Multi-Family Perpetual Affordable
Housing (PAH) Development – 17th Street & 11th Avenue (Old Daycare
Lands)
Recommendation: That Council approve DP2017-126 subject to the
conditions of approval set out in Schedule A.
CORRESPONDENCE/INFORMATION
H. None
REPORTS FROM ADMINISTRATION
I. None
NOTICES OF MOTION
J. None
IN CAMERA
K. None

8:00

L. ADJOURNMENT
Agenda prepared by: Cheryl Hyde, Municipal Clerk
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Request for Decision
DATE OF MEETING:

August 22, 2017

Agenda #: F-1

TO:

Council

SUBJECT:

Bylaw 2017-29, 2017 Land Use Bylaw Update

SUBMITTED BY:

Lee Prevost, Supervisor of Planning and Development

RECOMMENDATION:

That Council give first reading to Bylaw No. 2017-29 and schedule a public
hearing for September 12, 2017 at 6 pm.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Bylaw is intended to update the Town of Canmore’s Land Use Bylaw (LUB) No. 22-2017 to better align
with the Foundational Values of Sustainability, Diversity and Connectedness identified in Section 1.3 of the
Municipal Development Plan (Bylaw 2016-03). Outlining these changes are four schedules covering Green
Building, Accessory Dwelling Units, Land Use Bylaw Omnibus Amendments and Land Use Bylaw
Formatting
RELEVANT COUNCIL DIRECTION, POLICY, OR BYLAWS
The revised Green Building Regulations respond to recent updates of the Alberta Building Code and Energy
and Resources Canada’s EnergGuide program for new homes. The proposed LUB changes are intended to
clarify Sections that have proven ambiguous when interpreting applications, and to reflect updates to the
Municipal Development Plan (MDP). Similarly, changes to Accessory Dwelling Units are intended to expand
the number of sites and simplify the approval process to encourage additional supply of affordable housing.
DISCUSSION
Schedule A: Green Building Regulations – Updates the existing Land Use Bylaw regulations to continue
advancing Canmore’s objective of being a green building leader. The proposal addresses changes to the
Natural Resource Canada’s (NRCan) EnerGuide program for measuring energy efficiency in housing. The
new proposal also ends the Town’s reliance on the BuiltGreen checklist for measuring the environmental
effects of the building’s construction, although this option still remains for builders, many of whom are
already certified under the program. Administration views the proposed changes as an interim step that
recognizes new legislation while allowing for the actual impact of the new Alberta Building Code and
EnerGuide gigajoule measurement system to become identified. In other words, further improvements in
Canmore’s program will likely be forthcoming next year. The Land Use Bylaw’s current Green Building
Regulations for larger, more complex buildings remain largely the same in this proposed amendment, as does
the related existing system of penalties and incentives.
Schedule C: Accessory Dwelling Units – Updates are designed to achieve several of Council’s objectives
for affordable housing that are established in the Municipal Development Plan. The proposed amendment
expands the regulatory ease of developing both accessory dwellings attached to a residence (secondary suites)
or detached from the residence but on the same property as the principal dwelling (garden suites). Key
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changes include: allowing attached suites in all lower density residential districts; eliminating the need for
laneways in the qualifying criteria and removing the requirement for additional parking if the property is near
the downtown core or a transit route. Impact to the neighborhood is considered more relevant for detached
accessory dwellings than for attached accessory dwellings, and thus these applications will continue to require
development permits. To reduce potential impacts to neighbouring properties, amended design requirements
are identified for detached accessory dwellings. Additionally, bicycle storage and private amenity space
provision are new requirements for both attached and detached accessory dwelling.
Schedule D: LUB Omnibus Amendments - Contains a variety of amendments involving several sections
of the current Land Use Bylaw intended to clarify interpretation of these sections. Many of the proposed
changes may appear insignificant, but can have a recognizable effect on development. Some highlighted
changes are: restrictions on mixing of tourist home/visitor accommodation/residential use, vehicle access to
be off of the laneway where lanes exist, changes to overland flood mapping elevations, and wildfire
protection requirements. Additionally, the amendment proposes to take the existing Flood Risk Area
Regulations and convert them into an overlay district. (Note that this Land Use Bylaw Update was originally
intended to include an overlay district for Steep Creeks Hazards but that has been postponed due to delays in
finalizing mapping.)
Schedule E: LUB Formatting - Proposes a complete re-ordering and re-numbering of the Land Use Bylaw
to make it easier to navigate and to amend in future. This proposed amendment would not change any of the
Bylaw’s regulations but would result in a significant re-formatting of the Bylaw for clarity and consistency.
Administration believes this change, while requiring a lot of work, will be well worth the effort in the long
run.
ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES
Administration considered a wide range of alternatives during preparation of these Land Use Bylaw
amendment proposals. A few options considered and rejected were:
Green Buildings:
 Develop a new checklist specific to Canmore in place of the BuiltGreen checklist.
 Increase the compliance incentive and penalty amounts.
 Set the EnerGuide gigajoule per year energy target at a value greater than 10% better than the reference
home.
Accessory Dwellings:
 Continue to require development permits for attached suites to maintain greater control of them,
especially in light of Airbnb and VRBO style of use.
 Continue to enforce parking requirements for all suites.
 Change the proximity requirements from the downtown core (1,000 m) or transit route (450 m) as it
applies to parking requirement.
LUB Omnibus Amendments:
 Add the Steep Creeks Overlay District using provisional mapping rather than waiting for more detailed
mapping
 Eliminate some of the changes to keep the number of amendments smaller
 Add the FCM-RAC direction for railway setbacks as a requirement
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LUB Formatting:
 Postpone this until some unspecified future date.
FINANCIAL IMPACTS
Adoption of this Land Use Bylaw amendment will have small cost and manpower implications related to
making the approved changes in the bylaw itself, especially related to the reorganization.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Many of the issues addressed in this proposed Land Use Bylaw amendment have been topics of discussion
and consultation for several years, most notably during the recent Municipal Development Plan preparation
and adoption process. In terms of this specific Land Use Bylaw amendment, public and stakeholder
engagement can be summarized as:





Public Open House held August 2, 2017.
Two meetings with BOWDA Executive held August 3rd and 16th, 2017.
A second public open house is scheduled for August 29, 2017.
Public Hearing proposed for September 12, 2017.

STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
The Town of Canmore Strategic Plan 2016-2018 states on page 3: “… for the purpose of this strategic plan,
AFFORDABILITY and the goal of ‘making Canmore a viable community for people of diverse
socioeconomic backgrounds’ is the goal that will be our primary focus for the next three years.” The
proposed changes to Accessory Dwelling regulations are intended to forward that goal.
ATTACHMENTS

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Draft Bylaw 2017-29
Schedule A: Green Building Regulations
Schedule C: Accessory Dwelling Units
Schedule D: LUB Omnibus Amendments
Schedule E: LUB Formatting

AUTHORIZATION
Submitted by:

Lee Prevost
Supervisor of Planning and
Development

Date:

August 10, 2017

Michael Fark
General Manager, Infrastructure
Management

Date:

August 18, 2017

Approved by:

Katherine Van Keimpema
Manager of Financial Services

Date:

Approved by:

Lisa de Soto
Chief Administrative Officer

Date:

Approved by:

August 17, 2017

Attachment 1

BYLAW 2017-29
A BYLAW OF THE TOWN OF CANMORE, IN THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA, TO
AMEND LAND USE BYLAW 22-2010
The Council of the Town of Canmore, in the Province of Alberta, duly assembled, enacts as follows:
1: TITLE
1.1. This bylaw shall be known as the “2017 Land Use Bylaw Update Bylaw.”
2: PROVISIONS
2.1. That Land Use Bylaw 22-2010 be amended as set out in the schedules attached hereto, those
schedules addressing the following items:
a)

Schedule A – Green Building Regulations

b)

Schedule C – Accessory Dwellings: Secondary Suites and Garden Suites

c)

Schedule D – Various Administrative Changes

d)

Schedule E – Land Use Bylaw Reorganization

3: ENACTMENT/TRANSITION
3.1. If any clause in this bylaw is found to be invalid, it shall be severed from the remainder of the bylaw
and shall not invalidate the whole bylaw.
3.2. Schedules A, C, D and E form part of this bylaw.
3.3. This bylaw comes into force on the date it is passed.
FIRST READING:
PUBLIC HEARING:
SECOND READING:
THIRD READING:

Bylaw approved by: _______ _______

Town of Canmore Bylaw 2017-29

Approved on behalf of the Town of Canmore:

John Borrowman
Mayor

Date

Cheryl Hyde
Municipal Clerk

Date

Bylaw approved by: _______

_______
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Proposed Wording

7.1 Purpose

7.1 Purpose

The purpose of the Green Building Regulations is to
encourage development to occur in a manner that is
more environmentally sustainable than is achievable
through traditional building practices.

The purpose of these Green Building Regulations is to
encourage development to occur in a manner that is
more environmentally sustainable than is achievable
through traditional building practices.

Buildings constructed with current green design
principles have a number of benefits:
a. reduced energy and water consumption in
their operation
b. fewer greenhouse gasses and other
pollutants generated by materials and in
operation
c. quantity of materials used is reduced
d. durable materials increase lifespan of
structure
e. less waste is produced through associated
manufacturing and construction practices

Buildings constructed with green design principles
have a number of benefits:

Typically green buildings result in a higher quality
product, cost less to operate, are more adaptable to
new uses, are healthier for their occupants and have
longer economic lives.

Typically, green buildings result in a higher quality
product, cost less to operate, are more adaptable to
new uses, are healthier for their occupants and have
longer economic lives.

7.2 Guiding Principles for Green Building
Regulations

7.2 Guiding Principles for Green Building
Regulations

7.2.0.1 Flexibility. The builder/developer is provided
with options for meeting the Targets in subsection
7.4.3.
7.2.0.2 Fairness. Requirements for building more
efficient homes apply to all builders from the biggest
developers to individuals building their own homes.
7.2.0.3 Accountability. Verification for quality of
construction is required to ensure that all builders are
held to an equal standard.
7.2.0.4 Timeliness. Green building regulations are not
intended to add significantly to the permitting,
inspection and occupancy process.

7.2.0.1 Flexibility: the applicant is provided with
options for meeting the Town’s Green Building
targets.
7.2.0.2 Fairness: requirements for constructing more
efficient and environmentally friendly buildings apply
to all applicants, from the biggest developers to
individuals building their own homes.
7.2.0.3 Accountability: verification for quality of
construction is required to ensure that all applications
are held to an equal standard.
7.2.0.4 Timeliness: Green Building Regulations are
not intended to add significantly to the permitting,
inspection and occupancy procedure.

• energy and water consumption reduced in building
operation,
• fewer greenhouse gasses and other pollutants
generated by materials and in operation,
• quantity of materials used is reduced,
• durable materials increase lifespan of structure,
• less waste is produced through associated
manufacturing and construction practices, and
• construction waste is recycled.
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7.3 Definitions
For the purposes of these Regulations, the following
definitions shall apply:

Applicant refers to any person or builder applying for
a Building Permit.
Built Green refers to the program operated by the
Built Green Society of Canada.
Canmore Green Building Checklist is a copy of the
latest checklist for the relevant Built Green™ scale of
development. The Built Green™ Multi-Storey and
Residential Tower checklist, or updated versions of,
shall be used for developments that are not eligible
for the EnerGuide program. Exceptions may be
required, given the type of development and shall be
at the discretion of the Development Authority.
Development Agreement refers to development
agreements entered into between the Town and a
developer for which a development permit has been
issued.
EE4 is a report based on a modeling tool from Natural
Resources Canada that provides energy use
assessment validation of new building design
compared to Model National Energy Code for
Buildings (MNECB) 1997 requirements.
EnerGuide refers to the program operated by Natural
Resources Canada, specifically the standard measure
of a home’s energy performance as evaluated and
certified by the EnerGuide Rating System Service
Organization. The EnerGuide score is between 0-100.
This process involves:
a. The EnerGuide for New Houses service starts
with an analysis of your new house plans by
an EnerGuide for New Houses energy advisor.
b. The advisor recommends energy-saving
upgrades and works with your builder to
develop a report that lists various costeffective options.
c. Your builder then estimates the upgrade
work and provides you with a price.
d. When construction is done, the EnerGuide
advisor verifies the applied energy upgrades
and performs a blower door test.

Applicant refers to any property owner, developer or
builder undertaking a development that includes
construction of a new building in Canmore large
enough to necessitate a Building Permit, initiating the
Green Building Procedure.
Built Green Canada refers to the programs operated
by the Built Green Society of Canada “to promote
‘green’ building practices to reduce the impact
building has on the environment”. (Source:
builtgreencanada.ca)
Certified Energy Advisor is an individual who conducts
EnerGuide home evaluations through service
organizations licensed by Natural Resources Canada.
(Information: Energy advisors provide third party
expert advice to homeowners looking to improve the
energy efficiency of their new homes and can also
work with builders who wish to use the EnerGuide
Rating System in the planning and design stages of
their new constructions. Energy advisors help ensure
homes labelled under Natural Resources Canada’s
energy efficiency housing initiatives meet the
requirements of the standard.)
EE4 is a report based on an evaluation tool from
Natural Resources Canada that provides energy use
assessment validation of new building design
compared to Model National Energy Code for
Buildings (MNECB) 1997 requirements.
EnerGuide “is the official mark of the Government of
Canada for its energy performance rating and labeling
program for key consumer items—houses, light-duty
vehicles, and certain energy-using products.” (Source:
nrcan.gc.ca)
EnerGuide Rating System for Homes refers to the
program operated by Natural Resources Canada to
measure a home’s energy performance as evaluated
and certified by a Certified Energy Advisor. It is a
consumptive-based rating, measured in gigajoules per
year (GJ/year).
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e. After the data has been collected, your home
receives its EnerGuide for New Houses rating.
You are provided with an official label to
display the rating on your home’s furnace or
electrical box.
See: http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/residential/personal/newhomes/upgrade-packages/energuideservice.cfm?attr=4

f.

Enhanced Green Construction means that under the
variance provisions of Section 1.14.3 of this Bylaw,
variances may be considered for significantly
exceeding the Town’s requirements for green building.
This category is an example of what may be
acceptable for exceeding the basic requirements.
Green Building means a development that exceeds
standard construction practices in the areas of energy
consumption, material use and water consumption.
Gross Floor Area shall be as defined in the Section 16
of this Bylaw.
LEED refers to the various Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design programs operated by the
Canada Green Building Council. Examples are LEED for
New Construction and LEED for Homes.

(Information: “The energy advisor will measure and
collect data about all of the elements of your home
that impact its energy performance and then enter
that data into an energy simulation software program
that calculates your home’s EnerGuide rating. The
data collected includes: the level of your home’s
airtightness, using a blower door test; the insulation
levels of your walls, ceilings and basement; the
number, type and location of all windows and exterior
doors; the size and efficiency ratings of your space
heating, space cooling (air conditioning) and water
heating equipment; information about any ventilation
equipment; and any other information relevant to your
home’s energy performance.” (Source: nrcan.gc.ca))
Enhanced Green Construction means that under the
variance provisions of Section 1.14.3 of this Bylaw,
variances to normal development requirements (e.g.
density, setbacks, height, lot coverage, and parking)
could be considered for achieving a target of 15% or
greater improvement compared to the Reference
house. As well, incentives or penalties would be
based on this 15% target.
Green Building means a development that exceeds
standard construction practices in the areas of energy
consumption at the minimum, and preferably in terms
of reduced material use and water consumption,
reduced greenhouse gas production, and use of more
health and environmentally friendly materials.
LEED refers to the various Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design programs operated by the
Canada Green Building Council. Examples are LEED for
New Construction and LEED for Homes.
Reference House means the theoretical reference
value (house) that is uniquely created through the
EnerGuide Rating System to show the gigajoule per
year rating a house would achieve if it was built to
meet typical new home energy performance
construction requirements.
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7.3.1 7.3.1 Applicability
7.3.1.1 Building permits for new construction only
are subject to these regulations. Renovations,
additions, or reconstruction are not required to meet
the Green Building Regulations.
7.3.1.2 Development permits for new construction
are subject to this policy. Compliance with the Green
Building Regulations shall be a condition of approval
for development permits for new construction.

Proposed Wording
7.4

Applicability

7.4.1
All new buildings constructed in Canmore
that will have floor areas exceeding 10 m2 (107.6 sq ft)
are subject to these Regulations; with the exception of
accessory buildings and accessory dwelling units.
7.4.2
Renovations, additions, or reconstruction of
existing buildings are not required to meet the Green
Building Regulations.
7.4.3
Compliance with the Green Building
Regulations shall be a condition of approval for
development permits for all new building construction
and shall also be necessary for development
compliance for buildings for which a development
permit is not required pursuant to Section 1.7 of this
Bylaw.

7.4 Reporting Procedure

7.5

The Town of Canmore shall require all new
construction requiring a building permit to complete
and submit either Third Party Certification or
undertake the Town of Canmore Procedure as
described below.
7.4.1
Third Party Certification
Third party certification acceptable to the Town (such
as LEED™ or Built Green™ Silver), with equivalent
EnerGuide scores as per the Town Procedure
(Subsection 7.4.3 below). Evidence of third party
certification intent shall be submitted to the Town
with a Building Permit application, and preliminary
EnerGuide scores are required prior to Occupancy
being granted by the Town. A copy of final
certification is required within 90 days of occupancy of
the final unit. In accepted third party programs where
no EnerGuide evaluation is required, this shall not be a
condition of an Occupancy Certificate being granted
by the Town.

When a proposed new building exceeds 10 m2 (107.6
sq ft) in floor area, it shall be a requirement of the
development approval (including developments where
a development permit is not required pursuant to
Section 1.7 of this Bylaw) that the Applicant initiate
one of the Town of Canmore Procedures OR the Third
Party Certification Procedure described below prior to
obtaining a building permit.

Reporting Procedure

THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATION IS INCLUDED IN SECTION
7.5.3
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7.4.2
Town of Canmore Procedure
7.4.2.1 Small Scale Residential Developments (single
family, duplex, and row townhouse developments)

7.5.1
Town of Canmore Green Building Procedure
for Small Scale Residential Developments (single
family, duplex, and row townhouse developments)

a. Submit a completed Green Building Checklist
showing green initiatives to be undertaken as part
of the construction. A minimum of 90 points from
the checklist are required to be implemented.

DELETED requirement for the Green Building Checklist.

b. Engage the EnerGuide program (minimum score as
per Subsection 7.4.3.1(a) below).
c. Prior to Occupancy being granted, the applicant
shall submit to the Town confirmation that the
Blower Door Test has occurred from the certified
EnerGuide advisor and a copy of the interim report
provided. The interim report is a draft EnerGuide
score based on the Blower Door Test and initial
energy modeling.

7.5.1.1 The Applicant shall engage a Certified Energy
Advisor to initiate the EnerGuide Rating System for
Homes. Evidence of this engagement shall be provided
to the Town in advance of a Building Permit being
issued.
7.5.1.2 The Applicant shall work with the Certified
Energy Advisor through a process that generally
involves the following steps:
•

The EnerGuide service starts with an analysis of
the new house plans by a Certified Energy
Advisor.

•

The Advisor recommends energy saving upgrades
and works with the builder and/or owner to
develop a report that lists detailed options for
improving the home’s energy performance.

•

The builder then estimates the work and provides
the owner with price information that ultimately
leads to construction decisions. Note that the
Town of Canmore’s target for the EnerGuide
Rating is a result that is 10% better than the rating
that would be obtained by the Reference House,
and that there is a system of incentives and
penalties encouraging achievement of this target
established below.

•

When construction is complete, the Certified
Energy Advisor verifies the applied energy
upgrades and evaluates the energy performance
of the building in accordance with the EnerGuide
Rating System for Homes, which includes a blower
door test and takes into account on-site
renewable energy contributions amongst other
measures.

•

After the data have been collected and analyzed,
the dwelling receives an interim EnerGuide
Rating.

•

The interim EnerGuide results are submitted to
Natural Resources Canada for verification and
approval. Once that is completed, the owner is
provided with an official EnerGuide label to
display the rating on the dwelling’s furnace or
electrical box.

d. Submit to Town a copy of the post construction
EnerGuide Report.
e. A Final Report/Checklist shall be submitted for
review once construction is complete and
inspected. The final report should be a copy of the
original checklist submitted with the application
and should provide detail as to where the checklist
initiatives have been met or where changes have
occurred.
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7.5.1.3 Following construction and prior to
occupancy of the building being granted by the Town,
the Applicant or Certified Energy Advisor shall submit
to the Town confirmation that the energy
performance evaluation has been undertaken, along
with a copy of the interim EnerGuide Rating.
7.5.1.4 The Town will compare the EnerGuide Rating
achieved to that of the Reference House, the target
being a rating that is a minimum of 10% less than the
gigajoule per year requirement of the Reference
House.
7.5.1.5 Based on the outcome of the EnerGuide
Rating comparison, the Town will determine if
incentives or penalties apply to the development.
7.5.1.6 When the owner of the dwelling receives the
official EnerGuide label from Natural Resources
Canada, a copy should be provided to the Town to
verify the interim rating.
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7.4.2.2 Commercial / Industrial / Institutional
Buildings or large Residential Developments where
the EnerGuide program Cannot be Applied
a. Submit a completed Green Building Checklist
showing green initiatives to be undertaken as part of
the construction. A minimum of 90 points from the
checklist are required to be implemented.
b. Complete and submit to the Town a copy of EE4
modeling and building design (minimum score as per
Section 7.4.3.2(a) below).
c. Submit MNECB Mandatory Requirement Checklist
confirming building construction was undertaken in
accordance with the EE4 report.
d. A Final Report/Checklist shall be submitted for
review once construction is complete and inspected.
The final report should be a copy of the original
checklist submitted with the application and should
provide detail as to where the checklist initiatives
have been met or where changes have occurred.

Attachment 2

Proposed Wording
7.5.2 Town of Canmore Green Building Procedure for
Commercial, Industrial and Institutional Buildings,
and Large Residential Developments where the
EnerGuide Program cannot be applied
DELETED requirement for the Green Building Checklist.
7.5.2.1 The Applicant shall engage a Certified Energy
Advisor or qualified professional to complete and
submit to the Town a copy of EE4 modelling and
building design (minimum target as per Section 7.7
below). Note that the EE4 modelling assessment is
used to verify that the building design is at least 25%
more energy efficient than if it was only constructed
to meet Model National Energy Code for Buildings
(MNECB) 1997 requirements.
7.5.2.2 Following construction, the Applicant shall
submit to the Town the MNECB Mandatory
Requirement Checklist confirming building
construction was undertaken in accordance with the
EE4 report.
7.5.2.3 The Applicant shall also submit a Final Report
indicating the percentage reduction in energy
consumption of the building compared to the
reference MNECB building.
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7.4.1

Third Party Certification

Third party certification acceptable to the Town (such
as LEED™ or Built Green™ Silver), with equivalent
EnerGuide scores as per the Town Procedure
(Subsection 7.4.3 below). Evidence of third party
certification intent shall be submitted to the Town
with a Building Permit application, and preliminary
EnerGuide scores are required prior to Occupancy
being granted by the Town. A copy of final
certification is required within 90 days of occupancy
of the final unit. In accepted third party programs
where no EnerGuide evaluation is required, this shall
not be a condition of an Occupancy Certificate being
granted by the Town.

Proposed Wording
7.5.3

Third Party Certification Procedure

THIS OPTION IS IN THE EXISTING BYLAW – THE
PROPOSED REWORDING IS TO PROVIDE CLARITY
7.5.3.1 Instead of following the Town of Canmore
Green Building Procedures above, the Applicant may
use a recognized third party to certify that the building
component of a development meets the Town’s Green
Building objectives. Third party organizations often
have more rigorous programs for obtaining
environmentally friendly and energy efficient results
than those required by the Town.
7.5.3.2 The Town currently recognizes LEED™ and
Built Green Canada™ certifications. The Town’s
Development Authority may accept other programs
when issuing decisions on a development permit
applications. In those instances where a development
permit is not required (see Section 1.7 of this Bylaw), a
Town Development Officer is hereby authorized to
make a decision as to the acceptability of other Third
party certification.
7.5.3.3 When the Town’s Green Building Procedures
are not utilized, evidence of intent to submit a Third
party certification shall be submitted to the Town as a
condition of compliance with this Bylaw.
7.5.3.4 The Applicant shall provide evidence that the
Third party certification has been achieved prior to
occupancy being granted by the Town. A preliminary
notification of compliance provided by the third party
shall suffice in this regard, with the official copy of
final certification required within 90 days of occupancy
of the building or, as applicable, the final unit.
7.5.3.5 When a Third party certification such as
LEED™ or Built Green Canada™ is utilized, the
applicant is not required to provide evidence that the
EnerGuide Rating System target has been met.
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7.6 Performance Security Requirement
THIS REQUIREMENT IS IN THE EXISTING BYLAW – THE
PROPOSED REWORDING IS TO PROVIDE CLARITY
7.6.0.1 If the interim EnerGuide report or MNECB
checklist and energy reduction calculation or Third
party certification have not been submitted prior to
occupancy as required above, the Applicant shall
provide a refundable performance security prior to
building occupancy being granted by the Town.
7.6.0.2 Similarly, if the interim EnerGuide report or
MNECB checklist and energy reduction calculation or
Third party certification show that the minimum
performance targets established in this Green Building
Regulation have not been achieved, the Applicant shall
provide a refundable performance security prior to
building occupancy being granted by the Town.
7.6.0.3 The amount of the performance security shall
be based on a specified dollar amount per $1,000 of
construction value as that value was established
during the building permitting process, with the
specified dollar amount being set annually by Council
as part of the Master Fee Schedule approval.
7.6.0.4 The performance security shall be provided
to the Town in the form of cash or a letter of credit.
7.6.0.5 If the necessary reporting requirements and
required minimum target (outlined under Section 7.7)
are achieved within six months of occupancy being
granted, the performance security shall be refunded
to the Applicant. The Applicant may be eligible for an
incentive payment as outlined below.
7.6.0.6 If the necessary reporting requirements are
submitted within six months of occupancy being
granted but the required minimum target is not
achieved or only partially achieved, the performance
security may be subject to the penalty provisions
outlined below in Section 7.8.
7.6.0.7 Modifications to the development may be
undertaken to achieve the required Green Building
Regulation target in the six month period following
occupancy, before the decision on a refund of the
performance security is made by the Town.
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7.7 Canmore Green Building Targets and Incentives
7.7.0
Where targets are demonstrated to be
unreasonable, exceptions may be considered at the
discretion of the Town of Canmore Planning and
Development Department.

7.4.2.1 Small Scale Residential Developments (single
family, duplex, and row townhouse developments)

7.7.1 Small Scale Residential Developments (single
family, duplex, and row townhouse developments)

a. Submit a completed Green Building Checklist
showing green initiatives to be undertaken as part of
the construction. A minimum of 90 points from the
checklist are required to be implemented.

DELETED requirement for the Green Building Checklist.

b. Engage the EnerGuide program (minimum score as
per Subsection 7.4.3.1(a) below).
c. Prior to Occupancy being granted, the applicant
shall submit to the Town confirmation that the
Blower Door Test has occurred from the certified
EnerGuide advisor and a copy of the interim report
provided. The interim report is a draft EnerGuide
score based on the Blower Door Test and initial
energy modeling.
d. Submit to Town a copy of the post construction
EnerGuide Report.
e. A Final Report/Checklist shall be submitted for
review once construction is complete and inspected.
The final report should be a copy of the original
checklist submitted with the application and should
provide detail as to where the checklist initiatives
have been met or where changes have occurred.

7.7.1.1 The Town shall reward Applicants
constructing Small Scale Residential Developments
(single family, duplex, and row townhouse
developments) who exceed the development approval
minimum requirements for Green Buildings
established in these Regulations through the provision
of incentive payments.
7.7.1.2 For those using the EnerGuide Rating System,
the Green Building minimum target is an energy usage
rating that is at least 10% better than (i.e. 10% below
the gigajoule per year requirement of) the Reference
House.
7.7.1.3 For those Applicants using the EnerGuide
Rating System, an incentive shall be provided where
the required reporting has been received within six
months of occupancy and confirms the GJ/year
improvement is:
a. 11 - 20% better than the Reference House –
the incentive is 10% of the performance
security or its equivalent value
b. 21 - 30% better than the Reference House –
the incentive is 20% of the performance
security or its equivalent value
c. 31 - 40% better than the Reference House –
the incentive is 30% of the performance
security or its equivalent value.
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7.4.2.2 Commercial / Industrial / Institutional
Buildings or large Residential Developments where
the EnerGuide program cannot be applied

7.7.2
Commercial, Industrial and Institutional
Buildings, and Large Residential Developments where
the EnerGuide program cannot be applied

a. Submit a completed Green Building Checklist
showing green initiatives to be undertaken as part of
the construction. A minimum of 90 points from the
checklist are required to be implemented.
b. Complete and submit to the Town a copy of EE4
modeling and building design (minimum score as per
Section 7.4.3.2(a) below).
c. Submit MNECB Mandatory Requirement Checklist
confirming building construction was undertaken in
accordance with the EE4 report.
d. A Final Report/Checklist shall be submitted for
review once construction is complete and inspected.
The final report should be a copy of the original
checklist submitted with the application and should
provide detail as to where the checklist initiatives
have been met or where changes have occurred.

DELETED requirement for the Green Building Checklist.

7.4.2.3 If the required interim EnerGuide report and
required score or MNECB checklist have not been
submitted prior to occupancy, the applicant shall
provide a refundable performance bond prior to
occupancy being granted. The amount of the
performance bond, which may be provided in the
form of cash or a letter of credit, shall be based on an
additional cost per $1,000 of construction value in the
manner in which a building permit fee is determined,
and shall be established annually by Council as part of
the Master Fee Schedule approval. If the necessary
reporting requirements and required minimum score
(outlined under section 7.4.3.) is achieved within six
months of occupancy being granted, the refundable
performance bond shall be refunded to the applicant.
7.4.2.4 If the necessary reporting is not submitted or
the minimum score (as required in 7.4.3.) is not
achieved, refunds shall be calculated in accordance
with the following:
a. 25% of the performance bond where the applicant:
1. fails to meet the required Energuide Score as
required in section 7.4.3.1(a) by one (1) point; or
2. fails to achieve a minimum 25% reduction to the
design energy consumption compared to the Model
National Energy Code for Buildings (MNECB)
reference building required in section 7.4.3.2(a) by 0
– 5%.

7.7.2.1 The Town shall reward Applicants
constructing Commercial, Industrial and Institutional
Buildings, and Large Residential Developments where
the EnerGuide program cannot be applied who exceed
the development approval minimum requirements for
Green Buildings established in these Regulations
through the provision of incentive payments.
7.7.2.2 For Applicants submitting an energy
performance report (based on EE4 modelling), the
Green Building minimum target is that the building be
at least 25% more energy efficient than if constructed
to only meet MNECB 1997 requirements.
7.7.2.3 An incentive shall be provided where the
required reporting has been received within six
months of occupancy and confirms one of the
following:
a. 26 - 35% better than the MNECB 1997
requirements – the incentive is 10% of the
performance security or its equivalent value
b. 36 - 49% better than the MNECB 1997
requirements – the incentive is 20% of the
performance security or its equivalent value
7.7.2.4 For buildings that have a 50% or greater
reduction to the design energy consumption
compared to the reference MNECB 1997 requirement,
Enhanced Green Construction is acknowledged. As an
incentive for achieving this energy reduction, under
the variance provisions of Section 1.14.3 of this Bylaw
variances to normal development requirements (e.g.
density, setbacks, height, lot coverage, and parking)
could be considered.
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b. 10% of the performance bond where the applicant:
1. fails to meet the required Energuide Score as
required in section 7.4.3.1(a) by two (2) points; or
2. fails to achieve a minimum 25% reduction to the
design energy consumption compared to the Model
National Energy Code for Buildings (MNECB)
reference building required in section 7.4.3.2(a) by
between 5 and 10%; or
3. fails to achieve any other standard or requirement
committed to in an application and accepted as an
alternate to the above by the Town.
c. 0% of the performance bond (no refund) where the
applicant:
1. does not submit the required EnerGuide report or
MNECB Mandatory Requirement Checklist within six
months of occupancy; or
2. fails to meet the required Energuide Score as
required in section 7.4.3.1(a) by more than two (2)
points; or
3. fails to achieve a minimum 25% reduction to the
design energy consumption compared to the Model
National Energy Code for Buildings (MNECB)
reference building required in section 7.4.3.2(a) by
more than 10%.
7.4.2.5 An incentive shall be provided, equal to 10%
of the performance bond described in 7.4.2.3., where
the required reporting within six months of occupancy
confirms one of the following:
a. an Enhanced Green Construction level indicated in
section 7.4.3.1(a); or
b. an Enhanced Green Construction level with a 50%
or greater reduction to the design energy
consumption compared to the reference MNECB
building, as indicated in section 7.4.3.2(a); or
c. significantly exceeding any other standard or
requirement committed to in an application and
accepted as an alternate to the above by the Town.
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7.4.3
Canmore Green Building Reporting
Requirements and Targets
7.4.3..1 Small Scale Residential
a. Graduated EnerGuide scores reflect the fact that an
efficient 200 m2 residence uses fewer resources for
construction and operation than a larger energyefficient residence.
The minimum requirements for the EnerGuide
program are as follows:
Gross Floor Area
Required Score
Enhanced
200 m2 or less (<2150 ft2) 73
78
201-325 m2 (2151-3500 ft2) 74
79
326-500 m2 (3501-5382 ft2) 75
80
501+ m2 (5383+ ft2)
78
82
b. The applicant shall provide reporting on EnerGuide
scores achieved, in the form of a final report from
Natural Resources Canada. An interim report from the
EnerGuide service provider may be accepted by the
Town in advance of the final report. Modifications to
the development may be undertaken to achieve the
required EnerGuide score before refunding of the
reporting performance bond by the Town.
7.4.3.2 Commercial / Industrial / Institutional
Buildings or large Residential Developments (where
the EnerGuide program cannot be applied)
a. Development proposals shall submit the
energy performance report (based on EE4
modeling) and achieve a minimum 25%
reduction to the design energy consumption
compared to the Model National Energy Code
for Buildings (MNECB) reference building.
b. Enhanced Green Construction is
acknowledged for buildings that have a 50%
or greater reduction to the design energy
consumption compared to the reference
MNECB building.
c. Where the EE4 target of a 25% reduction has
not been met, the applicant may make
changes to the design such that the targets
are met and before refunding of the
performance bond by the Town.
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7.7.3

Third Party Certification Procedure

7.7.3.1 When an Applicant has not used the
EnerGuide Rating System but has significantly
exceeded the minimum requirements of a Third party
certification, the incentive shall be equivalent to that
established above for the EnerGuide Rating System.
7.7.3.2 When an Applicant has not used EE4
modelling and the comparison to MNECB 1997
requirements but has significantly exceeded the
minimum requirements of a Third party certification
such as LEED, the incentive shall be equivalent to that
established above for the MNECB comparison.
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7.8 Canmore Green Building Penalties
Applicants who fail to complete the Green Building
requirements or do not achieve the development
approval minimum requirements for Green Buildings
as established in these Regulations shall face penalties
as set out below but will not be required to modify
their buildings to achieve the targets.
7.8.1 Small Scale Residential Developments (single
family, duplex, and row townhouse developments)
7.8.1.1 For Applicants using the EnerGuide Rating
System, the penalties are as follows:
a. Failure to submit the reporting requirements
– the penalty is 100% of the performance
security. If the necessary reporting
requirements and required minimum target
(outlined under Section 7.7) are achieved
within six months of occupancy being
granted, the performance security shall be
refunded to the applicant and the Applicant
may still qualify for incentive payments.
b. Failure to meet the minimum target (10%
better than the Reference House) by less
than 10% – the penalty is 10% of the
performance security.
c. Failure to meet the minimum target (10%
better than the Reference House) by 10 - 19%
- the penalty is 20% of the performance
security.
d. Failure to meet the minimum target (10%
better than the Reference House) by 20 - 29%
- the penalty is 30% of the performance
security.
e. Failure to meet the minimum target (10%
better than the Reference House) by 30% or
more - the penalty is 40% of the performance
security.
7.8.2
Commercial/Industrial/Institutional
Buildings or large Residential Developments where
the EnerGuide program cannot be applied
7.8.2.1 For Applicants using the MNECB checklist and
energy reduction calculation based on EE4
modelling, the penalties are as follows:
a. Failure to achieve a minimum 25% reduction
to the design energy consumption compared
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b.

c.

to the MNECB reference building by less than
5% - the penalty is 75% of the performance
security.
Failure to achieve a minimum 25% reduction
to the design energy consumption compared
to the MNECB reference building by 5 – 9% the penalty is 90% of the performance
security.
Failure to submit the MNECB requirement
checklist or failure to achieve a minimum 25%
reduction to the design energy consumption
compared to the MNECB reference building
by 10% or more - the penalty is 100% of the
performance security.
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Proposed Changes to Land Use Bylaw No. 22-2010
Section 16.2 Definitions
Existing Wording in Land Use Bylaw No. 222010

Proposed for Bylaw No. 2017-xx
ADD
accessory dwelling unit, means a dwelling
unit that is subordinate to and under one title
with the principal use.
attached accessory dwelling unit, means an
accessory dwelling unit that is 1) located in
the principal building that includes the
principal use, and 2) is subordinate to and
under one title with the principal use.
detached accessory dwelling unit means an
accessory dwelling unit 1) located in a
separate accessory building from the principal
building, and 2) is subordinate to and under
one title with the principal use.

secondary suite means development
consisting of an ancillary, self-contained
dwelling unit located in a structure in which
the primary use is a single family dwelling
unit. A secondary suite has an entrance
separate from the entrance to the primary
dwelling unit, either from a common indoor
landing or directly from the exterior of the
structure, and may be connected by an
interior door directly connecting the primary
dwelling unit to the secondary suite. Exterior
access to the secondary suite is subordinate
in both size and appearance to the access of
the primary dwelling unit.

DELETE definition for secondary suite

garden suite means a secondary dwelling unit DELETE definition for garden suite
detached from and located on the same site
and serviced by the same utilities as a single
family-detached principal dwelling unit. A
Garden Suite may be a ached to or be
developed above a detached garage
ADD
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dormer means a roof structure containing a
window that projects vertically above the
plane of a pitched roof for the purposes of
providing light and headroom within a ½
storey.
single family detached plus dwelling means a
single detached building designed to contain
one primary dwelling unit and one secondary
suite, under one title, used exclusively for the
residence of not more than one family per
dwelling unit and where the primary dwelling
unit and secondary suite may be connected
by an interior door directly connecting the
primary dwelling unit to the secondary suite.
Exterior access to the secondary suite is
subordinate in both size and appearance to
the access of the primary dwelling unit.

REVISED to
single family detached plus dwelling means a
property under one title that contains a
principal dwelling and an attached accessory
dwelling.
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Proposed Changes to Land Use Bylaw No. 22-2010
Section 4.3 and 4.4 of General Regulations
Existing Wording in
Land Use Bylaw No. 22-2010

Proposed Amendment
Bylaw 2017-xx

4.3.2.1 e. For a single family-detached, single family
detached-plus, dwellings with secondary or garden
suites and duplex dwellings, each required parking
stall and driveway shall be surfaced with material
which does not generate dust and which will not
result in the migration of debris to an adjacent
sidewalk, street or lane.

4.3.2.1 e. For a single family-detached, single family
detached-plus, dwellings with For single family and
duplex dwellings with or without accessory
dwelling units, secondary or garden suites and
duplex dwellings, each required parking stall and
driveway shall be surfaced with material which
does not generate dust and which will not result in
the migration of debris to an adjacent sidewalk,
street or lane.

4.3.2.3 Single family-detached plus dwelling
unit
a. Three (3) parking stalls
b. Two stalls may be in tandem

4.3.2.3 Single family-detached plus dwelling
unit
a. Three (3) parking stalls
b. Two stalls may be in tandem
c. Despite 4.3.2.3. where the property is
within 450 meters of a public transit
route, or within 1.0 km of the Town
Centre District or Gateway District
(1) Two (2) parking stalls
(2) Two stalls may be in tandem
d. Provide a minimum of two (2) weather
protected bicycle parking stalls for use
of the occupants of the Accessory
Dwelling Unit to the satisfaction of the
Development Authority.
e. Where the property’s access is from
the roads listed in Schedule Xx, Roads
with Restricted Parking and Access
(1) Three (3) parking stalls total
(2) Two stalls may be in tandem

4.3.2.4 Accessory Dwelling Unit
a. One (1) parking stall per accessory
dwelling unit

4.3.2.4 Accessory Dwelling Unit
a. One (1) parking stall per accessory
dwelling unit
b. Where the property is within 450m of a
public transit stop, or within 1.0 km of the
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Town Centre District or Gateway District no
additional parking is required where a
minimum of two stalls are provided for the
principal dwelling and additional unit
c. Provide a minimum of two weather
protected bicycle parking stalls for use of
the occupants of the accessory dwelling unit
to the satisfaction of the Development
Authority.
d. Where the property’s access is from the
roads listed in Schedule Xx, Roads with
Restricted Parking and Access
(1) Three (3) parking stalls total
(2) Two stalls may be in tandem
Schedule XX, Roads with Restricted Parking
and Access
a. Benchlands Trail
b. 17 Street between Railway Avenue
and Fairholme Drive
c. Fairholme Drive between 17 Street
and 10 Street
d. Bridge Road
e. Rundle Drive, between Bridge Road
and Three Sisters Drive
f. Three Sisters Drive, south and east of
Rundle Drive
(ADD MAP)
Revise 4.4 b.
a secondary or garden suite may be
developed where allowed in the Land Use
District allows for the development of such
suites

4.4 b. a secondary or garden suite one
accessory dwelling unit may be developed
where allowed in the Land Use District allows
for the development of such suites
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4.5
4.5.0.1

Regulations for Accessory Dwelling Units (Secondary and Garden
Suites)
The Development Authority shall:
a. take into consideration the potential eﬀect of the development on the privacy of
adjacent properties in regard to such potential issues as window placement, landings
for entrance ways and outdoor amenity space, and
b. consider the context with respect to parking per Section 4.3 and building design as
identified in this section of the Bylaw and the applicable District of this Bylaw.

4.5.0.2

Accessory Dwelling Units:
a. Are accessory to the principal use and shall not be endorsed as a condominium or
subdivided into a separately titled property.
b. Shall not be used as visitor accommodation or tourist home.
c. A maximum of one accessory dwelling unit per primary dwelling unit shall be
permitted
d. Private outdoor residential amenity space shall be a minimum of 10m2, and shall be
visually demarcated for use by the accessory dwelling occupant(s) with privacy
screening consisting of a combination of low fencing and/or vegetation to the
satisfaction of the Development Authority.
e. A minimum of 40% of the frontage and the front yard shall be landscaped in
vegetated or soft landscaping to the satisfaction of the Development Authority.
f.

To preserve the single family appearance of the principal dwelling unit, above grade
external stairs are discouraged.

g. Windows that overlook an abutting property shall be located to provide light but not
permit the occupant of the Accessory Dwelling Unit a view into the adjacent
property.
4.5.0.3

Attached Accessory Dwelling Unit shall have:
a. a permitted maximum gross floor area of 40% of the principal use or a maximum of
80 m2, whichever is less.
i. The maximum GFA for an attached accessory dwelling unit in the R1B-W and
R1B-SC district is 93m2
b. an entrance to the accessory dwelling unit that is secondary to and separate from
the principal use, and may be from a common indoor landing or directly from the
exterior of the structure, and shall have direct access to private outdoor amenity
space.

4.5.0.4

Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit regulations:
a. A Development Permit shall be required for a Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit.
b. A Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit shall be located in the rear yard and shall have a
minimum 1.5 m rear yard setback.
c. The minimum lot size for a Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit shall be 400m2
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d. The minimum lot width for a Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit shall be 12 m.
e. The minimum side yard setback shall be 1.5 m
f.

The permitted maximum gross floor area for a detached accessory dwelling unit that
is one and ½ storey
i.

shall be 50m2 on lots that are a minimum of 400 m2 to a maximum of 560 m2
in area and contain a permitted Single Family Dwelling as the principal use.

ii.

Detached accessory dwelling unit shall have a maximum GFA of 75m2 on lots
that are a minimum of 560 m2 and contain a permitted Single Family Dwelling
as the principal use.

iii.

ALTERNATIVE: shall be a maximum of 0.125 of the lot area to a maximum size
of 75m2

g. The maximum height of a deck attached to an Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit
shall be 2.75 m
h. Eaves may encroach into a required yard setback a maximum of 0.61 m
i.

j.

A Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit shall
i.

have a minimum separation of 4.0 m from the principal dwelling

ii.

have a separate entrance from the entrance to the garage

The maximum height of a single storey detached accessory dwelling unit shall be
5.0m

k. Roof slope shall consider the existing site context and the Town of Canmore’s
coalmine and mountain architecture. The maximum eave height shall be 3.7 m
above existing grade.
l.

The maximum height of a one and a half storey Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit
shall be
i.

6.5 m to the ridge of a gable, hip, or gambrel roof

ii.

5.9 m to the highest point of a flat roof

iii.

6.2 m to the highest point of a shed or arced or butterfly roof.

m. The maximum elevation of any finished floor shall be 3.0 m.
n. The maximum gross floor area of the upper half storey shall be 60% of the main
floor.
o. The maximum site coverage of an accessory dwelling unit with or without enclosed
parking and including carports or covered accessory building areas but excluding
steps, and eaves is 12% and shall conform to the total site coverage of the land use
district governing the property.
i.

The maximum site coverage for accessory buildings for lots designated R1B-SC
shall be 10% for all accessory buildings

p. Where dormers are part of the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit, a maximum of
three dormers are permitted in the roof and shall meet the following requirements:
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i.

One wall shall have a maximum of two dormers, and the maximum total
horizontal distance (or width) of the dormers shall be a maximum of 40% of
the length of the wall where the dormers are located.

ii.

Where there is one additional third dormer it shall be located in the opposite
wall of [p. i.] the dormer shall be a maximum of 25% of the length of the wall
where the dormer is located.

iii.

The dormer wall shall not project past the main roof projection more than
0.30 meters.

iv.

The floor area created by dormers forms part of the GFA of the dwelling unit.

[ADD ILLUSTRATION TO CLARIFY]
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2.1

R1 Residential Single Family Detached District

2.1.1

Purpose
To provide for single family detached dwelling units on standard lots. Other uses may be allowed in
accordance with the listed Discretionary Uses when such uses are compatible with the residential
purpose of the District
To provide for single family-detached residential dwelling units on standard lots. Non-single
family residential uses or developments may be allowed in accordance with the listed
Discretionary Uses when such uses are compatible with the single-family residential purpose of
the District.

2.1.2

Permitted Uses

2.1.3

Discretionary Uses

2.1.4

Regulations

2.1.4.1

The minimum lot area shall be 460.0m2.

2.1.4.2

The maximum lot area shall be 920m2.

2.1.4.3

The minimum lot width shall be 12.0m.

2.1.4.4

The maximum lot width shall be 28.0m.

2.1.4.5

The minimum front yard depth shall be 6.0m, except on key sites it shall be 4.5m.

Accessory Dwelling Unit
Home Occupations - Class 1
Parks and Playgrounds Public
Utilities
Single Family Detached Dwellings
Single Family Detached Plus Dwelling

Accessory Developments [2014-04] Bed
and Breakfasts
Cultural Establishments Day
Care Facilities
Long-Term Care Facilities
Garden Suites on lots with access from both a street and a lane Home
Occupation - Class 2
Manufactured Homes
Public and Quasi-Public Buildings
Secondary Suites on lots with access from both a street and a lane
Seniors Housing/Supportive Living Facility
Signs
Single Family Detached Plus Dwelling on lots with access from both a street and a lane
[2014-04]
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2.1.4.6

The minimum side yard depth shall be 1.5m for each side yard, except on the street side of a
corner site where it shall be 3.0m.

2.1.4.7

The minimum rear yard depth shall be 7.5m.

2.1.4.8

The maximum building height shall be as indicated on a development grading plan approved as part
of a subdivision plan. In the absence of an approved development grading plan, the maximum
building height shall be the lesser of 2 storeys plus loft or 9.5m determined in accordance with
Section 4, General Regulations.

2.1.4.9

The maximum site coverage for all buildings shall be 40%.

2.1.4.10

Maximum Floor Area
Notwithstanding that the 40% maximum site coverage and the maximum building heights described
for this district could allow for the construction of a larger single family-detached dwelling, in order to
retain the scale and character of existing residential neighbourhoods within the area shown in
Schedule “A” to this District, no residential building shall exceed:
a.

325m² for lots smaller than 930m2

b.

0.35 FAR for lots greater than or equal to 930m2

For the purpose of this regulation only, habitable space in basement areas with a ceiling less than
1.2m above grade are excluded from the calculation of GFA as defined in section 16. [2014-04]
2.1.4.11

Notwithstanding the restrictions on floor area and floor area ratios, any dwelling that does not
comply with the maximum floor area or floor area ratio as of January 3, 2012 (the third reading of
Bylaw No. 22-2012) that is accidentally destroyed by fire or other such natural disaster, may be
rebuilt to the original floor area or floor area ratio.

2.1.4.12

Maximum Density
The maximum residential density shall be two dwelling units per lot, one of which shall be the
primary single-family detached residence and the second of which may be an accessory
dwelling unit consist of one secondary suite or one garden suite for which a valid
Development permit exists.that meets the requirements of this Bylaw.

2.1.5

Regulations for Suites
The regulations and requirements for suites contained in this section are in addition to those
regulations governing Garden Suites and Secondary Suites in Section 4, General Regulations of the
Land Use Bylaw. Where the R1 District requirements or regulations for suites are diﬀerent from
those in Section 4, General Regulations, these district-specific regulations shall govern.

2.1.5.1

Development permits
A development permit is required for the construction and residential use of a Secondary
Suite or a Garden Suite.

2.1.5.2

Owner Occupancy of Primary Residence [2015-01]
As part of an application for a development permit, the resident owner shall submit and sign a
statutory declaration that he/she is the principal resident of one of the approved units on the
property. Continued occupancy of one of the approved units by the owner shall be a condition
of a development permit, and the owner shall complete an annual declaration to that eﬀect
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as a condition of maintaining a valid development permit.
2.1.5.3

Revocation of Permit
Should the use of a Garden Suite or Secondary Suite result in negative impacts on adjacent
properties due to noise, parking or other nuisance issues, or where the conditions of approval for
the development permit do not continue to be met, an Order may be issued and the permit for the
operation of a suite may be revoked.

2.1.5.4

Landscaping
A minimum of 60% of the area between the primary residence and the front property line
shall be landscaped in vegetated or soft landscaping to the satisfaction of the Development
Authority.

2.1.5.5

Parking
a.

One parking stall with access from a lane shall be provided for a suite in addition to any
other parking requirements for the site.

b.

The required parking for the suite shall be screened from the adjoining residential
properties to the satisfaction of the Development Authority.

c.

The required parking shall be clearly identified and distinct from other parking which may
be provided from the lane and shall be of adequate dimensions to allow for the opening
of doors and for any required turning movement.

2.1.6

Additional Requirements

2.1.6.1

All developments shall conform to Section 4, General Regulations.

2.1.6.2

A Sustainability Screening Report is required by the Town as part of the Development Permit
application process for developments with a GFA of 500m2 or more in accordance with Section
1, Administration, and the Town of Canmore Sustainability Screening Process.
NOTE: The setbacks and other regulations described in this district are minimum requirements.
Depending on the location of a proposed development (e.g. a corner lot, a site adjacent to a
waterbody or a location within the Wellhead Protection Area) other regulations in the Land Use
Bylaw – for example Section 4.1, Setback Regulations - m a y increase or otherwise vary these
requirements.
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2.1.7

Schedules
Schedule A: R1 Areas Subject to Maximum Residential Gross Floor Area Requirements
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2.2

R1A Residential Single Family Detached Small-Lot District

2.2.1

Purpose

2.2.2

Permitted Uses

2.2.3

To provide for single family detached dwelling units on smaller lots. Other uses may be allowed
in accordance with the listed Discretionary Uses when such uses are compatible with the
residential purpose of the District.
To provide for single family-detached residential dwelling units on smaller lots. Non-single
family residential uses or developments may be allowed in accordance with the listed
Discretionary Uses when such uses are compatible with the single-family residential purpose of
the District.

Accessory Dwelling Unit
Home Occupations - Class 1
Parks and Playgrounds
Public Utilities
Single Family Detached Dwelling
Single Family Detached Plus Dwelling

Discretionary Uses

Accessory Developments [2014-04]
Bed and Breakfasts
Cultural Establishments
Day Care Facilities
Long-Term Care Facilities
Home Occupations - Class 2
Manufactured Homes
Public and Quasi-Public Buildings
Seniors Housing/Supportive Living Facility Signs

2.2.4

Regulations

2.2.4.1

The minimum lot area shall be 400.0m2.

2.2.4.2

The minimum lot width shall be 12.0m.

2.2.4.3

The minimum front yard depth shall be 6.0m, except on key sites it shall be 4.5m.

2.2.4.4

The minimum side yard depth shall be 1.5m for each side yard, except on the street side of a
corner site where it shall be 3.0m.

2.2.4.5

The minimum rear yard depth shall be 7.5m.

2.2.4.6

The maximum building height shall be as indicated on a development grading plan approved as
part of a subdivision plan. In the absence of an approved development grading plan, the
maximum building height shall be the lesser of 2 storeys plus loft or 9.5m as determined in
accordance with Section 4, General Regulations.

2.2.4.7

The maximum site coverage for all buildings shall be 40%.
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2.2.5

Additional Requirements

2.2.5.1

All developments shall conform to Section 4, General Regulations.

2.2.5.2

A Sustainability Screening Report is required by the Town as part of the Development Permit
application process for developments with a GFA of 500m2 or more in accordance with Section
1, Administration, and the Town of Canmore Sustainability Screening Process.
NOTE: The setbacks and other regulations described in this district are minimum requirements.
Depending on the location of a proposed development (e.g. a corner lot, a site adjacent to a
waterbody or a location within the Wellhead Protection Area) other regulations in the Land Use
Bylaw – for example Section 4.1, Setback Regulations - m a y increase or otherwise vary these
requirements.
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2.3

R1N-M Moraine Road Single Family-Detached Narrow Lot Residential
District

2.3.1

Purpose
To provide for single family detached dwelling unit on narrow lots on Moraine Road. Other uses may
be allowed in accordance with the listed Discretionary Uses when such uses are compatible with the
single family and single family plus purpose of the District
To provide for single-family-detached dwelling units on narrow lots on Moraine Road. Non-single
family residential uses or developments may be allowed in accordance with the listed
Discretionary Uses when such uses are compatible with the single-family residential purpose of
the District.

2.3.2

2.3.3

Permitted Uses

Accessory Dwelling Unit
Home Occupations - Class 1 Single
Family-Detached Dwelling
Single Family Detached Plus Dwelling

Discretionary Uses

Accessory Developments [2014-04]
Day Care Facilities
Developments approved prior to third reading of this Bylaw
Home Occupations - Class 2
Manufactured Homes
Parks and Playgrounds
Public and Quasi-Public Buildings
Public Utilities
Signs

2.3.4

Regulations

2.3.4.1

The maximum building height shall be the lesser of 10.0m or 2 storeys plus loft.

2.3.4.2

The minimum sideyard setback shall be 1.2m, except that for accessory buildings it shall be
1.0 m.

2.3.4.3

The minimum sideyard setback for a corner lot shall be 3.0m, except that for accessory
buildings it shall be 1.5m.

2.3.4.4

The minimum front yard setback shall be 6.0m.

2.3.4.5

The minimum rear yard setback shall be 7.5m. except for accessory buildings, including
garages, where it shall be 1.0m.

2.3.4.6

The minimum lot area for single-detached dwellings shall be 233m2.

2.3.4.7

The minimum width of lot shall be 7.6m.

2.3.4.8

The maximum width of lot shall be 12.0m.
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2.3.4.9

All on-site parking shall be provided at the rear of lots with access from the lane.

2.3.4.10

The maximum site coverage per lot will be 40%. A maximum of 14% of the maximum site
coverage may consist of accessory buildings.

2.3.5

Additional Requirements

2.3.5.1

Except where otherwise provided for in this district, all developments shall conform to Section 4,
General Regulations.
A Sustainability Screening Report is required by the Town as part of the Development Permit
application process for developments with a GFA of 500m2 or more in accordance with Section
1, Administration, and the Town of Canmore Sustainability Screening Process.

2.3.5.2

NOTE: The setbacks and other regulations described in this district are minimum requirements.
Depending on the location of a proposed development (e.g. a corner lot, a site adjacent to a
waterbody or a location within the Wellhead Protection Area) other regulations in the Land Use
Bylaw – for example Section 4.1, Setback Regulations - m a y increase or otherwise vary these
requirements.
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2.4

R1B Residential Single Family Detached Plus District

2.4.1

Purpose
To provide for single family detached plus dwelling units where the appearance of the homes
from the street are similar to single family detached dwellings. Non single family residential
uses or developments may be allowed in accordance with the listed Discretionary Uses when
such uses are compatible with the single family residential purpose of the District.

2.4.2

Permitted Uses

2.4.3

Discretionary Uses

2.4.4

Regulations

2.4.4.1

The minimum lot area shall be 230.0m2.

2.4.4.2

The maximum lot width shall be 12.0m.

2.4.4.3

The minimum lot width shall be 9.7m, except for laneless lots it shall be 10.5m.

2.4.4.4

The minimum front yard depth shall be 6.0m, except on key sites it shall be 4.5m.

2.4.4.5

The minimum side yard depth shall be 1.5m for each side yard, except on the street side of a
corner site where it shall be 3.0m.

2.4.4.6

The minimum rear yard depth shall be 7.5m.

2.4.4.7

The maximum building height shall be as indicated on a development grading plan approved
as part of a subdivision plan. In the absence of an approved development grading plan, the
maximum building height shall be the lesser of 2 storeys plus loft or 9.5m as determined in
accordance with Section 4, General Regulations.

2.4.4.8

The maximum site coverage for all buildings shall be 40%.

Accessory Dwelling Unit
Home Occupations - Class 1
Parks and Playgrounds
Public Utilities
Single Family-Detached Plus Dwellings

Accessory Developments [2014-04]
Bed and Breakfasts
Cultural Establishments
Day Care Facilities LongTerm Care Facilities
Home Occupation - Class 2
Manufactured Homes
Public and Quasi-Public Buildings
Seniors Housing/Supportive Living Facility
Signs
Single Family-Detached Dwellings
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2.4.4.9

Maximum gross floor area of a suite in a single-family detached plus dwelling or a
secondary suite shall not exceed 40% of the gross floor area of the residential building or
80m2, whichever is less.

2.4.4.10

Access to a “secondary suite” or a “plus” suite shall be from an external entrance at grade
level or from a common entrance shared with the principal dwelling. External, above-grade
stairways serving only a suite are not permitted.

2.4.5

Additional Requirements

2.3.5.1
2.4.5.1

All developments shall conform to Section 4, General Regulations.
A Sustainability Screening Report is required by the Town as part of the Development Permit
application process for developments with a GFA of 500m2 or more in accordance with
Section 1, Administration, and the Town of Canmore Sustainability Screening Process.
NOTE: The setbacks and other regulations described in this district are minimum
requirements. Depending on the location of a proposed development (e.g. a corner lot, a site
adjacent to a waterbody or a location within the Wellhead Protection Area) other regulations
in the Land Use Bylaw – for example Section 4.1, Setback Regulations - may increase or
otherwise vary these requirements.
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2.5
2.5.1

R1B-E Residential Single Family-Detached Plus Entry-Level Lot District
Purpose
To provide for single family-detached plus dwelling units where the appearance of the homes
from the street are similar to single family-detached dwellings with provisions to allow for
entry-level housing units. Other non-single family residential uses or developments may be
allowed in accordance with the listed Discretionary Uses when such uses are compatible with
the single-family residential purpose of the District.

2.5.2

2.5.3

Permitted Uses

Accessory Dwelling Unit
Home Occupations - Class 1
Parks and Playgrounds
Public Utilities
Single Family-Detached Plus Dwelling
Entry Level Housing Units

Discretionary Uses

Accessory Developments [2014-04]
Bed and Breakfasts
Cultural Establishments
Day Care Facilities
Long-Term Care Facilities
Home Occupations - Class 2
Manufactured Homes
Public and Quasi-Public Buildings
Seniors Housing/Supportive Living
Facility Signs

2.5.4

Regulations

2.5.4.1

The minimum lot area shall be 230m².

2.5.4.2

The maximum lot width shall be 12.0m.

2.5.4.3

The minimum lot width shall be 9.7m, except for laneless lots it shall be 10.5m.

2.5.4.4

The minimum front yard depth shall be 6.0m, except on key sites it shall be 4.5m.

2.5.4.5

The minimum side yard depth shall be 1.5m for each side yard, except on the street side of a
corner site where it shall be 3.0m.

2.5.4.6

The minimum rear yard depth shall be 7.5m.

2.5.4.7

The maximum building height shall be as indicated on a development grading plan approved
as part of a subdivision plan. In the absence of an approved development grading plan, the
maximum building height shall be the lesser of 2 storeys plus loft or 9.5m as determined in
accordance with Section 4, General Regulations.
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2.5.4.8

The maximum site coverage for all buildings shall be 40%.

2.5.4.9

The maximum gross floor area for the primary residential unit within a single family-detached
plus dwelling unit shall be 130m², and the maximum gross floor area of the suite within the single
family- detached plus dwelling shall be 84m².

2.5.4.10

Access to a suite shall be from an external entrance at grade level or from a common entrance
shared with the principal dwelling. External, above-grade stairways serving only a suite are not
permitted.

2.5.5

Additional Requirements

2.5.5.1

Lots 2 through 16 of Block 2 Plan 0212836 and Lots 13 through 22 of Block 3 Plan 0212836,
require the mandatory construction of “Entry-level Housing Units” which meet the following
requirements:
a.

a primary unit with no more than 130m2 of gross floor area, and a secondary suite
with no more than 84m2 of gross floor area; or

b.

a primary unit with an area greater than 130m2 of gross floor area, provided the
combined area of the primary unit and secondary suite is no greater than 214m² of gross
floor area, subject to the satisfaction of the Approving Authority.

2.5.5.2

All developments shall conform to Section 4, General Regulations.

2.5.5.3

A Sustainability Screening Report is required by the Town as part of the Development Permit
application process for developments with a GFA of 500m2 or more in accordance with
Section 1, Administration, and the Town of Canmore Sustainability Screening Process.
NOTE: The setbacks and other regulations described in this district are minimum
requirements. Depending on the location of a proposed development (e.g. a corner lot, a site
adjacent to a waterbody or a location within the Wellhead Protection Area) other regulations
in the Land Use Bylaw – for example Section 4.1, Setback Regulations - m a y increase or
otherwise vary these requirements.
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2.6

R1B-W Residential Single Family-Detached Plus Wide Lot District

2.6.1

Purpose
To provide for single family-detached residential dwelling units on wider lots with provisions to
allow for accessory dwelling units secondary suites. Non-single family residential Other uses or
developments may be allowed in accordance with the listed Discretionary Uses when such uses
are compatible with the single family residential purpose of the District.

2.6.2

Permitted Uses

2.6.3

Discretionary Uses

2.6.4

Regulations

2.6.4.1

The minimum lot area shall be 800m2.

2.6.4.2

The maximum lot width shall be 25.0m.

2.6.4.3

The minimum lot width shall be 16.0m.

2.6.4.4

The minimum front yard depth shall be 7.0m.

2.6.4.5

The minimum side yard depth shall be 2.0m for each side yard, except on the street side of a
corner site where it shall be 3.0m.

2.6.4.6

The minimum rear yard depth shall be 7.5m.

2.6.4.7

The maximum building height shall be as indicated on a site grading plan approved as part of a
subdivision plan. In the absence of an approved grading plan, the maximum building height shall
be the lesser of 2 storeys plus loft or 9.5m as determined in accordance with Section 4, General
Regulations.

Accessory Dwelling Unit Home
Occupations - Class 1
Parks and Playgrounds
Public Utilities
Single Family-Detached Dwellings
Single Family-Detached Plus Dwellings
Secondary Suites associated with Single Family-Detached Dwellings

Accessory Developments [2014-04]
Bed and Breakfasts
Cultural Establishments
Day Care Facilities
Long-Term Care Facilities
Home Occupations - Class 2
Manufactured Homes
Public and Quasi-Public Buildings
Seniors Housing/Supportive Living Facility
Signs
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2.6.4.8

The maximum site coverage for all buildings shall be 30%.

2.6.4.9

Maximum gross floor area of a suite in a single-family detached plus dwelling or a secondary suite
shall not exceed 40% of the gross floor area of the residential building or 93m2, whichever is less.

2.6.4.10

Access to a suite shall be from an external entrance at grade level or from a common entrance
shared with the principal dwelling. External, above-grade stairways serving only a suite are not
permitted.

2.6.5

Additional Requirements

2.6.5.1

Lots 27, 30, 33, and 36 of Block 2 Plan 021 2836; Lots 30, 31, and 35 of Block 4 Plan 021 2836; Lots 4,
6, 7, 10, 14, 36, 37, and 42 of Block 6 Plan 021 2836; and Lot 3 of Block 7 Plan 021 2836 require the
mandatory construction of Single Family-Detached Plus Dwellings rather than Single Family-Detached
Dwellings.

2.6.5.2

All developments shall conform to Section 4, General Regulations.

2.6.5.3

A Sustainability Screening Report is required by the Town as part of the Development Permit
application process for developments with a GFA of 500m2 or more in accordance with Section 1,
Administration, and the Town of Canmore Sustainability Screening Process.
NOTE: The setbacks and other regulations described in this district are minimum requirements.
Depending on the location of a proposed development (e.g. a corner lot, a site adjacent to a
waterbody or a location within the Wellhead Protection Area) other regulations in the Land Use
Bylaw – for example Section 4.1, Setback Regulations - may increase or otherwise vary these
requirements.
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2.7
2.7.1

R1S Residential Single Family Detached With Suites Accessory Dwelling Units
District
Purpose
To provide for single family detached dwelling units on large lots with the potential for accessory
dwelling units. Other uses may be allowed in accordance with the listed Discretionary Uses when
such uses are compatible with the single family and single family plus purpose of the District
To provide for single family-detached residential dwelling units on large lots with the potential for
secondary suites where the appearance of the homes from the street is similar to single family
dwellings. Non-single family residential uses or developments may be allowed in accordance with
the listed Discretionary Uses when such uses are compatible with the single family residential
purpose of the District.

2.7.2

Permitted Uses

2.7.3

Discretionary Uses

2.7.4

Regulations

Accessory Dwelling Unit
Home Occupations - Class 1
Parks and Playgrounds
Public Utilities
Single Family-Detached Dwellings
Single Family-Detached Plus Dwellings

Accessory Developments [2014-04] Bed
and Breakfasts
Cultural Establishments Day
Care Facilities Long-Term
Care Facilities
Home Occupations - Class 2
Manufactured Homes
Public and Quasi-Public Buildings
Secondary Suites associated with Single Family-Detached Dwellings
Seniors Housing/Supportive Living Facility
Signs

2.7.4.1

The minimum lot area shall be 460.0m2.

2.7.4.2

The minimum lot width shall be 12.0m.

2.7.4.3

The minimum front yard depth shall be 6.0m, except on key sites it shall be 4.5m.

2.7.4.4

The minimum side yard depth shall be 1.5m for each side yard, except on the street side of a
corner site where it shall be 3.0m.

2.7.4.5

The minimum rear yard depth shall be 7.5m.
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2.7.4.6

The maximum building height shall be as indicated on a development grading plan approved as
part of a subdivision plan. In the absence of an approved development grading plan, the
maximum building height shall be the lesser of 2 storeys plus loft or 9.5m as determined in
accordance with Section 4, General Regulations.

2.7.4.7

The maximum site coverage for all buildings shall be 40%.

2.7.4.8

The maximum gross floor area of a suite in a single-family detached plus dwelling or a secondary
suite shall not exceed 40% of the gross floor area of the residential building or 80m2, whichever is
less.

2.7.5

Additional Requirements

2.7.5.1

All developments shall conform to Section 4, General Regulations.

2.7.5.2

A Sustainability Screening Report is required by the Town as part of the Development Permit
application process for developments with a GFA of 500m2 or more in accordance with Section 1,
Administration, and the Town of Canmore Sustainability Screening Process.
NOTE: The setbacks and other regulations described in this district are minimum requirements.
Depending on the location of a proposed development (e.g. a corner lot, a site adjacent to a
waterbody or a location within the Wellhead Protection Area) other regulations in the Land Use
Bylaw – for example Section 4.1, Setback Regulations - m a y increase or otherwise vary these
requirements.
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2.8
2.8.1

R2 Residential Family Two-Unit District
Purpose
To provide for family residential development within duplex dwellings. Non-residential Other uses
or developments may be allowed in accordance with the listed Discretionary Uses when such uses
are compatible with the residential purpose of the District.

2.8.2

2.8.3

Permitted Uses

Accessory Dwelling Unit
Duplex Dwellings
Home Occupations - Class 1
Parks and Playgrounds
Public Utilities

Discretionary Uses

Accessory Developments [2014-04]
Bed and Breakfasts approved prior to 3rd reading of this bylaw
Cultural Establishments
Day Care Facilities
Long-Term Care Facilities
Garden Suites Associated with Existing Single Family Detached Dwelling Units
Home Occupations - Class 2
Manufactured Homes
Public and Quasi-Public Buildings
Secondary Suites associated with Single Family-Detached Dwellings
Seniors Housing/Supportive Living Facility
Signs
Single-family dwellings approved as of January 3, 2012 (the third
reading of Bylaw No. 22-2012)
Single Family-Detached Plus Dwellings

2.8.4

Regulations

2.8.4.1

The minimum lot area for each dwelling unit shall be 230.0m2.

2.8.4.2

The maximum lot width per dwelling unit shall be 8.0m. Where existing lots within this District are
subdivided for the purposes of facilitating duplex developments, the Subdivision Approval
Authority may vary the maximum lot width, where the resulting lots exceed 8.0m in width.

2.8.4.3

The minimum front yard depth shall be 6.0m.

2.8.4.4

The minimum side yard depth shall be 1.5m for each side yard, except for a common property
line where it shall be zero or except on the street side of a corner site where it shall be 3.0m.

2.8.4.5

The minimum rear yard depth shall be 7.5m.

2.8.4.6

The maximum building height shall be as indicated on a development grading plan approved as part
of a subdivision plan. In the absence of an approved development grading plan, the maximum
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2.8.4.7

building height shall be the lesser of 2 storeys plus loft or 9.5m as determined in accordance with
Section 4, General Regulations.
The maximum site coverage for all buildings shall be 45%.

2.8.4.8

The maximum gross floor area of a secondary suite shall not exceed 40% of the gross floor area of the
residential building or 80m2, whichever is less.

2.8.5

Additional Requirements

2.8.5.1

All lots outlined in the attached Schedule “A” are required to pay costs incurred by the Town of
Canmore for the pre-servicing of their Utility Services at the time redevelopment occurs on each
of those lots indicated, should the developer choose to take advantage of thepre-servicing
provided by the Town.

2.8.5.2

A Sustainability Screening Report is required by the Town as part of the Development Permit
application process for developments with a GFA of 500m2 or more in accordance with Section
1, Administration, and the Town of Canmore Sustainability Screening Process.

2.8.5.3

All developments shall conform to Section 4, General Regulations.
NOTE: The setbacks and other regulations described in this district are minimum requirements.
Depending on the location of a proposed development (e.g. a corner lot, a site adjacent to a
waterbody or a location within the Wellhead Protection Area) other regulations in the Land Use
Bylaw – for example Section 4.1, Setback Regulations - may increase or otherwise vary these
requirements.

2.8.6

Design Requirements
In order to ensure that new duplex buildings are designed in a manner which recognizes local
architectural conventions, the following minimum architectural guidelines shall apply to all
duplex dwellings where architectural requirements are not otherwise registered on title and
being implemented by the developer of a subdivision:
a.

A minimum roof pitch of 6:12 for a substantial majority of all roof areas;

b.

The use of building materials and colours which meet the intent of the Community
Architectural and Urban Design Standards in this Bylaw.
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2.8.7

Schedules
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2.9

R2A Residential Family Low Density District

2.9.1

Purpose
To provide for family residential development within duplex dwellings with the option
of townhouse development. Non-residential Other uses or developments may be
allowed in accordance with the listed Discretionary Uses when such uses are
compatible with the residential purpose of the District.

2.9.2

Permitted Uses

2.9.3

Discretionary Uses

2.9.4

Regulations

2.9.4.1

The minimum lot area for each dwelling unit shall be 230.0m2.

2.9.4.2

The minimum front yard depth shall be 6.0m.

2.9.4.3

The minimum side yard depth shall be 1.5m for each side yard, except on a common property
line where it shall be zero or except on the street side of a corner site where it shall be 3.0m.

2.9.4.4

The minimum rear yard depth shall be 7.5m.

2.9.4.5

The maximum building height shall be as indicated on a development grading plan approved
as part of a subdivision plan. In the absence of an approved development grading plan, the
maximum building height shall be the lesser of 2 storeys plus loft or 10.0m as determined in

Accessory Dwelling Unit
Duplex Dwellings
Home Occupations - Class 1
Parks and Playgrounds
Public
Utilities
Stacked Townhouses
Townhouses
Accessory Developments [2014-04]
Bed and Breakfasts on sites originally approved prior to 3rd reading of this bylaw
Cultural
Establishments
Day Care Facilities
Detached Accessory Dwelling Units
Long-Term Care Facilities
Garden Suites Associated with Existing Single Family-Detached Dwelling Units
Home Occupations - Class 2
Manufactured Homes
Public and Quasi-Public Buildings
Secondary Suites associated with Single Family-Detached Dwellings
Seniors Housing/Supportive Living Facility
Signs
Single Family-Detached Plus Dwellings
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accordance with Section 4, General Regulations.
2.9.4.6

The maximum site coverage for all buildings shall be 45%.

2.9.4.7

The maximum gross floor area of a secondary suite shall not exceed 40% of the gross floor
area of the residential building or 80m2, whichever is less.

2.9.5

Additional Requirements
All developments shall conform to Section 4, General Regulations.
NOTE: The setbacks and other regulations described in this district are minimum requirements.
Depending on the location of a proposed development (e.g. a corner lot, a site adjacent to a
waterbody or a location within the Wellhead Protection Area) other regulations in the Land Use
Bylaw – for example Section 4.1, Setback Regulations - may increase or otherwise vary these
requirements.

2.9.5.1

A Sustainability Screening Report is required by the Town as part of the Development Permit
application process for developments with a GFA of 500m2 or more in accordance with
Section 1, Administration, and the Town of Canmore Sustainability Screening Process.

2.9.6

Design Requirements

2.9.6.1

The design of residential buildings shall take into consideration the mass and character of
existing residential buildings on adjacent land.

2.9.6.2

A minimum roof pitch of 6:12 for a substantial majority of all roof areas is required and
the use of building materials, colours and landscaping for townhouses and stacked
townhouses shall meet the intent of the Community Architectural and Urban Design
Standards in this Bylaw.
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2.17

STR-1 Silvertip Residential Single Family and Two Unit District

2.17.1

Purpose
To provide for residential development within single family-detached dwellings and duplexes
within a resort setting.

2.17.2

Permitted Uses

Accessory Developments [2014-04]
Attached Accessory Dwelling Unit
Duplex Dwelling
Home Occupations – Class 1
Parks and Playgrounds
Public Utilities
Single Family-Detached Dwelling
Single Family-Detached Plus Dwelling
Tourist Homes

2.17.3

Discretionary Uses

2.17.4

Regulations

2.17.4.1

The minimum lot area shall be:

2.17.4.2

Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit
Public and Quasi Public Buildings
Secondary Suites Associated with Single Family-Detached Dwellings
Signs

a.

Single family-detached dwelling – 460m2

b.

Duplex – 230m2 per dwelling unit

The minimum lot width shall be:
a.

Single family-detached dwelling – 12.0m

b.

Duplex – 6.0m for each dwelling unit

2.17.4.3

The minimum front yard depth shall be 5.5m.

2.17.4.4

Minimum driveway length shall be no less than 6.0m, measured from the property line to the
garage along the centre line of the driveway.

2.17.4.5

The minimum side yard depth shall be 3.0m for each side yard, except for a common property
line for a duplex dwelling where it shall be zero.

2.17.4.6

The minimum rear yard depth shall be 5.5m.

2.17.4.7

The maximum building height shall be as indicated on a development grading plan approved
as part of a subdivision plan. In the absence of a development grading plan, the maximum
building height shall be the lesser of 2 storeys plus loft or 9.5m as determined in accordance
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with Section 4, General Regulations.
2.17.4.8

The maximum site coverage for all buildings shall be 40%.

2.17.5

Additional Requirements

2.3.5.1

All developments shall conform to Section 4, General Regulations.
NOTE: The setbacks and other regulations described in this district are minimum
requirements. Depending on the location of a proposed development (e.g. a corner lot, a site
adjacent to a waterbody or a location within the Wellhead Protection Area) other regulations
in the Land Use Bylaw – for example Section 4.1, Setback Regulations - may increase or
otherwise vary these requirements.

2.17.5.1

A Sustainability Screening Report is required by the Town as part of the Development Permit
application process for developments with a GFA of 500m2 or more in accordance with
Section 1, Administration, and the Town of Canmore Sustainability Screening Process.

2.17.6

Entry Level Housing

2.17.6.1

A minimum proportion of 25% of all residential dwelling units approved and constructed
within this district as part of any subdivision application approved by the Town of Canmore,
shall be entry level units, as defined by the Town of Canmore. Entry level units shall be
included in the total maximum residential unit count described in the Silvertip Area Structure
Plan. However, where entry level units are accepted by the Town as PAH units, such units shall
be exempted from the maximum residential units allowed for in the Silvertip Area Structure
Plan

2.17.6.2

Within Lot 1, Block 10, Plan 041 1061, the number of entry level housing units to be provided
shall be determined at the time of a subdivision application for Lot 1, Block 10, Plan 041 1061,
pursuant to Subsection 2.17.6.1.

2.17.6.3

Entry level housing units shall meet the following criteria as a minimum or such alternate
criteria as defined by the Town of Canmore;

2.17.6.4

Single Detached Plus Entry Level Housing
a.

Unless otherwise specified herein, entry level housing shall meet the requirements of
the R1-BR1B or R1-BER1B-E land use districts of the Land Use Bylaw;

b.

The average lot width within the entry level portion of the subdivision shall be no more
than 13 metres;

c.

Lots will be oﬀered for sale for a selling period of 45 days to local residents of Canmore
to criteria established in consultation with the Town of Canmore at the time of the
review or approval of a tentative plan of subdivision by the Town;

d.

The sale of lots shall be accompanied by a commitment to build within 6 months of a lot
sale;

e.

Entry level single family detached plus units shall comprise a primary unit of no more
than 130m² of gross floor area, and a secondary suite of no more than 84m² of gross
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floor area. The secondary suite shall be constructed at the same time as the initial
construction of the primary unit of the single family detached plus dwelling.
2.17.6.5

Multi Family Entry Level Housing Units
a.

Multi-family entry level housing units approved by the Town of Canmore shall have a
gross floor area of no less than 28m² and no more than 93m².

b.

At the discretion of the Town, the entry level housing units required to be provided may
be deferred to another parcel or parcels outside of this land use district.
The entry level housing units required to be provided associated with the residential
development of Lot 1, Block 10, Plan 041 1061, shall be deferred to Lot 3, Block 9, Plan
041 1061 within the STR-2 land use district, or other such parcel or parcels, at the
discretion of the Town of Canmore.

c.
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2.18

STR-2 Silvertip Comprehensive Residential District

2.18.1

Purpose
To provide for the development of a comprehensive residential district that will accommodate
a wide range and variety of residential dwelling types.

2.18.2

Permitted Uses

Accessory Developments [2014-04]
Attached Accessory Dwelling Unit
Apartment Buildings
Duplex Dwelling
Home Occupations - Class 1
Parks and Playgrounds
Public Utilities
Single Family-Detached Dwelling
Single Family-Detached Plus Dwelling
Stacked Townhouses
Tourist Homes
Townhouses

2.18.3

Discretionary Uses

2.18.4

Regulations

2.18.4.1

The minimum front yard depth shall be 5.5m.

2.18.4.2

Minimum driveway length shall be no less than 6.0m, measured from the property line to the
garage along the centre line of the driveway.

2.18.4.3

The minimum side yard depth shall be 3.0m.

2.18.4.4

The minimum rear yard depth shall be 5.5m.

2.18.4.5

The maximum building height shall be as indicated on a development grading plan approved
as part of a subdivision. In the absence of a development grading plan, the maximum building
height for single family detached, single family detached plus and duplex dwellings shall be
the lesser of 2 storeys plus loft or 9.5m, and the maximum building height for townhouses,
stacked townhouses, and apartments shall be 12.0m, not exceeding 9.5m at any eaveline. The
building height shall be measured from the main floor of the apartment to the roof peak, with
a maximum of up to 1.2m allowed below the main floor to the ground elevation.

2.18.4.6

A minimum of 40% of the site area shall be landscaped.

2.18.4.7

The maximum site coverage for all single family detached, single family detached plus and
duplex buildings shall be 40%.

Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit
Public and Quasi Public Buildings
Secondary Suites Associated with Single Family-Detached Dwellings
Signs
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2.18.4.8

The maximum site coverage for all townhouse and apartment buildings shall be 45%.

2.18.5

Additional Requirements

2.18.5.1

All developments shall conform to Section 4, General Regulations.
NOTE: The setbacks and other regulations described in this district are minimum
requirements. Depending on the location of a proposed development (e.g. a corner lot, a site
adjacent to a waterbody or a location within the Wellhead Protection Area) other regulations
in the Land Use Bylaw – for example Section 4.1, Setback Regulations - may increase or
otherwise vary these requirements.

2.18.5.2

A Sustainability Screening Report is required by the Town as part of the Development Permit
application process for developments with a GFA of 500m2 or more in accordance with
Section 1, Administration, and the Town of Canmore Sustainability Screening Process.

2.18.5.3

Prior to the approval of any residential subdivision application within this Land Use District,
a comprehensive land use plan shall be submitted to and approved by Council. The
comprehensive land use plan shall illustrate the general location of all major roadways, land
uses and reserves.

2.18.5.4

Dwelling unit densities shall comply with the requirements of the Silvertip Area Structure
Plan.

2.18.5.5

Slope-adaptive housing design shall be utilized on sloped sites.

2.18.5.6

Where the Development Authority is satisfied that slope-adaptive design is being utilized
on a townhouse or apartment site, variances may be granted to allow a total of 10% of the
roof areas to exceed the maximum height by up to 10% in order to allow additional design
flexibility.

2.18.5.7

Townhouse and Apartment Roof Design
Roofs shall reflect function and the architectural requirement and tradition of providing
sheltering roofs in a mountain environment. Minimum roof pitch shall be 6:12 for all visible
portions of the roof and dormers; where a 6:12 roof slope for a real “working” roof is
impractical due to the depth of the building, a lower slope may be used; lower slopes may
also be used on smaller portions of roof such as dormers, canopies and gables; roof lines shall
be articulated and larger structures shall incorporate a cascade of roofs to break up massing
and add visual interest.

2.18.5.8

Building facades
The facades of townhouse and apartment buildings shall incorporate substantial articulation
in order to break up the massing of any buildings which have more than two dwelling units
fronting onto a public roadway.

2.18.5.9

Townhouse and Apartment Building materials and exterior colours
Building materials and colours shall be in accordance with Section 9, Community Architectural
and Urban Design Standards.
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2.18.5.10 Landscaping
The design guidelines and planting schedules described in Section 9, Community Architectural
and Urban Design Standards, shall apply to all townhouses and apartment developments.
2.18.5.11 The design of Townhouses, Apartments and Stacked Townhouses shall take into consideration
the mass and character of existing residential buildings on adjacent land.

2.18.6

Entry Level Housing

2.18.6.1

A minimum proportion of 25% of all residential dwelling units approved and constructed
within this district as part of any subdivision application approved by the Town of Canmore,
shall be entry level units, as defined by the Town of Canmore. Entry level units shall be
included in the total maximum residential unit count described in the Silvertip Area Structure
Plan. However, where entry level units are accepted by the Town as PAH units, such units
shall be exempted from the maximum residential units allowed for in the Silvertip Area
Structure Plan.

2.18.6.2

Within Lot 3, Block 9, Plan 041 1061, the number of entry level housing units to be provided
shall be determined at the time of a subdivision application for Lot 3, Block 9, Plan 041 1061,
pursuant to Subsection 2.18.6.1.

2.18.6.3

In addition to those entry level housing units required by Subsection 2.18.6.1, the required
entry level housing units deferred by approval from the Town of Canmore from Lot 1, Block
10, Plan 041 1061 shall be provided within this land use district within Lot 3, Block 9, Plan 041
1061.

2.18.6.4

Entry level housing units shall meet the following criteria as a minimum, or such alternate
criteria as defined by the Town of Canmore:
a.

Single Detached Plus Entry Level Housing
i. Unless otherwise specified herein, entry level housing shall meet the requirements
of the R1-B or R1-BE land use districts of the Land Use Bylaw;
ii. The average lot width within the entry level portion of the subdivision shall be no
more than 13 metres;
iii. Lots will be oﬀered for sale for a selling period of 45 days to local residents of
Canmore to criteria established in consultation with the Town of Canmore at the
time of the review or approval of a tentative plan of subdivision by the Town;
iv. The sale of lots shall be accompanied by a commitment to build within 6 months of
a lot sale;
v. Entry level single family-detached plus units shall comprise a primary unit of no
more than 130m² of gross floor area, and a secondary suite of no more than 84m²
of gross floor area. The secondary suite shall be constructed at the same time as the
initial construction of the primary unit of the single family-detached plus dwelling.

b.

Multi Family Entry Level Housing Units
i. Multi-family entry level housing units approved by the Town of Canmore shall have a
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gross floor area of no less than 28m² and no more than 93m².
ii. At the discretion of the Town, the entry level housing units required to be provided as
part of the development within Lot 3, Block 9, Plan 041 1061, may be deferred to
another parcel or parcels outside of this land use district.
iii. Any of the entry level housing units required to be constructed within Lot 3, Block 9,
Plan 041 1061, that has been deferred from Lot 1, Block 10, Plan 041 1061, may not
be deferred pursuant to clause b(2), above.
iv. If entry level housing units are deferred by approval of the Town of Canmore, these
units should be deferred to the employee housing lands outlined in the Silvertip Area
Structure Plan.
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2.21

R1B-SC Residential Single Family-Detached Plus District – Stewart Creek
[2014-014]

2.21.1

Purpose
To provide for single family detached plus dwelling units where the appearance of the homes
from the street are similar to single family-detached dwellings. Non single family residential
uses or developments may be allowed in accordance with the listed Discretionary Uses when
such uses are compatible with the single family residential purpose of the District.

2.21.2

Permitted Uses

2.21.3

Discretionary Uses

Garden Suites
Accessory Dwelling Unit
Home Occupations – Class 1
Parks and Playgrounds
Public Utilities
Single Family-Detached Dwelling
Single Family-Detached Plus Dwelling
Secondary Suites associated with Single Family-Detached Dwellings
Bed and Breakfasts
Cultural Establishments
Day Care Facilities LongTerm Care Facilities
Home Occupations – Class 2
Manufactured Homes
Public and Quasi-Public Buildings Seniors
Housing/Supportive Living Facility Signs

2.21.4

Regulations

2.21.4.1

The minimum lot area shall be 230.0m2

2.21.4.2

The minimum lot width shall be 10.5m.

2.21.4.3

The minimum front yard depth shall be 3.0m.

2.21.4.4

The minimum side yard depth shall be 1.5m for each side yard, except on the street side of a
corner site where it shall be 3.0m.

2.21.4.5

The minimum rear yard depth shall be 6.0m.

2.21.4.6

The maximum building height shall be as indicated on a development grading plan approved
as part of a subdivision plan. In the absence of an approved development grading plan, the
maximum building height shall be 9.5m for Single Family – Detached Dwellings and 10.5m for
units incorporating a secondary suite or “plus” an accessory dwelling unit as determined in
accordance with Section 4, General Regulations.

2.21.4.7
2.21.4.8

The minimum roof pitch shall be 6:12 for a minimum of 65% of the roof area.
The maximum site coverage for all buildings shall be 40%.
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2.21.4.9

The maximum gross floor area shall not exceed 200m2, except where commitment is made to
meet or exceed the Enhanced Green Construction provisions of Section 7 of this bylaw.

2.21.5

Accessory Buildings, Garden Suites
Notwithstanding Sections 4.6 and 4.11 the following regulations shall apply to garden suites
and accessory buildings within this district:

2.21.5.1

No accessory buildings or garden suites are permitted in the front or side yards.

2.21.5.2

Up to 3 accessory buildings shall be permitted on a lot.

2.21.5.3

The total maximum site coverage of all accessory buildings shall be the lesser of 10% of the total
lot area or 93m².

2.21.5.4

Accessory buildings and garden suites shall be a minimum of 4.0m from the principle dwelling.

2.21.5.5

The minimum rear yard setback shall be 1.0m, except for lots along the eastern and southern
boundary of Stewart Creek Phase 3 when not directly adjacent to a Public Use (PD) district
where it will be 6.0m.

2.21.5.6

The minimum side yard setback shall be 1.5m for each side yard, except on the street side of a
corner site where it shall be 3.0m.

2.21.5.7

The maximum gross floor area of a garden suite shall be 93m2.

2.21.5.8

The maximum height of an accessory building shall be 5.0m at the peak of the roof and 3.0m at
the eave line as measured from grade.

2.21.5.9

Notwithstanding 2.21.5.8, where the accessory building includes a garden suite maximum
height shall be calculated as follows:
a.

Where the slope of all portions of the roof of a garden suite are 6:12 or steeper the
maximum height shall be 7.5m with a maximum 5.5m eave line.

b.

Where the slope of any portion of the roof is less than 6:12, the maximum height shall
be 6.5m with a maximum 4.0m eave line.

2.21.5.10 Notwithstanding 2.21.5.9 above, the maximum height of a garden suite shall not exceed the
height of the principal dwelling.
2.21.5.11 Eavelines shall be functional and connected to the peak of the roof.
2.21.5.12 Garden suites require a minimum of 1 dedicated onsite parking stall. This parking stall shall
not be in tandem with any stalls allocated to the principle dwelling.
2.21.5.13 A maximum of one garden suite or secondary suite shall be permitted on a lot.
2.21.5.14 Eaves associated with accessory buildings or garden suites may encroach into a required yard
setback a maximum of 0.6m.

2.21.6

Secondary suites
Notwithstanding Section 4.5, the following regulations shall apply to all secondary suites and
suites that are part of a single family detached plus dwelling. For the purposes of this section
any reference to a suite shall mean a secondary suite or a suite within a single family detached
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plus dwelling.
2.21.6.1

The maximum gross floor area of a suite shall be 93m².

2.21.6.2

All suites require a minimum of 1 dedicated onsite parking stall. This parking stall shall not be
in tandem with any stalls allocated to the principle dwelling.

2.21.6.3

Suites shall have an entrance separate from the entrance to the primary dwelling unit either
from a common indoor landing or directly from the exterior of the structure. An exterior
entrance for a suite shall be subordinate in appearance to the entrance for the primary
dwelling unit.

2.21.6.4

A maximum of one garden suite or secondary suite shall be permitted on a lot.

2.21.7

Entry Level Units

2.21.7.1

A secondary suite, a plus suite, or a garden suite An accessory dwelling unit shall be
considered an entry-level unit in this district.

2.21.7.2

A minimum of 10% of the lots within this district must build a secondary suite, a plus suite, or
a garden suite.

2.21.7.3

The secondary suite shall be developed at the time of initial construction of the primary unit.

2.21.7.4

The Town of Canmore may accept Perpetually Aﬀordable Housing (PAH) units in the place of
entry-level units at a lower ratio acceptable to the developer and the Town. The ratio shall be
not less than 5% of the units developed. PAH units developed and constructed by the Town of
Canmore on Community Lands do not count towards the required provision of entry-level
units.

2.21.8

Additional Requirements

2.21.8.1

All developments shall conform to Section 4, General Regulations.

2.21.8.2

A Sustainability Screening Report is required by the Town as part of the Development Permit
application process for developments with a GFA of 500m2 or more in accordance with
Section1, Administration, and the Town of Canmore Sustainability Screening Process.

2.21.8.3

Post and rail fencing shall be required within private property at the rear of lots along the
eastern and southern boundary of Stewart Creek Phase 3 when not directly adjacent to a
Public Use (PD) district. Maintenance of the post and rail fencing is the responsibility of the
property owner.
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2.22

R2A-SC Residential Family Low Density District – Stewart Creek
[2014-014]

2.22.1

Purpose
To provide for family residential development within duplex dwellings with the option
of townhouse development. Duplex dwellings may include accessory dwelling units.
Non-residential uses or developments may be allowed in accordance with the listed
Discretionary Uses when such uses are compatible with the residential purpose of the
District.

2.22.2

2.22.3

Permitted Uses

Accessory Dwelling Unit
Duplex Dwellings (adjacent to Three Sisters Parkway)
Home Occupations - Class 1
Parks and playgrounds
Public Utilities
Stacked Townhouses
Townhouses

Discretionary Uses

Bed and Breakfasts
Cultural Establishments
Day Care Facilities
Long Term Care Facilities
Home Occupations - Class 2
Manufactured Homes
Live Work Studios
Public and Quasi-Public Buildings
Seniors Housing/Supportive Living
Facility Signs

2.22.4

Regulations

2.22.4.1

The minimum lot area for each dwelling unit shall be 215.0m2.

2.22.4.2

The minimum front yard depth shall be 3.0m.

2.22.4.3

The minimum side yard depth shall be: 1.5m for each side yard, zero in the case of a common
property line; or a corner site where it shall be 3.0m along the street.

2.22.4.4

The minimum rear yard depth shall be 6.0m.

2.22.4.5

The maximum building height shall be as indicated on a development grading plan approved
as part of a subdivision plan. In the absence of an approved development grading plan,
the maximum building height shall be 11.0m for stacked townhome developments, or
for duplexes or townhomes 10.5m as determined in accordance with Section 4, General
Regulations.

2.22.4.6

For buildings designed to accommodate potential live-work space, an additional 0.6m of
building height may be allowed to create a higher at-grade floor to ceiling height in order to
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accommodate commercial building infrastructure.
2.22.4.7

The maximum site coverage for all buildings shall be 45%.

2.22.4.8

The maximum gross floor area shall not exceed 200m2, except where commitment is made to
meet or exceed the Enhanced Green Construction provisions of Section 7 of this bylaw.

2.22.4.9

An increased landscape standard for lands abutting the Three Sisters Parkway is required.

2.22.4.10 Fencing along Three Sisters Parkway shall be post and rail or similar.

2.22.5

Additional Requirements

2.22.5.1

All developments shall conform to Section 4, General Regulations.

2.22.5.2

Sustainability Screening Report is required by the Town as part of the Development Permit
application process for developments with a GFA of 500m2 or more in accordance with Section
1, Administration, and the Town of Canmore Sustainability Screening Process.

2.22.6

Entry Level Units

2.22.6.1

The number of entry-level units shall be 35% of all townhome and stacked townhome units.

2.22.6.2

Multi-family residential entry level units shall be defined as units which provide a total gross
floor area in the range of 28 to 84m2.

2.22.6.3

All entry-level multi-family housing units shall be oﬀered for sale for a selling period of at least
45 days to local residents of Canmore.

2.22.6.4

The Town of Canmore may accept Perpetually Aﬀordable Housing units in the place of entrylevel units at a lower ratio acceptable to the developer and the Town. The ratio shall be not
less than 5% of the units being developed. PAH units developed and constructed by the Town
of Canmore on Community Lands do not count towards the required provision of entry-level
units.

2.22.7

Live Work Studios

2.22.7.1

A live/work studio is a residential unit, which also permits the street front ground floor
portion of the unit to be used by the resident of the unit for a commercial purpose.
These uses may include business activities such as work or craft studios with direct
sales to the general public, personal services, professional services, home oﬃce or
other businesses where residents can work from their home and have public street
frontage.

2.22.7.2

Live/work studios shall only be approved within buildings that front Three Sisters
Parkway and where adequate customer parking is provided.

2.22.7.3

Public street parking on Three Sisters Parkway will be considered adequate customer
parking.

2.22.7.4

Live/work studios shall be restricted to at-grade locations.

2.22.8

Design Requirements
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2.22.8.1
2.22.8.2

A minimum roof pitch of 6:12 for 65% of all roof areas is required.
The use of building materials, colours and landscaping for duplex, townhouses, and stacked
townhouses shall meet the intent of the Section 9 Community Architectural and Urban Design
Standards in this Bylaw.
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Proposed amendment to Administration, Development Permit not Required Section 1.7.0.16
Excepting development in the TPT-CR district, the construction of, or external addition to, or demolition
of a single family-detached dwelling, single-family manufactured home, duplex dwelling, singledetached plus dwelling or attached accessory dwelling unit where:
[rest of regulations]
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Existing Wording in Land Use Bylaw No. 22-2010

Attachment 4

Proposed Amendment to Bylaw No. 22-2010

1.3 Application
1.3 Application
This Bylaw shall apply to the whole of the Town of 1.3.0.1 This Bylaw shall apply to the whole of
Canmore being all lands contained within its
the Town of Canmore being all lands
corporate limits.
contained within its corporate limits.
1.3.0.2 No person shall commence development
within the Town of Canmore except in compliance
with this Bylaw.
1.4.1.1 Unless otherwise required by the context,
words used in the present tense include the
future tense, words in the singular include the
plural and the word person includes a corporation
as well as an individual.

1.4.1.1 Unless otherwise required by the context,
words used in the present tense include the
future tense, words in the singular include the
plural and the word “person” includes a
corporation as well as an individual, and words
have the same meaning whether capitalized or
not.

1.4.0.5 The words ‘shall’ or ‘must’ require
mandatory compliance except where a variance
has been granted pursuant to the Act or this
bylaw. ‘May’ means a choice is available, with no
particular direction or guidance intended.

1.4.0.5 The words ‘shall’ or ‘must’ require
mandatory compliance except where a variance
has been granted pursuant to the Act or this
bylaw. ‘May’ means a choice is available, and
denotes discretionary compliance or the ability to
alter the requirements as presented. ‘Should’
means that the regulation is strongly encouraged.

1.7.0.6 The erection, construction, or the
maintenance of pedestrian gates, fences, walls, or
other means of enclosure less than 1.8m in
height in residential districts and 2.0m in height in
industrial districts provided that the erection of
such fence, wall, or pedestrian gate conforms to
Section 4, General Regulations and does not
contravene any other provision of this Bylaw.

1.7.0.6 The erection, construction, or the
maintenance of pedestrian gates, fences, walls, or
other means of enclosure less than 2.5m in height
provided that the erection of such fence, wall, or
pedestrian gate conforms to Section 4, General
Regulations and does not contravene any other
provision of this Bylaw.

1.7.0.17 A change of use or interior renovations
within an existing commercial or industrial
building where the following requirements are
met to the satisfaction of the Development
Officer:
[regulations a – f]

1.7.0.17 A change of use or interior renovations
within an existing commercial or industrial
building where the following requirements are
met to the satisfaction of the Development
Officer:
[regulations a – f]; and
g.
the change is to a use that has required
employee housing no greater than that of the use
it is replacing.

1.8.4 Special Additional Requirements
[existing regulations]

1.8.4 Special Additional Requirements
[existing regulations]
y. Acoustic impact assessment for sites in
proximity to the Trans Canada Highway, CP
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Railway, Canmore heliport, or other noise
generators
1.9.1.2 Notwithstanding the notification
requirements described in subsection 1.9.1.1, the
posting of notices shall not be required by the
Development Authority for development permit
applications for signs, nor for the renewal of
Home Occupations Class 2, or the renewal of Bed
and Breakfast permits, or for Seasonal and
Temporary Businesses.

1.9.1.2 Notwithstanding the notification
requirements described in subsection 1.9.1.1, the
posting of notices shall not be required by the
Development Authority for development permit
applications for signs; the renewal of Home
Occupations - Class 2; the renewal of Bed and
Breakfast permits; existing buildings; or for
Seasonal and Temporary Businesses.

1.9.3.2 When an application for a development
permit for a discretionary use or for a permitted
use in which a variance has been granted, the
Development Authority shall provide a notice of
decision to the applicant of the approval. The
notice of decision shall be posted conspicuously
for a period of not less than 14 days on the
property for which the application has been
made. A development permit shall not be issued
prior to fourteen (14) days after the notice of
decision has been issued and the notice posted.

1.9.3.2 When an application for a development
permit is approved for a discretionary use or for a
permitted use in which a variance has been
granted, the Development Authority shall:
(a) provide a notice of decision to the applicant of
the approval;
(b) post the notice of decision conspicuously for a
period of not less than 14 days on the property for
which the application has been made and publish
a notice of decision in a local newspaper,
(c) state the procedure for any appeal and the
date the appeal period expires, which shall be 14
days following the notice being posted on the
property;
(d) issue a development permit after the appeal
period has expired.

1.9.3.3 The Development Oﬃcer shall advertise
all development permit approvals in a locally
circulated newspaper.

1.9.3.3 Notwithstanding the notification
requirements described in subsection 1.9.3.2, the
posting of notices shall not be required by the
Development Authority for development permit
applications for signs which conform to the Land
Use Bylaw.
1.9.3.7 When an appeal is made, a development
permit which has been approved shall not
be issued until and unless the Subdivision and
Development Appeal Board has issued a written
decision in regard to the appeal.

1.9.3.5 When an appeal is made within the
appeal period, a development permit which has
been approved shall not be valid until and unless
the permit is upheld, either in whole or as varied,
by the Subdivision and Development Appeal
Board.
1.13.3 Subdivision Authority
1.13.3.1 The Subdivision Authority, as established
by a separate Bylaw, is authorized to exercise
subdivision powers and duties in those matters
delegated to it by this Bylaw.
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1.13.3.2 The Subdivision Authority shall perform
such duties as prescribed in the Subdivision
Authority Bylaw in addition to any duties
prescribed in this Bylaw, the Act and the
Subdivision and Development Regulation.
1.14.1.1 Where the Development Authority
deems that the variance provides a community or
neighbourhood benefit and that the proposed
development would not unduly interfere with the
amenities of the area or materially interfere with,
or aﬀect the use, enjoyment, safety, aesthetics, or
value of neighbouring properties the
Development Oﬃcer may grant a variance of up
to 10% and the Canmore Planning Commission a
variance up to 20% where the variances are
related to the following regulations:
a.
Maximum height of building
b.
Minimum front yard setback
c.
Minimum rear yard setback
d.
Minimum side yard setback
e.
Maximum lot coverage
f.
Maximum density
g.
Minimum densities
h.
Minimum parking requirements

1.14.1.1 Where the Development Authority
deems that the variance provides a community or
neighbourhood benefit and that the proposed
development would not unduly interfere with the
amenities of the area or materially interfere with,
or aﬀect the use, enjoyment, safety, aesthetics, or
value of neighbouring properties the
Development Oﬃcer may grant a variance of up
to 10% and the Canmore Planning Commission a
variance up to 20% where the variances are
related to the following regulations:
a.
Maximum height of building
b.
Minimum front yard setback
c.
Minimum rear yard setback
d.
Minimum side yard setback
e.
Maximum lot coverage
f.
Maximum density
g.
Minimum density
h.
Minimum parking requirements

1.16.0.3 All applications for amendments to the
Land Use Bylaw shall be made to the Town and
shall be accompanied by the following:
a. an application fee as prescribed by resolution of
Council;
b. where appropriate, a current certificate of title
for the land aﬀected or other documents
satisfactory to the Town, including evidence of the
applicant’s interest in the said land;
c. any drawings required to be submitted shall be
drawn to scale and accurately dimensioned to the
satisfaction of the Town;
d. a statement of the purpose and reasons for the
proposed amendments; and,
e. a Sustainability Screening Report.

1.16.0.3 An application to amend this Bylaw shall
include:
a. A complete application on the prescribed form;
b. an application fee as prescribed by resolution of
Council;
c. a written statement of the purpose and reasons
for the proposed amendments; and,
d. a written statement describing how the
application for amendment complies with the
Municipal Development Plan, and any applicable
Area Structure Plan, Area Redevelopment Plan or
other relevant municipal policy document.

1.16.0.4 Prior to giving second reading to a
proposed bylaw to amend this Bylaw, the Council
shall conduct a public hearing in accordance with
the Act.
1.16.0.5 Where an amendment proposes to

1.16.0.4 If an application to amend this Bylaw
includes the re-districting of land to a different
land use, the following shall also be included:
a. a current certificate of title for the subject
property, copies of any restrictive covenants,
caveats, easements or other encumbrances on
the title, and evidence of the applicant’s interest
in the said land;
b. if the applicant is an agent of the landowner,
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change the land use designation of a parcel of
land, the Town shall provide written notice of the
proposed changes to the owner of the aﬀected
lands and to each owner of adjacent land as
defined by the Municipal Government Act.

written approval from the landowner verifying the
agent’s authority to make the application;
c. a map drawn to scale clearly indicating the
affected site and its relationship to existing land
uses on adjacent properties;
d. permission for right of entry by a Development
Officer or a Designated Officer; and
e. a Sustainability Screening Report.
1.16.0.5 In addition, the applicant may be
required to provide the following information:
a. a report on the availability of services to the
proposed development, including water, sanitary
and stormwater;
b. a steep creek hazard or risk report on land that
is within a Steep Creek Study Area or where a
more detailed report is required pursuant to the
Steep Creek Hazard and Risk Policy;
c. an Environmental Impact Statement;
d. a traffic impact assessment; and
e. other such information that may be required at
the discretion of the Development Authority or
Council.
1.16.0.6 Proposed amendments to the Land Use
Bylaw shall be undertaken in accordance with the
Municipal Government Act.

[Remove all regulations and replace with the
regulation to the right.]

1.17 Non-Conforming Buildings and Uses
1.17.1 Except where otherwise specified within
this Bylaw, the regulation of non-conforming uses
and non-conforming buildings shall be in
accordance with Section 643 of the Municipal
Government Act.
1.24 Direct Control Districts
1.24.0.1 Direct Control Districts shall only be used
for the purpose of providing for land or
developments that, due to their unique
characteristics, innovative ideas or unusual site
constraints, require specific regulation unavailable
in other land use districts.
1.24.0.2 Direct Control Districts shall not be used:
(a) in substitution of any other land use district in
this Bylaw that could be used to achieve the same
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result either with or without relaxations of this
Bylaw; or
(b) to regulate matters that are regulated by
subdivision or development permit approval
conditions.
1.24.0.3 An applicant for a Direct Control District
must provide a written statement indicating why,
in the applicant’s opinion, a Direct Control District
is necessary and why the same results cannot be
achieved through the use of an existing land use
district in this Bylaw.
1.25 Overlay Districts
1.25.0.1 The purpose of an overlay district is:
(a) to facilitate the implementation of specific
goals and objectives contained in adopted
statutory plans, including the Municipal
Development Plan, Area Structure and
Redevelopment Plans or conceptual schemes;
including the protection of preservation of areas
having topographical or environmental features
or hazards that encompass large areas of the
town; or
(c) for any other purpose deemed necessary by
Council.
1.25.0.2 All overlay districts shall be applied and
interpreted such that the underlying land use
district and its regulations are read in conjunction
with the overlay, but that the underlying district is
considered subordinate when there is a
discrepancy between the two districts.
1.25.0.3 Lands subject to an overlay district are
indicated on the land use overlay maps.

Schedule D2 to Bylaw 2017- xx
Existing Wording in Land Use Bylaw No. 22-2010

Proposed Amendment to Bylaw No. 22-2010

2.8 R2 Residential Family Two-Unit District

Bed and Breakfasts associated with Existing
Single Family-Detached Dwellings added as a
Discretionary Use

2.9 R2A Residential Family Low Density
District

Bed and Breakfasts associated with Existing
Single Family-Detached Dwellings added as a
Discretionary Use

2.19.8.1a. All houses should shall face and
address the street.

2.19.8.1a. All houses should face and address
the street.

2.33 BVT-C Discretionary Uses

[Add Brewery/Distillery as a use in addition to
Light Manufacturing Operation]

Within BVT-C District:
2.33.4.6 The minimum front yard depth shall
be as follows:
a. Fronting on to Bow Valley Trail: 0m

2.33.4.6 The minimum front yard depth shall
be as follows:
a. Fronting on to Bow Valley Trail: to be
characterized by a street-oriented building
design located no more than 1m from the
property line.

2.34 BVT-T Discretionary Uses

[Add Brewery/Distillery as a use in addition to
Light Manufacturing Operation]

2.35.2 Permitted Uses
‘Personal Service Business’ & ‘Public and
Quasi Public Building & Uses’ are listed twice

[Remove additional]

2.35.3 BVT-G Discretionary Uses

[Add Brewery/Distillery as a use in addition to
Light Manufacturing Operation]

Within BVT-G District:
2.35.4.6 The minimum front yard depth shall
be as follows:
a. Fronting on to Bow Valley Trail: 0m

2.37.3 Discretionary Uses
‘Equipment Sales and Rentals’

2.35.4.6 The minimum front yard depth shall
be as follows:
a. Fronting on to Bow Valley Trail: to be
characterized by a street-oriented building
design located no more than 1m from the
property line.
Remove as a use. It's not a defined use (and is
included in description of Retail Stores)
[Add Brewery/Distillery as a use in addition to
Light Manufacturing Operation]
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2.50.3 Discretionary Uses

[Add Brewery/Distillery as a use in addition to
Light Manufacturing Operation]

2.51.2 Permitted Uses

[Add Brewery/Distillery as a use in addition to
Light Manufacturing Operation]

2.52.2 Permitted Uses

[Add Brewery/Distillery as a use in addition to
Light Manufacturing Operation]

2.53.2 Permitted Uses

[Add Brewery/Distillery as a use in addition to
Light Manufacturing Operation]
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Existing Wording in Land Use Bylaw No. 22-2010

Proposed Amendment to Bylaw No. 22-2010

Within 3.3 Mine Manager’s House DC District
3.3.3 Discretionary Uses
(Subject to Council’s review and approval of
comprehensive development plans)
Accessory Buildings
Eating Establishments
Lodging House
Townhouses
Signs (identification)
Squash Courts

3.3.3 Discretionary Uses
(Subject to Council’s review and approval of
comprehensive development plans)
Accessory Buildings
Eating Establishments
Lodging House
Townhouses
Signs (identification)

3.7 Peaks of Grassi Small Lot DC District

[Replace semi-detached dwelling with duplex]

3.9 Three Sisters Resorts DC District

[Replace semi-detached dwelling with duplex]
[Add Brewery/Distillery in addition to Light
Manufacturing Operation]

3.11 Silvertip Trail DC District
3.11.1 Purpose
To provide for visitor accommodation and
associated uses which conform in regard to
uses and architectural design to the intent of
the Canmore Hyatt Regency Master Plan as
amended.

3.11.1 Purpose
To provide for visitor accommodation and
associated uses which conform in regard to
uses and architectural design to the intent of
the Silvertip Area Structure Plan.

This District is intended to serve as an interim
land use designation until the adoption of the
Palliser Trail Area Structure Plan more fully
defines the land uses and development
regulations for the area.
3.20 Three Sisters Resort Core

[Add Brewery/Distillery in addition to Light
Manufacturing Operation]

3.27 SCMV-CR

[Replace semi-detached dwelling with duplex]
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Proposed Amendment to Bylaw No. 22-2010

4.1
Setback Regulations
The setbacks for development described in this
Section are generally greater than, and take
priority over, the minimum setbacks described in
individual land use districts. Where there is doubt
regarding the applicable setback requirements,
the Development Authority shall, at its discretion,
determine which regulations govern a particular
development.

4.1
Setback Regulations
4.1.0.1 The setbacks for development described in
this Section are generally greater than, and take
priority over, the minimum setbacks described in
individual land use districts. Where there is doubt
regarding the applicable setback requirements,
the Development Authority shall, at its discretion,
determine which regulations govern a particular
development.
4.1.0.2 In addition to the setbacks required by this
Bylaw, all developments must comply with the
setback requirements contained within the
Subdivision and Development Regulation of the
Municipal Government Act.

4.1.1 Corner Visibility Triangle
4.1.1.1 A corner visibility triangle is the area
formed at the corner of a property where
two streets meet at a right angle to form a
triangle with two equal sides 4.5m in length
where the 90 degree corner of the triangle is
located at the top of curb closest to the corner of
the
property. The corner visibility requirements shall
apply to the intersection of a public pathway with
a street when the pathway is located mid-block
and connects directly with a crosswalk at the
intersection. The corner visibility triangle does not
apply to lanes or lane/street intersections unless
the lane provides the only physical access to the
site.

4.1.1.1 No person shall place or maintain any
structure, fence, sign, landscaping or similar
object that is greater than 1m in height and lower
than 4m in height that may restrict visibility from
a public road and therefore create a safety hazard
in or on that part of a corner site as follows:
(a) the area formed at the corner of a property
where two roads meet at a right angle to form a
triangle with two equal sides 4.5m in length
where the 90 degree corner of the triangle is
located at the top of curb closest to the corner of
the property; or
(b) the intersection of a public pathway with a
road when the pathway is located mid-block and
connects directly with a crosswalk at the
intersection.

4.1.1.2 In areas where there is no top of curb, the
corner visibility triangle will be measured from a
4.1.1.2 In areas where there is no top of curb, the
point 1.5m from the corner of the property or as
corner visibility triangle will be measured from a
determined by the Development Authority.
point 1.5m from the corner of the property or as
determined by the Development Authority.
4.1.1.3 Notwithstanding other provisions
contained in this Bylaw, no vegetation, fi nished
4.1.1.3 The corner visibility triangle does not apply
lot grade, building, fence or other structure more to lanes or lane/road intersections unless the lane
than 1.0m above the elevation of the adjacent
provides the only physical access to the site.
street shall encroach within the area defined as a
corner visibility triangle without the written
approval of the Town of Canmore.
4.1.2

Double Frontage Lots

4.1.2

Corner and Double Frontage Lots
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Lots which abut two or more streets may be
deemed by the Development Authority to have
more than one front yard. In such cases, the
Development Authority shall determine the
setback requirements for the additional front yard
by taking into account the context of the site and
the orientation of other developments and
buildings on the adjacent streets and within the
neighbourhood.

4.1.2.1 The front yard of a corner lot shall be on
the same road as the front yard of the abutting
properties, having regard to the orientation of lots
on the longest adjoining block face.
4.1.2.2 Notwithstanding 4.1.2.1, the
Development Authority may determine a corner
to have more than one front yard. In such cases,
the Development Authority shall determine the
setback requirements for the additional front yard
by taking into account the location of existing
adjacent buildings, the required setbacks on
adjacent sites, and the need to ensure safe traffic
movement at the intersection considering the
primary flow of traffic and access to the
development.
4.1.2.3 For lots other than corner lots which have
frontage on two roads, or for lots which are not
rectangular in shape, the Development Authority
shall determine the yards. In reaching its decision,
the Development Authority shall take into
consideration the desired orientation of buildings
on the street, the primary flow of traffic and
accesses to the development.
Figure 4.1.1 Corner and double frontage lots

4.1.3 Setbacks from Bodies of Water
[moved into new section ‘Environmental
Protection’]
4.1.4 Residential Building Projections
Every part of any front, rear or side yard setback
required by this Bylaw shall be open and
unobstructed by any structure from the ground to

4.1.3 Building Projections
Every part of any front, rear or side yard setback
required by this Bylaw shall be open and
unobstructed by any structure from the ground to
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the sky except:
[see existing table]
4.1.4.1 The surface area of all enclosed
projections, as determined by the area parallel to
the wall of the building from which the surfaces
project, shall not exceed 40% of the total area of
the wall from which the projections are
constructed.
4.1.4.2 Enclosures to any porch or deck
projection shall not exceed 1.2 metres in height
above the surface of the deck or porch. Roofs may
be constructed over porch or deck projections but
railings or walls may not exceed the maximum
height of 1.2m.
4.1.4.3 Notwithstanding any of the abovedescribed projections, no projections of any type
are permitted that are less than 2.5 metres above
finished grade over any yard setbacks required for
vehicular access.
4.1.5 Non-Residential Building Projections
Commercial building projections are not generally
permitted into yard setbacks with the exception
of building eaves. Building eaves may extend 1.0
metre into any yard setback. A permanent
structural canopy may be allowed at the
discretion of the Development Authority where it
provides shelter to a public walkway below. Any
projection over a street will only be allowed
where acceptable to the Town and an
encroachment agreement is entered into.

the sky except:
4.1.3.1 The surface area of all enclosed
projections, as determined by the area parallel to
the wall of the building from which the surfaces
project, shall not exceed 40% of the total area of
the wall from which the projections are
constructed.
4.1.3.2 Enclosures to any porch or deck projection
shall not exceed 1.2m in height above the surface
of the deck or porch. Roofs may be constructed
over porch or deck projections but railings or
walls may not exceed the maximum height of
1.2m.
4.1.3.3 Notwithstanding any of the abovedescribed projections, no projections of any type
are permitted that are less than 2.5m above
finished grade over any yard setbacks required for
vehicular access.
4.1.3.4 Individual cantilevers encroaching into a
yard setback shall not exceed 12m² of wall area
with a maximum horizontal or vertical dimension
of 4.0m.
[see proposed Table 4.1-1]
4.1.3.5 Wheel-chair ramps may be permitted to
encroach into any required yard setback, at the
discretion of the Development Authority,
provided that the ramp:
(a) does not impede fire access to or around the
building;
(b) is complementary to and well integrated into
the existing building design; and
(c) does not extend beyond the property line.
4.1.3.6 Where a site is to be developed for
residential, commercial or industrial purposes and
the building or buildings on the site are divided by
condominium such that the building contains
units that are on separate titles or lots:
(a) the district yard setbacks shall not apply
between the units of the condominium
development but shall apply from the property
line of adjacent lots; and
(b) the fire separation requirements of the
Alberta Building Code shall apply.
4.1.3.7 Building projections in commercial and
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industrial districts are not generally permitted into
yard setbacks with the exception of building
eaves. Building eaves may extend 1.0m into any
yard setback. A permanent structural canopy may
be allowed at the discretion of the Development
Authority where it provides shelter to a public
walkway below. Any projection over a street will
only be allowed where acceptable to the Town
and an encroachment agreement is entered into.
4.1.6 Setbacks from Arterial Roadways
[regulation]

4.1.4 Arterial Roadways
4.1.4.1 [regulation]

4.1.7 Setbacks from Trans-Canada Highway
[regulation]

4.1.5 Trans-Canada Highway
4.1.5.1 [regulation]

4.1.8 Setback and Screening from C.P.R. Railway
Line
4.1.8.1 Residential buildings and visitor
accommodation adjacent to the C.P.R. railway line
shall be set back a minimum distance of 27.5m
from the centre line of the railway right-of-way.
4.1.8.2 All residential buildings and visitor
accommodation adjacent to a railway line shall be
screened from such by a fence, wall, or berm to
the satisfaction of the Development Authority.

4.1.6 C.P.R. Line
4.1.6.1 Residential buildings and visitor
accommodation adjacent to the C.P.R. railway line
shall be set back a minimum distance of 27.5m
from the centre line of the railway right-of-way.
4.1.6.2 Mitigation measures as proposed by a
qualified professional shall be undertaken to
reduce the level of risk and nuisance to an
acceptable standard.

4.1.9 Setbacks for Future Road Widening
4.1.9.1 Setbacks from Existing Bow Valley Trail
Right-Of-Way
4.1.9.1 When considering an application on a site
fronting a portion of the Bow Valley Trail right-ofway described in Table 4.1.9.2 the Development
Authority shall require, that buildings are set back
from the existing right-of-way by the front yard
setback requirement of 4.5 metres plus the
applicable distance shown in the table to ensure
that adequate right of way is available
to accommodate future transportation
requirements (e.g. road widening, cycling and
pedestrian pathways).

4.1.7 Future Road Widening on Bow Valley Trail
4.1.7.1 When considering an application on a site
fronting a portion of the Bow Valley Trail right-ofway described in Table 4.1-2 the Development
Authority shall require that buildings are set back
from property line by the additional setback
described in Table 4.1-2, plus the required yard
setbacks of the district it is located within. The
additional right-of-way width will accommodate
future transportation requirements (e.g. road
widening, cycling and pedestrian pathways).

Table 4.1-2 Building setbacks for Future Road
Widening on Bow Valley Trail
4.1.9.2 Setbacks from Bow Valley Trail Right-Of[see proposed table]
Way (R.O.W.)
4.1.7.2 Notwithstanding any other provisions in
this Bylaw, the Development Authority shall not
[see existing table]
reduce the setback requirements contained in the
Notwithstanding Section 1, Administration, or
other provisions and regulations in this Bylaw, the above table unless the applicable minimum right
Development Authority shall not reduce
of way width shown in Table 4.1-2 has been
the R.O.W. setback requirements contained in the acquired by the Town or can be acquired in an
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above table unless the applicable minimum right
of way width shown in the table has been
acquired by the Town or can be acquired in an
alternative manner to the satisfaction of the
Town.

alternative manner to the satisfaction of the
Town.

4.2.2 Maximum Building & Eave Heights and
Limitations on Dormers
Where maximum building heights have not been
established as part of a development grading plan
approved by the Town of Canmore, maximum
building heights (H max ) shall be determined as
follows:
4.2.2.1 Selection of Grade Points for measuring
maximum heights
a. Where the finished grade of a building results in
a lower grade than existing, the height calculation
shall be made from the elevations shown on an
approved Development Grading Plan, or the
finished grade
b. Where the finished grade results in a higher
grade than existing grade, the height calculation
shall be made from existing grade

4.2.2 Maximum Building and Eave Heights and
Limitations on Dormers
4.2.2.1 Where maximum building heights have
not been established as part of a development
grading plan approved by the Town of Canmore,
maximum building heights (H max ) shall be
determined as follows:
a. where the finished grade of a building results in
a lower grade than existing, the height calculation
shall be made from the elevations shown on an
approved Development Grading Plan, or the
finished grade;
b. where the finished grade results in a higher
grade than existing grade, the height calculation
shall be made from existing grade

4.2.2.2 Alternate grade point selection in high
groundwater, flood fringe and overland flood
areas
a. Where fill is required to meet the 1:100 year
groundwater level, the building height shall be
measured from the 1:100 groundwater level. If
such a grade point does not result in positive
drainage toward the adjacent street the grade
point may be further adjusted to allow for such
drainage.
b. Where developments are elevated to conform
to the flood elevations described in section
Section 12.0, grade points shall be determined as
the minimum flood elevations.[2014-04]
4.3 General Parking Regulations
The following provisions shall apply to parking
areas and loading spaces unless otherwise
provided for in this Bylaw:
4.3.0.6 [MOVED into 4.3.3 Design Standards]
4.3.0.8 [MOVED into 4.3.3 Design Standards]
4.3.0.9 [MOVED into 4.3.3 Design Standards]
4.3.0.10 Parking stall and loading space

4.2.2.2 Notwithstanding 4.2.2.1, where raising
the elevation of a lot is required to meet the
1:100 year design groundwater level specified in
Section 6, building height shall be measured from
the 1:100 groundwater level. If such an elevation
does not result in positive drainage toward the
adjacent street the grade point may be further
adjusted to allow for such drainage.
4.2.2.3 Notwithstanding 4.2.2.1, where raising the
elevation of a lot is required to meet the design
flood elevation level specified in Section 12.0,
building height shall be measured from the design
flood level. If such elevation does not result in
positive drainage toward the adjacent street, the
finished grade may be further adjusted to allow
for such drainage.
[renumber following regulations]
4.3 Parking and Loading
4.3.1 General Requirements
4.3.1.1 The minimum on-site parking and loading
requirements of this Bylaw shall be met for all
developments, whether a new building, an
enlargement or addition to an existing building, or
a change in use.
[renumber regulations]
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requirements for uses other than those set out in
this bylaw shall be determined by the
Development Authority, having regard to similar
uses for which specific parking stall and loading
space requirements are set.
4.3.0.11 [MOVED into 4.3.3 Design Standards]

4.3.1.8 Parking stall and loading space
requirements for uses other than those set out in
this bylaw shall be determined by the
Development Authority, having regard to similar
uses for which specific parking stall and loading
space requirements are set, the intensity of use,
the number of employees or type of business.
4.3.1.9 Where the future use of a development is
uncertain, such as within a building or
development with multiple commercial or
industrial bays, the minimum number of parking
and loading spaces shall be at the discretion of the
Development Authority based on typical uses for
the district in which it is located.

4.3.4 Shared Parking
Where the Development Authority is satisfied that
parking stalls can be shared by oﬀ-peak uses or
due to other daily, weekly, or seasonal
diﬀerences, or through the provision of public
parking via cash-in-lieu, parking requirements may
be reduced, as the Development Authority deems
appropriate.
4.3.4.1 Shared Parking Stall Requirements for
Cash-in-Lieu Parking
Where the Development Authority approves cashin-lieu of parking, the requirements for shared
public parking provided through cash-in-lieu shall
be calculated as follows:
a.
Commercial Uses: 75% of the parking
stalls required in Subsection 4.3.1
b.
Dwelling Units in Mixed-Use
Developments: 100% of the parking stalls required
for Townhouse and Apartment Housing as
described in Subsection 4.3.2.

4.3.2 Shared Parking
4.3.2.1 Where the Development Authority is
satisfied that parking stalls can be shared by oﬀpeak uses or due to other daily, weekly, or
seasonal diﬀerences, or through the provision of
public parking via cash-in-lieu, parking
requirements may be reduced, as the
Development Authority deems appropriate.
4.3.2.2 Where shared parking on two sites is
approved, a binding agreement for shared parking
must be executed between the owner of the site
in which the parking is provided and the owner of
the site in which the parking is required, and
registered as an encumbrance on the title of the
property providing the shared parking.
4.3.2.3 Where the Development Authority
approves cash-in-lieu of parking, the
requirements for shared public parking provided
through cash-in-lieu shall be calculated as follows:
a.
Commercial Uses: 75% of the parking
stalls required in Subsection 4.3.5
b.
Dwelling Units in Mixed-Use
Developments: 100% of the parking stalls required
for Townhouse and Apartment Housing as
described in Subsection 4.3.6.

4.3.6 Access to Parking Stalls and Loading Bays

4.3.3 Design Standards
4.3.3.1 [was 4.3.0.6]
4.3.3.2 [was 4.3.0.11]
[existing table 4.3-1]
4.3.3.3 [was 4.3.0.12]
4.3.3.4 [was 4.3.0.13]
4.3.3.5 [was 4.3.0.14]
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4.3.3.6 [was 4.3.0.15]
4.3.3.7 [was 4.3.0.16]
4.3.3.8 [was 4.3.0.17]
4.3.3.9 [was 4.3.0.8]
4.3.3.10 [was 4.3.0.9]
4.3.3.11 [was 4.3.6.1]
4.3.4 Bicycle Parking
4.3.4.1 [was 4.3.0.18]
4.3.1 Parking Stalls Required – Non-Residential
Developments
Unless otherwise specified or required by the
Development Authority, the minimum required
parking stalls described below for a development
are based on gross floor area. Parking in excess of
the minimum requirements is discouraged.
Development applications proposing to exceed
the minimum parking requirements by 10% or
more shall be considered a variance to this Bylaw.
[existing table]

4.3.5 Parking and Loading Stalls Required – NonResidential Developments
4.3.5.1 Parking in excess of the minimum
requirements is discouraged. Development
applications proposing to exceed the minimum
parking requirements by 10% or more shall be
considered a variance to this Bylaw.
4.3.5.2 For the purposes of this section, parking
shall be calculated on the basis of whichever of
the following is used to establish the requirement:
(a) gross floor area;
(b)“seats” based upon fire occupancy ratings;
4.3.5 Loading Spaces Required
(c) “staff” based on the maximum number of staff
4.3.5.1 Except within the TC District, for any of the on the site during a shift; or
following or similar uses, the requirement shall be (d) “bed unit” based on the individual number of
1 loading space for the first 1000.0m2 of gross
bed spaces available.
floor area with additional loading spaces
4.3.5.3 The loading space requirements shall be
required for larger buildings at the discretion of
as specified in Table 4.3-2. Additional loading
the Development Authority as appropriate for the spaces may be required for larger buildings at the
use and location:
discretion of the Development Authority as
a. Drinking establishments
appropriate for the use and location.
b. Eating establishments
4.3.5.4 Notwithstanding 4.3.5.3, within the TC
c. Funeral homes
District, the Development Authority shall
d. Hospitals
determine whether or not loading for a
e. Office buildings
development can reasonably take place without
f. Public and quasi-public buildings
dedicated on-site loading spaces in order to
g. Restaurants
maximize the pedestrian oriented streetscape. If
h. Retail food stores
on-site loading spaces are determined to be
i. Retail stores
required, the specifications of Table 4.3-2 shall be
utilized.
j. Sport arenas
k. Visitor Accommodation
Table 4.3-2. Non-Residential Parking and Loading
4.3.5.2 Within the TC District, in order to
maximize the pedestrian oriented streetscape, the Requirements
Development Authority shall determine whether [proposed table]
or not loading for a development can reasonably
take place without dedicated on-site loading
spaces. If on-site loading is required, the
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specifications listed above shall be utilized.
4.3.5.3 For any of the following or similar uses,
the requirement shall be 1 loading space per
2000.0m2 gross floor area:
a. Manufacturing and industrial plants
b. Warehouses
4.3.2 Parking Requirements – Residential Uses
4.3.2.1 Regulations for Residential Parking.
These regulations are in addition to those
described in Subsection 4.3, above.
a. For buildings with three or more dwelling units,
neither parking stalls nor driveways will be
allowed within the front yard unless the parking is
on a driveway which provides access to an
attached garage and a minimum of 50% of the
front yard is landscaped to the satisfaction of the
Development Authority.
b. Where front yard parking is approved, the
maximum width of the driveway at the property
line shall be 5.0 metres per 15.0 metres of
frontage.
c. If a development with three or more dwelling
units has parking within the front yard, a
minimum of 50% of the rear yard area accessible
from a public lane shall be landscaped to the
satisfaction of the Development Authority.
d. For a single family-detached, single family
detached-plus, dwellings with secondary or
garden suites and duplex dwellings, each required
parking stall and driveway shall be surfaced with
material which does not generate dust and which
will not result in the migration of debris to an
adjacent sidewalk, street or lane.
e. For multi-unit residential all parking and driving
surfaces shall be surfaced to the satisfaction of
the Development Authority.
f. For apartment developments with more than 20
units, adequate loading space shall be provided to
the satisfaction of the Development Authority.
4.3.2.2, 4.3.2.3, 4.3.2.4, 4.3.2.5 (a-e) [regulations
inserted into new table 4.3-3]
f. Where parking for townhouse or apartment
buildings are provided in a common parking area,
a maximum of 25% of the parking stalls for such
dwelling units may be tandem.
g. Parking for up to two stalls per dwelling unit

4.3.6 Parking Stalls Required – Residential Uses
Table 4.3-3 Residential Parking Requirements
[Proposed table- incorporates 4.3.2.2, 4.3.2.3,
4.3.2.4, 4.3.2.5(a-e), 4.3.2.6]
4.3.6.1 General regulations for residential parking
design and surfacing are as follows:
(a) If a development with three or more dwelling
units has parking within the front yard, a
minimum of 50% of the rear yard area accessible
from a public lane shall be landscaped to the
satisfaction of the Development Authority.
(b) For a single family-detached, single family
detached-plus, dwellings with secondary or
garden suites and duplex dwellings, each required
parking stall and driveway shall be surfaced with
material which does not generate dust and which
will not result in the migration of debris to an
adjacent sidewalk, street or lane.
(c) For multi-unit residential all parking and
driving surfaces shall be surfaced to the
satisfaction of the Development Authority.
4.3.6.2 For townhouses, stacked townhouses, and
apartments:
(a) Where parking is provided in a common
parking area, a maximum of 25% of the parking
stalls may be tandem.
(b) Parking for up to two stalls per dwelling unit
may be in tandem where the Development
Authority is satisfied that every dwelling unit has
at least one parking stall with direct access to a
common property driveway or public street or
public lane.
(c) Where there are three or more units per
building, neither parking stalls nor driveways will
be allowed within the front yard unless the
parking is on a driveway which provides access to
an attached garage and a minimum of 50% of the
front yard is landscaped to the satisfaction of the
Development Authority.
(d) Multi-unit developments with more than 6
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may be in tandem where the Development
Authority is satisfied that every such dwelling unit
has at least one parking stall with direct access to
a common property driveway or public street or
public lane.
h. In addition to the residential parking
requirement, multi-unit developments with more
than 6 dwelling units shall provide clearly marked
visitor parking at a minimum ratio of 0.15 parking
stalls per dwelling unit in addition to the minimum
number of parking stalls per dwelling unit.
i. Within mixed-use developments,
notwithstanding any other provisions in the Bylaw
for cash-in-lieu of parking or shared parking , a
minimum of 0.75 parking stalls per studio dwelling
unit shall be provided within the development site
and a minimum of 1 parking stall per dwelling unit
with one or more bedrooms shall be provided
within the development site.
4.3.2.6 [regulation inserted into Table 4.3-3]
4.3.2.7 Parking for Employee Housing and PAH
Housing projects.
For multi-unit PAH and/or employee
housing projects the Development Authority may
utilize the following table as a guideline for
parking requirements. Final determination of
required parking, including visitor parking, shall be
based on an analysis of the location of the project,
available transportation modes, and demographic
profile of residents.
[table]

dwelling units shall provide clearly marked visitor
parking at a minimum ratio of 0.15 parking stalls
per dwelling unit in addition to the minimum
number of parking stalls per dwelling unit.
4.3.6.3 For multi-unit Employee Housing and
Perpetually Affordable Housing developments,
the parking requirements in Table 4.3-4 shall
apply. At the discretion of the Development
Authority, final determination of required parking,
including visitor parking, shall be based on an
analysis of the location of the development,
available transportation modes, and projected
demographic profile of residents.
Table 4.3-4. Employee and Perpetually Affordable
Housing Parking Requirements
[unchanged table]
4.3.6.4 On multi-unit development sites with
more than 10 dwelling units, the Development
Authority may require on-site loading space to be
provided for moving vans.
4.3.6.5 Within mixed-use developments,
notwithstanding any other provisions in the Bylaw
for cash-in-lieu of parking or shared parking , a
minimum of 0.75 parking stalls per studio dwelling
unit shall be provided within the development site
and a minimum of 1 parking stall per dwelling unit
with one or more bedrooms shall be provided
within the development site.

4.3.2.8 Loading Bays
On multi-unit development sites with more than
10 dwelling units, the Development Authority may
require adequate on-site loading space to be
provided for moving vans.
4.7.3 Shipping Containers
Shipping containers are prohibited in all
residential districts except for construction
storage during the period of construction for
which a valid Building Permit has been issued or
during the period of a residential move if such a
container is part of a moving van system.

4.7.3 Shipping Containers
4.7.3.1 Shipping containers are prohibited in all
residential districts except for construction
storage during the period of construction for
which a valid Building Permit has been issued or
during the period of a residential move if such a
container is part of a moving van system.
4.7.3.2 Notwithstanding 4.7.3.1, shipping
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containers may be used as elements of building
envelopes, provided they adhere to the Town’s
Community Architectural & Urban Design
Standards.
4.9 Grading, Drainage and Slopes
[existing regulations]

4.9
Site Grading, Drainage and Excavation
[existing regulations]
4.9.0.10 Where any excavation, filling or
stripping activities are proposed, the
Development Authority may require that the
activities are conducted in accordance with
engineering plans created by a qualified
professional and a construction management
plan.

4.10 Garages and Driveways
4.10.0.1 The minimum useable length of a
driveway between a private garage or carport and
a property line shall be 6.0m to a property line
adjacent to a roadway which is not an arterial
roadway and 1.5m to a property line adjacent to a
public lane. These setbacks apply whether the
garage or carport is an accessory building or
attached to a principal building.

4.10 Vehicle Access and Driveways
4.10.0.1 The number and location of vehicular
accesses to a residential lot shall be at the
discretion of the Development Authority applying
the following criteria:

4.10.0.2 Residential driveways are not permitted
direct access to an arterial roadway. A driveway
that accesses an arterial roadway may be allowed,
subject to the review and approval of the Town of
Canmore, where there is no practical alternative
method of access to the site, and a turning space
is provided to permit all exiting traﬃc to face the
roadway. Where access to an arterial roadway is
permitted, the minimum building setback shall be
9.0m from the property line adjacent to the
arterial roadway.
4.10.0.3 The maximum slope of driveways
between the street and a garage or parking stall
shall be in accordance with the Engineering
Design and Construction Guidelines and the
elevation of the private driveway at the property
line must match the elevation of the adjacent
roadway as determined by the Town. Driveways
constructed with mechanisms to melt snow shall
be constructed in a manner to retain all
meltwater and ice within the subject property.

(a) A residential lot shall normally be permitted no
more than one driveway. Additional accesses shall
be at the discretion of the Development
Authority.
(b) Residential driveways are not permitted direct
access to an arterial roadway. Exceptions may be
considered where there is no practical alternative
method of access to the site, and a turning space
is provided to permit all exiting traﬃc to face the
roadway. Where access to an arterial roadway is
permitted, the minimum building setback shall be
9.0m from the property line adjacent to the
arterial roadway.
(c) Where a lot has direct access to a lane, the
lane shall be used for vehicular access.
(d) The maximum width of a residential driveway
at the property line shall be 5.0m for all single
detached dwellings, including those with suites,
and duplexes. Where three or more units share a
driveway, the maximum width of the driveway at
property line shall be 5.0m per 15.0m of frontage.
(e) The maximum slope of driveways between the
street and a garage or parking stall shall be in
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4.10.0.4 Driveway location.
Lots with access from a lane should use the lane
for vehicular access when that is the existing
predominant pattern of access on the block.
Where the predominant existing access on a block
is from a non-arterial street rather than a lane,
new developments may utilize the non-arterial
street for access in accordance with Subsection
4.10.0.5.

accordance with the Engineering Design and
Construction Guidelines and the elevation of the
private driveway at the property line must match
the elevation of the adjacent roadway as
determined by the Town. Driveways constructed
with mechanisms to melt snow shall be
constructed in a manner to retain all meltwater
and ice within the subject property.

In 4.11 Accessory Developments

In 4.11 Accessory Developments

4.11.1.6 An accessory building shall not be
attached or physically connected in any manner to
the principal building. If a building is attached in
any manner to a principal building, the setback
requirements for that building shall be the same
as for the principal building within the land use
district.

4.11.1.6 Where an accessory building is attached
in any manner to a principal building, it shall be
deemed to be part of the principal building and
subject to all yard setback and site coverage
regulations of the district in which it is located.

4.11.1 Additional Requirements for Accessory
Developments in Residential Districts
4.11.1.1 The total maximum site coverage is 10%
or a footprint of 74.0m2, whichever is less, with a
maximum of 3 accessory buildings on a site.

4.11.1 Accessory Developments in Residential
Districts
4.11.1.1 The maximum site coverage of an
accessory building is 10% or a footprint of 74.0m2,
whichever is less, with a maximum of 3 accessory
buildings on a site.
4.11.1.2 The minimum setback from side and rear
property lines shall be 1.0m.

(f) The minimum useable length of a driveway
between a private garage or carport and a
4.10.0.5 The maximum driveway width at the
property line and connecting to the street shall be property line shall be 6.0m to a property line
the width of the garage door plus 1.0 metre to a
adjacent to a roadway which is not an arterial
maximum of 5.0m for all single detached
roadway and 1.5m to a property line adjacent to a
dwellings, including those with suites, and
public lane. These setbacks apply whether the
duplexes. Where 3 or more units share a
garage or carport is an accessory building or
driveway, the maximum width of the driveway at attached to a principal building.
property line and connecting to the street shall be
a maximum of 5.0m per 15.0 metres of frontage.

4.11.1.2 The minimum setback from side and rear
property lines shall be 1.0m.

4.11.1.3 The minimum side yard on the street side 4.11.1.3 Notwithstanding Section 4.11.1.2, the
of a corner site shall be the same as that of the
minimum side yard on the street side of a corner
principal building.
site shall be the same as that of the principal
building.
4.11.1.4 Notwithstanding the above regulations,
4.11.1.4 Notwithstanding the above regulations,
garages shall maintain a 1.5m rear-yard setback
garages must maintain a 1.5m rear-yard setback
when access is from a lane and a 6.0m setback
when access is from a lane and a 6.0m setback
when access is from a street.
when access is from a street.
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4.11.2 Additional Requirements for Accessory
Developments in Non-Residential Districts
4.11.2.1 An accessory building shall conform to
the regulations for that district.

4.11.2 Accessory Developments in NonResidential Districts
4.11.2.1 An accessory building shall conform to
the regulations for that district.

4.11.2.2 The minimum separation from side and
rear property lines shall be 0.6m except no side
yard is required where the building is a mutual
structure erected on a common property line or
the wall is constructed of materials which do not
require maintenance and there is no overhang or
eaves.

4.11.2.2 The minimum setback from side and rear
property lines shall be 0.6m, except no side yard
is required where the building is a mutual
structure erected on a common property line or
the wall is constructed of materials which do not
require maintenance and there is no overhang or
eaves.

4.11.2.3 The minimum side yard shall be
4.11.2.3 The minimum setback of an accessory
3.0m from the property line on the street side of a building from a side property line shall be 3.0m on
corner site.
the street side of a corner site.

4.12

Home Occupations Class 1

4.12.0.1
Class 1 Home Occupations are
essentially “desk and telephone” home oﬃces
that require no deliveries, require no storage, do
not generate any non-residential traﬃc, and are
essentially invisible within a residential
neighbourhood.
4.12.0.2
Class 1 Home Occupations do not
require a development permit. An order may be
issued and fines levied if, in the opinion of the
Development Oﬃcer, the operator of a Home
Occupation Class 1 has violated any provision of
this Bylaw. [2015-01]
4.12.0.3
A business registry license must be
obtained for all Class 1 Home Occupations in
accordance with the Canmore Business Registry
Bylaw.
4.12.0.4
Class 1 Home Occupations shall not
interfere with the rights of other residents to
quiet enjoyment of a residential neighbourhood.
4.12.0.5
Home Occupations Class 1 shall be an
incidental and subordinate use to the principal
residential use and shall be contained within the
principal building.
4.12.0.6 The operation of a Home Occupation
Class 1 shall not:
a. have outside storage of materials, goods or
equipment on the site
b. increase the need for parking or result in any

4.12

Home Occupations

4.12.0.1 A business license must be obtained for
all Home Occupations in accordance with the
Canmore Business Registry Bylaw.
4.12.0.2 Home Occupations shall be
subordinate to the residential use and not
interfere with the rights of other residents to
quiet enjoyment of a residential neighbourhood.
4.12.1 Home Occupations – Class 1
4.12.1.1 Home Occupations – Class 1 do not
require a development permit. An order may be
issued and fines levied if, in the opinion of the
Development Oﬃcer, the operator of a Home
Occupation - Class 1 has violated any provision of
this Bylaw.

4.12.1.2 Home Occupations - Class 1 shall be an
incidental and subordinate use to the principal
residential use and shall be contained within the
principal building.
4.12.1.3 A Home Occupation - Class 1 shall not:
a. have outside storage of materials, goods or
equipment on the site;
b. increase the need for parking or result in any
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traﬃc generation, electrical interruption, bright
light or anything of an objectionable nature which
is detectable to normal sensory perception
outside the building containing the home
occupation
c. erect or construct any form of signage related
to the home occupation on the site;
d. require alterations to the principal
building unless the Development Authority
approves the alterations
e. have any employees or business partners
working on the site who are not residents of the
dwelling unit;
f. include the direct sale of goods;
g. have more than one vehicle associated with the
business parked on-site or in the vicinity of the
site at any time
h. have more than 20% of the gross floor area of
the dwelling unit or 30 square meters, whichever
is less, devoted to business usage

traﬃc generation beyond that of a typical
residential home;
c. cause electrical interruption, bright light or
anything of an objectionable nature which is
detectable to normal sensory perception outside
the building containing the home occupation;
d. erect or construct any form of signage related
to the home occupation on the site;
e. require alterations to the principal building that
change the residential character of the building;
f. have any employees or business partners
working on the site who are not residents of the
dwelling unit;
g. include the direct sale of goods;
h. have more than one vehicle associated with the
business parked on-site or in the vicinity of the
site at any time; and
i. have more than 20% of the gross floor area of
the dwelling unit or 30m2, whichever is less,
devoted to business usage

4.13

4.12.2 Home Occupations - Class 2
4.12.2.1
Home Occupations – Class 2 shall
be an incidental and subordinate use to the
principal residential use and are generally allowed
within single-detached residential dwelling units
only. Home Occupations - Class 2 will normally not
be permitted within duplex, townhouse or
apartment units, with the exception of a day
home.

Home Occupations Class 2

4.13.0.1
Class 2 Home Occupations are
allowed in a number of Land Use Districts to
provide for the potential of operating more
intensive home-based businesses than “desk and
telephone” (Home Occupation Class 1)
operations.
4.13.0.2
The regulations which follow are
intended to ensure that these businesses will be
operated in a manner which recognizes that
Home Occupations Class 2 are subordinate to the
residential use of the site and do not interfere
with the amenities of the residential
neighbourhood in which they are located. Due to
their intensity of use, Home Occupations Class 2,
regardless of the Land Use District in which they
may be situated, are usually allowed within singledetached residential dwelling units only. That is,
Home Occupations Class 2 will normally not be
permitted within duplex, townhouse or
apartment units, with the exception of Private
Day Homes or Approved Family Day Homes.
4.13.0.3
Class 2 Home Occupations require a
development permit and shall be operated by a
resident only. A permit may be revoked at any
time if, in the opinion of a Development Oﬃcer,

4.12.2.2 Home Occupations – Class 2 require a
development permit and shall be operated by a
resident only. A permit may be revoked at any
time if, in the opinion of a Development Oﬃcer,
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the operator of a Home Occupation has violated
any provisions of this Bylaw or the conditions of a
permit.
4.13.0.4 A business registry license must be
obtained for all Class 2 Home Occupations in
accordance with the Canmore Business Registry
Bylaw.
4.13.0.5 Home Occupations shall not interfere
with the rights of other residents to quiet
enjoyment of a residential neighbourhood.

the operator of a Home Occupation has violated
any provisions of this Bylaw or the conditions of a
permit.

4.13.0.6 Permits for a Class 2 Home Occupation
may be issued for a period of up to three (3) years
to an operator with a valid development permit at
the time application is made (i.e. prior to the
expiry of an existing development permit).

4.12.2.3 Permits for a Home Occupation – Class
2 may be issued for a period of up to three (3)
years to an operator with a valid development
permit at the time application is made (i.e. prior
to the expiry of an existing development permit).

4.13.0.7 Home occupations shall be an
incidental and subordinate use to the principal
residential use and shall normally be contained
within the principal building. No more than 20% of
the gross floor area of the dwelling unit or 30
square meters, whichever is less, should be
devoted to business usage.
4.13.0.8 Home Occupations Class 2, within
a private detached garage, may be considered by
the Development Authority, provided that the
proposed use does not interfere with the
provision of the minimum parking standards
required by this Bylaw or any additional parking
required as a condition of approving a
development permit under this Section.

4.12.2.4 The operation of a Home Occupations Class 2 within a detached garage may be allowed
by the Development Authority, provided that the
proposed use does not interfere with the
provision of the minimum parking standards
required by this Bylaw or any additional parking
required as a condition of approving a
development permit under this Section.

4.13.0.9 Residents of the dwelling unit and one
non-resident employee may be employed on site
by the Home Occupation, provided that there is
no direct correlation with an increase in businessassociated visits to the site.

4.12.2.5 Residents of the dwelling unit and one
non-resident employee may be employed on site
by the Home Occupation – Class 2.

4.13.0.11 A second Class 2 Home Occupation
may be permitted on the same site, at the
discretion of the Development Authority, where
an applicant has adequately demonstrated that
such an approval would result in a negligible
increase in noise, traﬃc or parking on the
property or in the neighbourhood. [moved to
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4.12.3 Multiple Home Occupations]
4.13.0.12
At the discretion of the
Development Authority, a Bed and Breakfast
Accommodation and a Class 2 Home Occupation
may be permitted on the same site, where an
applicant has adequately demonstrated that such
an approval would result in a negligible increase in
noise, traﬃc or parking on the property or in the
neighbourhood. [2015-01] [moved to 4.12.3
Multiple Home Occupations]
4.13.0.13 At the discretion of the Development
Authority, the hours of operation of a Home
Occupation may be restricted, if in the opinion of
the Development Authority, such restrictions are
necessary to minimize the impact of the Home
Occupation on the adjacent dwellings and
neighbourhood.
4.13.0.14 At the discretion of the Development
Authority, additional on site (oﬀ street) parking
may be required to be provided, when, in the
opinion of the Development Authority, such
additional stalls are necessary to accommodate
customers, employees and deliveries to the site.
Any additional on-site parking required shall be in
accordance with Subsection 4.3, General Parking
Regulations, and shall not be tandem parking.
Additional parking stalls must ensure that natural
landscaping remains over a minimum of 50% of
the front yard area.

4.12.2.6 Home Occupations - Class 2, are limited
to those uses which shall not:
a. have any outside storage or display visible from
the exterior, of products, materials, goods or
equipment on the site;
b. create a nuisance by way of dust, noise, odor,
smoke, parking, electrical interruption, bright light
or anything of an objectionable nature which is
detectable to normal sensory perception outside
the building containing the home occupation;
c. generate vehicular traﬃc or parking in excess of
that which is characteristic of the neighbourhood
in which it is located;
d. require alterations to a building that alter the
residential character of the building;
e. include the direct sale of goods or products
which are not produced on-site;
f. have more than 20% of the gross floor area of
the dwelling unit or 30m2, whichever is less,
devoted to business usage; and
g. have more than one commercially registered
motor vehicle used by the business parked on-site
or in the vicinity of the site at any time. Such
vehicle shall be in compliance with Subsection 4.7,
Objects and Vehicles Prohibited in Residential
Areas.
h. Notwithstanding Clause “e”, above, retail sales
may be permitted when those goods being sold
are accessory to the service being provided, or
when sales of the products or materials have been
made earlier and customers are picking up the
products or materials

4.13.0.15 Home Occupations Class 2, are limited
to those uses which shall not:
a. have any outside storage or display visible from
the exterior, of products, materials, goods or
equipment on the site
b. create a nuisance by way of dust, noise, odor,
smoke, parking, electrical interruption, bright light
or anything of an objectionable nature which is
detectable to normal sensory perception outside
the building containing the home occupation
c. generate vehicular traﬃc or parking in excess of
that which is characteristic of the neighbourhood
in which it is located
4.12.2.7 At the discretion of the Development
Authority, the hours of operation of a Home
d. display any form of advertising related to the
home occupation on the site except in accordance Occupation may be restricted, if in the opinion of
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with this Bylaw
e. require alterations to the principal building
unless the Development Authority approves the
alterations, and these alterations shall not alter
the residential appearance of the dwelling
f. include the direct sale of goods or products
which are not produced on the premises
g. have more than one commercially registered
motor vehicle used by the business parked on-site
or in the vicinity of the site at any time. Such
vehicle shall be in compliance with Subsection 4.7,
Objects and Vehicles Prohibited in Residential
Areas
h. Notwithstanding Clause “f”, above, retail sales
may be permitted when those goods being sold
are accessory to the service being provided, or
when sales of the products or materials have been
made earlier and customers are picking up the
products or materials
4.13.0.16
Private Day Homes and Approved
Family Day Homes are considered Class 2 Home
Occupations. For the purposes of this Bylaw,
these Home Occupations are defined as:
a.
Private Day Home – The care of up to 6
children, not including your own, in a private
residence and does not need a Provincial License
b.
Approved Family Day Home – The care of
not more than 6 children, including the provider’s
own children, in the private residence of a child
care provider, operated under contract with a
Family Day Home Agency

the Development Authority, such restrictions are
necessary to minimize the impact of the Home
Occupation on the adjacent dwellings and
neighbourhood.
4.12.2.8 At the discretion of the Development
Authority, additional on site (oﬀ street) parking
may be required to be provided, when, in the
opinion of the Development Authority, such
additional stalls are necessary to accommodate
customers, employees and deliveries to the site.
Any additional on-site parking required shall be in
accordance with Subsection 4.3, General Parking
Regulations, and shall not be tandem parking.
Additional parking stalls must ensure that natural
landscaping remains over a minimum of 50% of
the front yard area.
4.12.2.9 A Home Occupation - Class 2 may
install one (1) flush mounted sign, identifying the
name of the business. Such signage shall not be
internally or externally illuminated or contain any
changeable copy or text. All signage shall conform
to the signage regulations as found in Section 10,
Signage Regulations.

4.12.3 Multiple Home Occupations
4.12.3.1 At the discretion of the Development
Authority, a second Home Occupation may be
permitted on the same site as another Home
Occupation - Class 1, a Home Occupation - Class 2
or a Bed and Breakfast. A second Home
Occupation or a Bed and Breakfast will only be
4.13.0.17 A Home Occupation Class 2 may
considered and may be approved only where an
install one (1) flush mounted sign, identifying the applicant has adequately demonstrated that such
name of the business. Such signage shall not be
an approval would result in a negligible increase in
internally or externally illuminated or contain any traffic or parking on the property or in the
changeable copy or text. All signage shall conform neighbourhood.
to the signage regulations as found in Section 10,
Signage Regulations.

4.14

Bed and Breakfast Accommodation

4.14.0.1 Bed and Breakfast accommodation
means an ancillary commercial use operated by

4.13

Bed and Breakfast Accommodation

4.13.0.1 A business registry license must be
obtained for all Bed and Breakfast operations in
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the resident of a single detached dwelling,
providing accommodation for periods of 14 days
or less with one meal provided on a daily basis to
guests.
4.14.0.2 A business registry license must be
obtained for all Bed and Breakfast operations in
accordance with the Canmore Business Registry
Bylaw.
4.14.0.3 The maximum amount of
accommodation shall be 2 guestrooms or 6
pillows (guests), whichever is less, per principal
dwelling.
4.14.0.4 Bed and Breakfast accommodations
shall be limited to a maximum of 5% of the total
number of occupied single-family residences
within the applicable Town of Canmore census
district as identified in the most recent municipal
census.
4.14.0.5 In addition, the following separation
distances apply for new Bed and
Breakfast operations:
a.
not less than 4 lots separating the
proposed B & B from any other B & B on the same
side of the street as the proposed B & B, and;
b.
the nearest existing B & B operation
across a street or lane from the proposed B & B is
not less than 3 lots from the proposed B & B as
measured from a perpendicular line from the
midpoint of the front and rear of the lot for which
the B & B is proposed.
4.14.0.6 Bed and Breakfast accommodations
require a development permit. A permit may be
revoked at any time if, in the opinion of a
Development Oﬃcer, the operator has violated
any provision of this Bylaw or the conditions of a
permit.
4.14.0.7 Bed and Breakfast accommodations
shall not interfere with the rights of other
residents to quiet enjoyment of a residential
neighborhood.
4.14.0.8 Bed and Breakfast accommodations
shall be an incidental and subordinate use to the
principal residential use and shall be contained
within the principal building.
4.14.0.9 Initial permits are valid for a maximum
of 1 year. Subsequent permits for an approved
site may be issued for a period of up to three (3)

accordance with the Canmore Business Registry
Bylaw.
4.13.0.2 Bed and Breakfast accommodations
require a development permit. A permit may be
revoked at any time if, in the opinion of a
Development Oﬃcer, the operator has violated
any provision of this Bylaw or the conditions of a
permit.
4.13.0.3 Bed and Breakfast accommodations
shall not interfere with the rights of other
residents to quiet enjoyment of a residential
neighborhood.
4.13.0.4 Bed and Breakfast accommodations
shall be an incidental and subordinate use to the
principal residential use and shall be contained
within the principal building.
4.13.0.5
Initial permits are valid for a
maximum of 1 year. Subsequent permits for an
approved site may be issued for a period of up to
three (3) years to an operator with a valid
development permit at the time application is
made (i.e. prior to the expiry of an existing
development permit).
4.13.0.6 Bed and breakfast accommodations
that have an approved development permit and
are existing on the date of approval of this bylaw
shall be deemed to be a Discretionary Use within
that district and further development permits may
be issued on a continuing basis with the same
conditions as those attached to the previous
permit. Such “renewal” of permits shall require
the granting of a variance or variances for the new
permit if the conditions of the previous permit do
not meet the requirements of this Bylaw.
However, if that use is discontinued for a period
of 6 consecutive months or more, or the permit
has been revoked, any future bed and breakfast
accommodation shall conform to this Land Use
Bylaw.
4.13.0.7 The maximum amount of
accommodation shall be 3 guestrooms or 6
pillows (guests), whichever is less, per principal
dwelling.
4.13.0.8 Bed and Breakfast accommodations
shall be limited to a maximum of 5% of the total
number of occupied single-family residences
within the applicable Town of Canmore census
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years to an operator with a valid development
permit at the time application is made (i.e. prior
to the expiry of an existing development permit).
4.13.0.10 Bed and breakfast accommodations
that have an approved development permit and
are existing on the date of approval of this bylaw
shall be deemed to be a Discretionary Use within
that district and further development permits may
be issued on a continuing basis with the same
conditions as those attached to the previous
permit. Such “renewal” of permits shall require
the granting of a variance or variances for the new
permit if the conditions of the previous permit do
not meet the requirements of this Bylaw.
However, if that use is discontinued for a period
of 6 consecutive months or more, or the permit
has been revoked, any future bed and breakfast
accommodation shall conform to this Land Use
Bylaw.
4.14.0.11 The Development Oﬃcer acting
reasonably may inspect the Bed and Breakfast
accommodation to ensure compliance with this
bylaw and the development permit.
4.14.0.12 The operator of the Bed & Breakfast
shall:
a. Not advertise the Bed and Breakfast
accommodation unless in possession of a valid
development permit is in effect at the time the
advertisement is placed;
b. Submit and sign a statutory declaration stating
that he/she is the principal resident of the
principal dwelling
c. Ensure that guest bedrooms contain no
cooking or food preparation facilities
d. Ensure that provide access to guest
bedrooms is gained through the principal dwelling
unit and not solely through a separate private
entrance
e. Provide on-site parking and driveway areas for
guests as required by this bylaw. Guest parking
shall not be tandem
f. Provide natural landscaping over a minimum of
50% of the front yard area
g. Provide a sign which conforms to the signage
guidelines as outlined in Section 10, Signage
Regulations, that is visible day and night and is
located in the front yard of the site for the

district as identified in the most recent municipal
census.
4.13.0.9 The following separation distances
apply for new Bed and Breakfasts:
a. not less than 4 lots separating the proposed B
& B from any other B & B on the same side of the
street; and
b. the nearest existing B & B operation across a
street or lane from the proposed B & B is not less
than 3 lots from the proposed B & B as measured
from a perpendicular line from the midpoint of
the front and rear of the lot for which the B & B is
proposed.
4.13.0.10
The Development Oﬃcer acting
reasonably may inspect the Bed and Breakfast
accommodation to ensure compliance with this
bylaw and the development permit.
4.13.0.11 Bed & Breakfasts shall:
a. not be advertised unless a development permit
is in effect at the time the advertisement is
placed;
b. not contain cooking or food preparation
facilities in bedrooms for use by guests;
c. provide access to guest bedrooms through the
principal dwelling unit and not solely through a
separate private entrance;
d. provide on-site parking stalls as required in
Section 4, General Regulations. Guest parking
shall not be tandem
e. provide natural landscaping over a minimum
of 50% of the front yard area; and
f. ensure that the building conforms to the
Alberta Building Code.
4.13.0.12 As part of an application for a
development permit, the resident owner shall
submit and sign a statutory declaration stating
that he/she is the principal resident of the
dwelling.
4.13.0.13 Bed and Breakfasts may install a sign
which conforms to the signage guidelines as
outlined in Section 10, Signage Regulations, for
the purpose of providing identification for guests.
4.13.0.14 At the discretion of the Development
Authority, Bed and Breakfasts may be permitted
on the same site as a Home Occupation where an
applicant has adequately demonstrated that such
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purpose of providing identification for guests
h. Not display any form of advertising related to
the Bed and Breakfast accommodations except as
provided for in this bylaw
g. Ensure that the building conforms to the
Alberta Building Code.

an approval would result in negligible increase in
noise, traﬃc or parking on the property or in the
neighbourhood.

4.14.0.13 At the discretion of the Development
Authority, Bed and Breakfast accommodations
may be permitted on the same site as a Class
2 Home Occupation where an applicant has
adequately demonstrated that such an approval
would result in negligible increase in noise, traﬃc
or parking on the property or in the
neighbourhood. [2015-01]
4.14 Visitor Accommodation
4.14.0.1
Where the majority of visitor
accommodation units within the visitor
accommodation development contain suites of
more than 1 room, two or more of the following
services shall be provided: eating establishment,
drinking establishment, room service, public
convention room, or laundry service.
4.14.0.2
Visitor accommodation approved
after January 3, 2012 shall:
(a)
provide a central management and
reservation service, including key disbursement;
(b)
have a single address for mail (not for
individual units);
(c)
not serve as a residential address for
utility billing or electoral enumeration purposes;
and
(d)
provide signage designating the
development as a “hotel” or similar visitor
accommodation use.
4.14.0.3
Visitor accommodation may
include a supervised front desk with attendant
and be served by a single utility meter.
4.14.0.4
The Development Authority may
allow alternatives to 9.7.2 where the intent is
maintained to provide short-term visitor
accommodation.
4.14.0.5
Visitor accommodation shall not
be allowed to be located on the same floor of a
multi-storey residential building containing
residential dwelling units or tourist homes.
4.14.0.6
A building which contains visitor
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accommodation uses and residential dwelling
units or tourist homes shall provide a separate
entrance to the portion of the building containing
the visitor accommodation use.
4.15

Tourist Homes

4.16 Noise Attenuation from Railway and
Trans-Canada Highway

4.15 Tourist Homes
[existing regulations]
4.15.0.4 Tourist homes within an apartment
building shall only be allowed where a
development permit is issued for the entire
building to be operated as tourist homes, or an
entire floor of the building has development
permit approval to be operated as tourist homes.

4.16 Noise and Vibration Attenuation from
Railway and Trans-Canada Highway

All residential and visitor accommodation
developments adjacent to the Trans-Canada
Highway or a railway must be designed so that the
exterior noise levels do not exceed CMHC
guidelines of 55 dBA or 24 hr. Leq interior within
the building. Development permit applications
shall include a professionally prepared acoustical
report to confirm compliance with this
requirement.

4.16.0.1 All residential and visitor accommodation
developments adjacent to the Trans-Canada
Highway must be designed so that the exterior
noise levels do not exceed CMHC guidelines of 55
dBA or 24 hr. Leq interior within the building.
Development permit applications shall include a
professionally prepared acoustical report to
confirm compliance with this requirement.
4.16.0.2 Development permit applications for all
residential and visitor accommodation
developments adjacent to the railway shall
include a professionally prepared noise and
vibration study.

4.17 Screening of Commercial Impacts
from Residential Development

4.17 Mechanical Systems and Outdoor
Storage

4.17.0.1 The intent of screening is to limit
potential impacts of commercial developments on
adjacent residential or visitor accommodation
uses. Within commercial districts, buildings shall
be designed to incorporate adequate screening of
mechanical, venting and other systems from
pedestrian areas and adjacent buildings.

4.17.0.1 Uses which involve the outdoor storage
of goods, machinery, vehicles, building materials,
waste materials and other similar objects may be
required to screen such objects from adjacent
sites and roads, through the use of fences, berms,
landscaping or a combination thereof, to the
satisfaction of the Development Authority.

4.17.0.2 Screening is not limited to visual
4.17.0.2 Screening may be required to limit
impacts but also includes minimizing the impacts visual impacts as well as noises and odours which
of noises and odours which may negatively impact may negatively impact adjacent uses.
adjacent commercial or residential uses.
4.17.0.3 Garbage and storage areas, and
4.17.0.3 In order to reasonably contain impacts mechanical systems, including heating,
within the development site, mechanical systems, ventilation, air conditioning, generators and
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garbage, storage areas, venting and other
apparatus shall be screened from adjacent
properties, including public property, to the
satisfaction of the Development Authority.

pumps, shall be designed and located on a site to
minimize impact on adjacent sites, which may
require:
(a) enclosing them within a building; or
(b) screening.

4.21

4.21

Seasonal and Temporary Businesses

The purpose of allowing for such businesses is to
increase the level of activity on the street and to
enhance the appearance of otherwise vacant or
under-utilized sites. Development permits for
seasonal business shall only be issued where the
Development Authority is satisfied that these
purposes will be met by the applicant.

Seasonal and Temporary Businesses

4.21.0.1 The primary purpose of allowing for
seasonal or temporary businesses is to increase
the level of activity on the street and to enhance
the appearance of otherwise vacant or underutilized sites. Development permits for seasonal
business shall only be issued where the
Development Authority is satisfied that these
purposes will be met by the applicant.
[renumber following regulations appropriately]

4.24

Relocation of Buildings

4.24

Relocation of Buildings

4.26

Addressing

4.26

Addressing

A development permit shall be required for the
relocation of any building or buildings to any lot or
lots in the Town of Canmore and a development
agreement shall be a condition of approval.

4.26.0.1 The owner of a property on which a
structure has been erected, shall cause the
address number assigned to the property, as the
municipal address (pursuant to Bylaw 2-92,

4.24.0.1 A development permit shall be required
for the relocation of any building or buildings to
any lot or lots in the Town of Canmore.
4.24.0.2 Approval of a development permit for
the relocation of a building may not be granted
unless the Development Authority is satisfied
that:
(a) the building and the proposed location of the
building meets the requirements of the land use
district in which the building is to be located; and
(b) the building is compatible with the character
of the neighbourhood in which the building is to
be relocated to; or
(c) conditions of the permit will ensure that the
building is renovated to a satisfactory condition.
4.24.0.3 The Development Authority may require
the developer to enter into a development
agreement with the municipality to:
(a) ensure completion of any proposed
renovations within the specified time period; and
(b) provide a security deposit against any
damages that may occur to public utilities, roads
or sidewalks as a result of the relocated building.
4.26.0.1 The owner of a property on which a
structure has been erected shall display the
municipal address assigned to the property
(pursuant to Bylaw 2-92, the Addressing Bylaw) at
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the addressing bylaw) to be displayed at all times.
External address numbers are to be in a location
plainly visible in daytime and at night from the
roadway to which the property is addressed.
Internal addresses are to be located beside the
entry door to the particular unit.
4.26.0.2 All external address numbers shall be at
least 0.13m in height.
4.26.0.3 All internal address numbers shall be at
least 0.07m in height.

all times.
4.26.0.2 External address numbers are to be in a
location plainly visible in daytime and at night
from the roadway to which the property is
addressed and shall be at least 0.13m in height.
4.26.0.3 Internal addresses, such as the unit
number of a multi-unit development, are to be
located beside or on the entry door to the
particular unit and shall be at least 0.07m in
height.

4.27

Garbage Storage

In addition to any requirements specified in any
Land Use Districts, garbage shall be stored in
weatherproof and animal proof containers
screened from adjacent sites and public
thoroughfares and be in a location easily
accessible for pickup in conformance with the
Waste Control Bylaw.

4.27

4.27.0.1 In addition to any requirements specified
in any Land Use Districts, garbage and recycling
material shall be stored in weatherproof and
animal proof containers screened from adjacent
sites and public thoroughfares and be in a location
easily accessible for pickup in conformance with
the Waste Control Bylaw.

4.28

FireSmart Communities

4.28 Fire Prevention and Emergency
Access

All roofing materials on new, replacement, or
retro-fitted residential, commercial, or accessory
buildings shall have a minimum Class C
Underwriters Laboratory Canada fire rating.

Garbage and Recycling

4.28.0.1 To protect a development from
significant wildfire hazard, the following fire
protection measures may be required by the
Development Authority:
NOTE: Wood shakes and shingles can meet the
(a)
roofs constructed of non-combustible or
Class C rating only when treated prior to
fire retardant materials with a minimum Class B
installation.
Underwriters Laboratory Canada fire rating;
(b)
the installation of spark arresters on
NOTE: Canmore is a Firesmart Community and
chimneys and stovepipes;
encourages builders and owners to exceed the
(c)
exterior siding constructed of fire
minimum standards described above.
retardant materials, especially along dormers and
other roof variations where embers may be
Three things that you can do:
blown;
a.
Use Class “A” ULC rated roofing materials (d)
the provision of appropriate connections
and non-combustible siding materials;
for fire fighting purposes;
b.
Establish and maintain a non-combustible (e)
the provision of a secondary vehicular
buﬀer from flammable vegetation around your
emergency access/egress to the site; and
home. For details refer to
(f)
a minimum 10m perimeter of defensible
www.partnersinprotection.ab.ca.
space around all buildings in which all fire prone
c.
Do not store wood or other flammable
materials and vegetation are removed.
items against your house or under your deck.
4.28.0.2
Sites shall be designed that, in the
opinion of the Development Authority,
appropriate access for fire fighting vehicles and
equipment is provided to all buildings.
4.28.0.3
Fire access lanes shall be a
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minimum of 6m in width and shall be designed to
support fire fighting vehicles to the satisfaction of
the Development Authority. Appropriate
measures, such as signage, brush and snow
removal shall be undertaken to ensure
unobstructed access to a fire access lane.
4.28.0.4
The number and placement of fire
hydrants or fire department connections shall be
to the satisfaction of the Development Authority
in consultation with the Fire Safety Codes Officer.

4.33 Environmental Protection

4.33.0.1 No activity may be undertaken in any
district, which in the opinion of the Development
Authority, creates a nuisance including but not
limited to the generation of noise, dust, odor,
smoke, vibration, humidity or glare.
4.33.0.2 When reviewing a development permit
application on lands which may be considered to
be environmentally sensitive, including lake and
river riparian areas, wetlands, wildlife habitat or
corridors, natural areas, reserves or parks, the
Development Authority may consider the
following information:
(a) an Environmental Impact Statement prepared
by a qualified professional in accordance with the
Town’s Environmental Impact Statement Policy;
and/or
(b) comments and recommendations from
appropriate provincial or federal agencies
4.33.1 Setbacks from Bodies of Water
[insert rest of this section here, moved from
Section 4.1]

4.34

Applicability

4.34.0.1 The regulations in Section 4, General
Regulations, shall apply to all developments
within the Town of Canmore, unless otherwise
exempted. Where any regulation in this section
may be conflict with any regulation of the district,
the regulation in the district shall take
precedence.
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Residential Building Projections
Existing Table in Land Use Bylaw No. 22-2010
Structure

Yard(s) into which
projections are permitted

Maximum projection permitted

Any yard

0.6m
For single family and duplex
development, eaves on cantilevers
can extend into any yard an
additional 0.3m beyond the
cantilever.

Rear and front yards

Eaves above decks may project up
to 2.0m into front and rear yards
provided they do not extend more
than 0.6m beyond a deck.

Sills, belt courses, cornices,
chimneys, pilasters or solar
panels

Any yard

0.6m

Decks and porches (covered or
uncovered) where a minimum
of 50% of the surface of the
deck is less than 4.0m above
grade attached to the principal
dwelling.
Stairways and landings
associated with decks &
porches which are greater than
0.6m above grade and lead
into the principal dwelling.

Rear and front yards

2.0m

Rear and front yards

Stairs more than 0.60m above grade
may extend an additional 1.0m from
the deck or porch to a maximum
total of 3.0 metres.

One Side Yard

Encroachment into one side yard of
1.0m for stairs and landings 2.0m or
less above grade.

Eaves

NOTE: The listed projections may
require design modifications to meet the
requirements of the Alberta
Building Code.
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Structure

Yard(s) into which
projections are permitted

Maximum projection permitted

Mechanical venting of
any type (e.g. direct-vent
fireplaces, clothes dryers)

Any yard

0.6m

Window bays in the principal
dwelling which do not increase
the floor area

Front and rear

1.0m

Decks less than or equal to
0.6 m above existing grade

Any yard

Full projection

Cantilevers, which are part of
the principal dwelling.
Individual cantilevers shall
not exceed 12m² of wall area
with a maximum horizontal or
vertical dimension of 4.0m

Side yards

0.6m

Front and rear yards

1.0m

NOTE: The listed projections may
require design modifications to meet the
requirements of the Alberta
Building Code.

Proposed Amendment to Bylaw No. 22-2010
Table 4.1-1 – Maximum Permitted Residential Projections in Yard Setbacks
Structure

Front Yard

Rear Yard

Side Yard

Air conditioning
equipment

None

None

None

Balconies, decks and
unenclosed porches
less than 4m above
grade

2m

2m

None

Bay Window that
does not increase the
floor area

1m

1m

None

Cantilever on
principal dwelling

1m

1m

0.6m

Chimneys

0.6m

0.6m

0.6m, but in no case shall be closer than
1.2m to a property line

Eaves, sills, gutters

0.6m

0.6m

0.6m

An additional 0.3m where extending beyond a cantilever on a single family
or duplex development.
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An additional 1.4m where
they do not extend more than
0.6m beyond a deck.

None

Patio

Full projection

Stairways and
landings (greater
than 0.6m above
grade, leading to the
principal dwelling)

3m

3m

1m (into one side yard only, where the
stairs/landings are 2m or less above grade)

Mechanical venting

0.6m

0.6m

0.6m
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Setbacks for Future Road Widening
Existing Table in Land Use Bylaw No. 22-2010
1.

4.1.9.2 Setbacks from Bow Valley Trail Right-Of-Way (R.O.W.)
Street
From
To
Setback from R.O.W. required in addition
to 4.5m front yard setback
(Minimum right of way width)
Bow
Valley
Trail

Old
Canmore
Road

Montane Rd

9.1m east side
(35 metres)

17th Street

Ray
McBride
Street

12.79m west side
(43 metres)

Proposed Amendment to Bylaw No. 22-2010
Table 4.1-2 Building setbacks for Future Road Widening on Bow Valley Trail
From
To
Required
Additional Setback Required
Bow Valley
Trail Rightof-Way
Old
Canmore
Road

Montane Rd

35m

9.1m on the east side

17th Street

Ray
McBride
Street

43m

12.8m on the west side
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Parking Stalls Required – Non-Residential Developments

Use

Proposed Redline Amendment to Bylaw No. 22-2010
Table 4.3-2. Non-Residential Parking and Loading Requirements
Minimum Parking Stalls Required
1 parking stall per 46m2

Arts and crafts studio
Athletic and recreational facilities:
Bowling alleys
Curling rinks
Racquet sport facilities

4 stalls per alley, plus 2 for staff.
4 stalls per sheet of ice, plus 2 for staff.
4 parking stalls per court.

Auction Rooms

For all other athletic and recreation
facilities parking requirements shall be
determined by the development authority
and shall be based on the usage patterns
of the particular facility.
1 parking stall per 46m2

Automotive and equipment repair
shop, Automotive sales and rentals,
Automotive part sales
Bed and Breakfast

1 parking stall per 46m2

Brewery/Distillery

1 parking stall per 3 staff, plus 1 parking
stall per 12m2 of area where alcoholic
beverages are sold or consumed by the
public.
1 parking stall per fuel pump.

Bulk Fuel Station
Car Washing Establishments
Child Care Facilities
Construction trade shop
Convenience store

Convention facility
Cultural establishment
Religious assembly

Minimum Loading Spaces
Required
1 loading space per
1000m2.

1 loading space per
1000m2.

1 parking stall per guest room

2 automobile vehicle stack-up parking
stalls per bay.
1 parking stall per 2 employees
1 stall per 46m2.
1 stall per 46m2 within the Town Centre
and Local Commercial Districts.
1 stall per 28m2 in all other districts.
1 stall per 5 seats based on licensed
capacity
1 parking stall per 10 seating spaces in
Town Centre District.
1 parking stall per 5 seating spaces in all
other districts.

2 loading spaces per fuel
pump.

1 loading space per
1000m2.
1 loading space per
1000m2.
1 loading space per
1000m2.
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Museum, Library
Day care facility
Drinking establishment

Drive-In food service Businesses

Dwelling Units

1 parking stall per 46.0m2
1 parking stall per 2 staff.
Within the Town Centre District, Gateway
Commercial District, Local Commercial
District: 1 parking stall per 20m2 of
common area available for seating, bar
service and public areas.
Within the Bow Valley Trail Commercial
District all other districts, 1 parking stall
per 12m2 of common area available for
seating, bar service and public areas.
Minimum of 5 vehicle stack-up stalls per
drive-up window and an additional 2
parking stalls per drive-up window, plus 1
parking stall per 4 seats.
Refer to separate table, below

Funeral home

1 parking stall per 20m2 of common area
available for seating and circulation.
1 stall per 10 seats within Town Centre &
Gateway Districts;
1 stall per 5 seats within the Bow Valley
Trail Districts.
1 stall per 3 seats in all other land use
districts.
1 parking stall per 46m2, plus a minimum
of 5 parking stalls for staff.
1 parking stall for each 3 employees and
any additional parking stalls the
Development Authority designates for
public use of the terminal.
1 parking stall per 46m2.

Gaming Establishment - Bingo
Garden Centre

1 parking stall per 3 seating spaces.
1 parking stall per 46m2.

Gas bar, Service station

3 parking stalls plus 3 vehicle stack-up
spaces per fuel pump.
As for Retail stores.

Eating establishment
Entertainment establishment

Financial institution
Freight Terminals

Home improvement centre
Hospital

1 parking stall per bed. Based on a parking
study done at time of land use
redesignation or development permit
application.

1 loading space per
1000m2.

1 loading space per
1000m2.

1 loading space per
1000m2.

1 loading space per
1000m2.
1 loading space per
1000m2.
1 loading space per
1000m2.
1 loading space per
1000m2.
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Hostel or dormitory-style
accommodation

Household repair service
Industrial equipment sales and
rentals
Kennel, Pet care facility
Laboratory

1 parking stall per dormitory room. At the
discretion of the Development Authority,
parking requirements may be varied to
suit the design and/or location of a hostel
and bus parking may be provided at a ratio
of one bus parking stall for 15 vehicle
stalls.
1 parking stall per 46m2.
1 parking stall per 275m2 of site area.

Laundry

As for veterinary clinics.
1 parking stall per 3 employees with a
minimum of 5 stalls.
1 parking stall per 46m2.

Laundromat
Light manufacturing operation

1 parking stall per 28m2.
1 parking stall per 46m2.

Liquor store

1 stall per 46m2 within the Town Centre
and Local Commercial Districts.
1 stall per 28.0m2 in all other districts.
As for visitor accommodation
1 parking stall per 4 beds.
5 parking stalls per individual
establishment, or 1 parking stall per 3
employees on a maximum shift, or 1
parking stall per 93.0m2 up to 1860m2, and
1 additional parking stall for each
subsequent 465.0m2 whichever is the
greatest.
1 parking stall per 46m2 in Town Centre
Commercial District.
1 parking stall per 37m2 in all other
Districts.
1 parking stall per 46m2

Lodging houses
Long-term care facility
Manufacturing and Industrial Plants

Medical clinic

Office
Personal service business
Printing Establishment
Commercial
Industrial
Private club
Public and quasi-public building

1 parking stall per 46m2 with no less than 1
parking stall for each individual store or
shop.
1 parking stall per 46.0m2.
1 parking stall per 93.0m2.

1 loading space per
1000m2.
1 loading space per
2000m2.

1 loading space per
1000m2.
1 loading space per
1000m2.
1 loading space per
1000m2.

1 parking stall per 20m2 of common area
available for seating, bar service and public
areas.
1 parking stall per 5 seats.
1 loading space per
1000m2.
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Rapid drive-through vehicle service
Recreational vehicle sale and rental
Recycling Depot
Retail Store, Retail food store, Retail
thrift store
School
Storage facility
Veterinary clinic
Visitor accommodation

Warehouse store

3 automobile vehicle stack-up spaces per
bay.
1 parking stall per 46m2 or 1 parking stall
per 186m2 site area whichever is greater.
As for retail stores.
1 parking stall per 46m2 with no less than 1
parking stall for each individual store or
shop.
Based on a parking study done at time of
land use redesignation or development
permit application.
1 parking stall per 300m2 of gross floor
area or site area.
1 parking stall per 37m2.
1 parking stall per visitor accommodation
unit. At the discretion of the Development
Authority, bus parking shall be provided at
a ratio of one bus stall for 15 vehicle stalls.
1 stall per 50m2
1 parking stall per 93m2 of gross floor area
up to 1860m2, and 1 additional stall for
each subsequent 465m2.

Warehouse

1 loading space per
1000m2.

1 loading space per
1000m2.
1 loading space per
1000m2.
1 loading space per
2000m2.
1 loading space per
2000m2.

Parking Stalls Required –Residential Developments
Proposed Amendment to Bylaw No. 22-2010

Use

Table 4.3-3 Residential Parking Requirements
Minimum Parking Stalls Required

Single Family Detached, Manufactured
homes, Duplex
Single Family Detached Plus
Townhouse, Stacked townhouse,
apartment

2 parking stalls per dwelling unit.
Stalls may be in tandem and may be within a garage.
3 parking stalls.
2 stalls may be in tandem and may be within a garage.
0.75 parking stalls per studio dwelling unit.
1.0 parking stalls per 1-bedroom dwelling unit.
1.5 parking stalls per 2-bedroom dwelling unit.
2.0 parking stalls per 3 or 4-bedroom dwelling unit.
0.5 parking stalls for each additional bedroom above 4.

Secondary suite, Garden suite

1 parking stall per suite.

Bed and breakfast

1 parking stall per guest room.
Stalls may not be in tandem.
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Home occupation – Class II

At the discretion of the Development Authority based on the
nature of the business.

Seniors Housing/Supportive Living Facility

0.5 parking stalls per dwelling unit. 30% of these stalls shall be
dedicated visitor parking stalls.
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Existing Wording in Land Use Bylaw No. 22-2010

Proposed Amendment to Bylaw No. 22-2010

No habitable floor space (any area that may be
used as living space, required for mechanical
equipment for the operation of the building, or
for the storage of goods or articles that should be
protected from flooding) shall be built below
the maximum 1:100 year ground water table
elevation within the area shown on Schedule A,
Subsection 6.3, High Groundwater Area
Regulations. The detailed geodetic elevations for
construction are shown on Map OTH-04 in Section
1.3.2.2 of the Town of Canmore Engineering
Design and Construction Guidelines.

6.1.0.1 All buildings within the area shown in
Figure 6.1 shall be designed and constructed with
the ground floor elevation, and all electrical,
heating, air conditioning and other mechanical
equipment, at or above the 1:100 year design
groundwater table geodetic elevation shown on
Map OTH-04 in Section 1.3.2.2 of the Town of
Canmore Engineering Design and Construction
Guidelines.
6.1.0.2 The requirements of Section 6.1.0.1 are
encouraged but not required in the following
situations:
(a) construction of an accessory building as
allowed by the Land Use Bylaw, provided that the
accessory building is not a suite;
(b) renovations and repairs to an existing building,
(c) In mixed use, commercial or multi-dwelling
developments the Development Authority may
allow underground parking below the 1:100 year
design groundwater table geodetic elevation, in
accordance with the provisions of the Engineering
Design and Construction Guidelines;
(d) where the Development Authority deems it
unreasonable to meet the requirements due to
site specific constraints; and
(e) where work is being conducted in accordance
with the recommendations of the Alberta
Municipal Affairs Building Code relating to flood
mitigation.
6.1.0.3 Notwithstanding 6.1.0.2, basements
below the 1:100 design groundwater elevation
shall not be developed.

6.2 Parking within 1:100 Year Groundwater
Elevation
In mixed use, commercial or multi-dwelling
developments the Development Authority may
allow underground parking below the maximum
ground water table elevation as shown on Map
OTH-04 in accordance with the provisions of the
Engineering Design and Construction Guidelines
(Section 1.3.2.3 – Underground Parking).
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Schedule “A” High Groundwater Area Regulations

Figure 6.1 High Groundwater Area Regulations
[updated version of map, see below]
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Proposed Amendment to Bylaw No. 22-2010

Section 10 Signage Standards and
Regulations

Section 10 Signage

Within 10.8 Development Permit Process:

Within 10.8 Development Permit Process:

All signs require development permits, unless All signs require development permits, unless
specifically exempted below. All approved
specifically exempted below.
signs will be issued a Sign Validation Sticker to
be aﬃxed to the sign at the time of
installation. Any sign not displaying a Sign
Validation Sticker may be considered in
violation of these Signage Regulations and be
subject to the removal of the sign in
accordance with the Enforcement subsection
of these Regulations and Section 1,
Administration.
10.9.1.2 Signs without a Sign Validation
Sticker or a development permit or Certificate
of Signage Conformance as described in
Section 10.8 shall be considered in violation
of the Land Use Bylaw and may be ordered to
be removed.
Within 10.10 Definitions:
Sign Validation Sticker: means a sticker
issued by the Town, and aﬃxed to an
approved sign, that confirms a Development
Permit or a Certificate of Signage
Conformance has been issued for that sign.

10.9.1.2 Signs without a development permit
or Certificate of Signage Conformance as
described in Section 10.8 shall be considered
in violation of the Land Use Bylaw and may be
ordered to be removed.
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Proposed Amendment to Bylaw No. 22-2010

Section 12 Flood Risk Area Regulations

Section 12 Overlay Districts

For all sites located in the floodway or flood fringe
as shown in the 1994 Flood Damage
Reduction Program “Flood Risk Area” for the
Town of Canmore as illustrated on Schedule “A”,
below, the provisions of this section and those of
the Land Use District for which the site is
designated shall apply. Where this section is more
restrictive than the provisions of a Land Use
District, the provisions of this section shall prevail.

12.1 Valley Bottom Flood Hazard Overlay
District

12.1 Floodway Regulations

12.1.0.1 In the floodway only those Permitted
and Discretionary uses which are listed below,
and which are also listed in the Land Use District
for which the site is designated, shall be allowed:
a. Extensive Agricultural Pursuits
b. Horticultural Nurseries
c. Natural Areas
d. Outdoor Athletic and Recreational Activities
e. Parking Areas
f. Parks and Playgrounds
g. Public Utilities
The following uses and development are
prohibited within the floodway:
a. Buildings of any type
b. Outside storage
12.1.0.2 No alterations shall be made to a
floodway and no structures including, but not
limited to, rip-rap, berms, fences, walls, gates,
patios, docks or decks shall be constructed on, in
or under a floodway unless in the opinion of the
Development Authority there will be no
obstruction to floodwaters and no detrimental
effect on the hydrological system or water quality,
including the natural interface of the riparian and
aquatic habitats.

12.2 Flood Fringe Regulations

12.2.0.1 Within the area designated as flood
fringe the uses listed in the applicable Land Use
District

12.1.0.1 For parcels located in the Floodway,
Flood Fringe or Overland Flow area, as shown in
Figure 12.1, the requirements of this section
apply. Where there is any conflict between this
section and any other requirements of this Bylaw,
the provisions of this section shall prevail.
12.1.0.2 The Flood Hazard map (Figure 12.2)
provides the design flood level for all areas within
the Flood Fringe or Overland Flow Area. The
design flood level is based on the 1:100 year flood
level calculated in the Flood Risk Mapping Study
(WER-AGRA, March 1993).
Floodway Area Uses
12.1.0.3 In the floodway only those uses which
are both listed below and are also listed as
Permitted or Discretionary uses in the Land Use
District for which the site is designated, shall be
allowed:
Extensive Agricultural Pursuits
Outdoor Athletic and Recreational Activities
Parking Areas
Parks and Playgrounds
Public Utilities
Wildlife Corridors
Wildlife Habitat
Floodway Area Regulations
12.1.0.4 Excepting for public utilities, no new
buildings or outside storage shall be allowed in
the floodway.
12.1.0.5 No alterations shall be made to a
floodway and no structures including, but not
limited to, rip-rap, berms, fences, walls, gates,
patios, docks or decks shall be constructed on, in
or under a floodway unless in the opinion of the
Development Authority there will be no
obstruction to floodwaters and no detrimental
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for which the site is designated shall continue
to be allowed.
12.2.0.2 No inside or outside storage of
chemicals, explosives, flammable liquids, toxic or
waste materials that cannot be readily removed in
the event of a flood shall be allowed.
12.2.0.3 All mechanical and electrical equipment
within a building shall be located at or above the
designated flood level. The minimum ground floor
elevation should be above the designated
flood level where possible. [2014-04]
12.2.0.4 Within infill areas, all buildings shall be
setback a minimum of 20.0 metres from the edge
of the Bow River or a minimum of 6.0 metres from
the edge of the Bow River floodway, as illustrated
in Subsection 12.4, Schedule “A”, whichever is the
greater distance.
12.2.0.5 If subdivisions are approved within the
flood fringe within previously undeveloped areas,
the first floor of all buildings located within such a
subdivision shall be located at or above the
1:100 year flood level plus 0.5 metre freeboard.
The 1:100 year flood level is as calculated in
the Flood Risk Mapping Study (WER-AGRA, March
1993). The Development Authority may
allow for variances on the freeboard requirement
depending on site specific conditions.

12.3 Infill Developments

The Development Authority may exempt “infill”
developments from the provisions of this Section
of the Land Use Bylaw in accordance with the
provisions of the Canada-Alberta Flood Damage
Reduction Program.

12.4 Overland Flood Area Regulations [201404]
12.4.0.1 For new development all electrical and
mechanical systems must be 0.5m above the
existing grade of the lot. The minimum ground
floor elevation should be above the designated
flood level where possible.
12.4.0.2 For the purposes of 12.4.0.1 existing
grade shall be calculated as the average of
existing elevations at the corners of the parcel.

eﬀect on the hydrological system or water quality,
including the natural interface of the riparian and
aquatic habitats.
Flood Fringe Area and Overland Flow Area Uses
12.1.0.6 The uses in the applicable Land Use
District for which the site is designated shall be
allowed.
Flood Fringe Area and Overland Flow Area
Regulations
12.1.0.7 No storage of chemicals, explosives,
flammable liquids, toxic or waste materials that
cannot be readily removed in the event of a flood
shall be allowed.
12.1.0.8 All buildings shall be designed and
constructed with the ground floor elevation, and
all electrical, heating, air conditioning and other
mechanical equipment, at or above the design
flood level.
12.1.0.9 The requirements of Section 12.1.0.8
are encouraged but not required in the following
situations:
(a) construction of an accessory building as
allowed by the Land Use Bylaw, provided that the
accessory building is not a suite;
(b) renovations and repairs to an existing building,
(c) where the Development Authority deems it
unreasonable to meet the requirements due to
site specific constraints; and
(d) where work is being conducted in accordance
with the recommendations of the Alberta
Municipal Affairs Building Code relating to flood
mitigation.
12.1.0.10 Notwithstanding 12.1.0.9, basements
below the design flood level shall not be
developed.
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12.5 Special Variance Regulations [2014-04]

12.5.0.1 Notwithstanding 12.2.0.3 where a
development permit is requested to repair or
renovate existing approved developments that
are below the designated flood level a variance
may be granted where the proposed development
is to repair flood damage and it achieves the flood
mitigation standards set out in the Alberta
Building Code.
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Existing Schedule A in Land Use Bylaw No. 22-2010
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Proposed Amendment (Fig 12.1) to Bylaw No. 22-2010
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Proposed Amendment (Fig 12.2) to Bylaw No. 22-2010
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Legal address
(civic address)
Lot 23MR, Block 1, Lot 0110956
(23MR Kananaskis Way)

Existing District in
Land Use Bylaw No.
22-2010
BVT-G

Proposed
District
PD

Land owner

Town of Canmore
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Legal address
(civic address)
Lot 3, Block 1, Plan 9711235
(Benchlands Trail)

Existing District in
Land Use Bylaw No.
22-2010
DC

Proposed
District
PD

Land owner

Town of Canmore
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Legal address
(civic address)
Lot 1, Block 9, Plan 9611299
(1 Van Horne)

Existing District in
Land Use Bylaw No.
22-2010
R1

Proposed
District
PD

Land owner

Private
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Legal address
(civic address)

Existing District in
Land Use Bylaw No.
22-2010

Proposed
District

Land owner

Lot 1, Block 2, Plan 0612033

UR

WC

Her Majesty the Queen

Lot 2, Block 2, Plan 0612033

UR

WC

Her Majesty the Queen

Lot 1ER, Block 5, Plan 9711871

R1B

ED

Town of Canmore

Lot 1MR, Block 6, Plan 9711871
(1MR Lawrence Grassi Ridge)

R1B

PD

Town of Canmore

Lot 1MR, Block 9, Plan 9711290
(1MR Kamenka Green)

DC13-96

PD

Town of Canmore

Lot 1, Block 7, Plan 9711867
(990 Wilson Way)

DC13-96

PD

Town of Canmore

Lot 20MR, Block 2, Plan 9711290
(20MR Wilson Way)

DC13-96

PD

Town of Canmore
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Proposed Amendment to Bylaw No. 22-2010

16.2 Index
auction room means a facility for auctioning of
goods and equipment, including temporary
storage of such goods and equipment.
balcony means a platform greater than 0.6m
above grade, attached to and projecting from a
building, and which may or may not have a
supporting structure at grade. A balcony is only
accessible from within the building and is
enclosed by a railing.
brewery means a place where beer is made
commercially.

brewery/distillery means a place where beer,
spirits and other alcoholic beverages are
manufactured. It may include the retail sale of
products made on the premises for consumption
off the premises, and may include an area where
products made on the premises are sold or
provided to the public for consumption on the
premises.
[Brewery becomes brewery/distillery in IND1 &
IND2. Where Light Manufacturing Operation is
listed as a use within a district (SB, SB, BVT-C, BVTT, BVT-G, TBD, TID, Three Sisters DC),
Brewery/Distillery is added as the same type of
use.]
cantilever means a rigid structural element that
projects horizontally from the wall of a building
without external bracing.

day care facility means a facility for the provision
of care, supervision or rehabilitation of persons
for periods not exceeding twenty-four
consecutive hours. This includes a Group Family
Child Care Program or Day Care Licensed Facility.
Note. A Group Family Child Care Program is the
care of 7 to 10 children, including the license
holder’s own children, but does not include
overnight accommodation. Where 7 or more
children are present at a program, 2 care
providers are required. A Day Care Licensed
Facility is licensed by the Provincial Government

day care means a licensed facility for the
provision of temporary care and supervision of 7
or more children for a period of more than 4 but
less than 24 consecutive hours and for at least 12
consecutive weeks of the year. This includes an
out-of-school care program and a pre-school
program but does not include a day home.
day home means a Home Occupation – Class 2
where temporary care and supervision is provided
to a maximum of 6 children for a period of more
than 4 but less than 24 consecutive hours, and for
at least 12 consecutive weeks of the year.
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for the provision of care, supervision or
rehabilitation of children or adults for periods not
exceeding twenty four consecutive hours.
deck means a platform of wood frame or other
construction, the height of which exceeds 0.6m
above grade, which is enclosed by a railing and is
accessible by exterior stairs.
freight terminal means a facility accommodating
the storage and distribution of freight shipped by
rail, or highway transportation.
light manufacturing operation means a business
engaged in secondary manufacturing which
involves no outdoor storage and which causes no
environmental disturbances such as the creation
of smoke, noise, dust or odors and may include
such uses as arts and crafts studios, pottery
manufacturing, microbrewery ,electronics
assembly and clothing manufacturing.

light manufacturing operation means a business
engaged in secondary manufacturing which
involves no outdoor storage and which causes no
environmental disturbances such as the creation
of smoke, noise, dust or odors and may include
such uses as arts and crafts studios, pottery
manufacturing, electronics assembly and clothing
manufacturing.
patio means a platform, the height of which may
be up to but does not exceed 0.6m from grade,
that may or may not be attached to a building.
porch means a covered entrance structure
attached to a residential dwelling at the ground or
main floor entry, consisting of a roof and a floor,
where the sides of the structure not attached to
the building may be enclosed by a low railing or
wall.

semi-detached dwelling has the same meaning as [Replace with duplex where used in Section 3.7,
“duplex”.
3.9, 3.27]
truck repair and servicing means a facility for the
servicing and repair primarily of licensed motor
vehicles with a gross vehicle rating in excess of
4000kg.
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1 Administration

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.24
1.25
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12
1.13
1.14

Title
Purpose
Application
Rules of Interpretation
Portions found Invalid
Direct Control Districts
Overlay Districts
Development Permits Required
Development Permits not Required
Development Permit Application Requirements
Processing of Development Applications
Conditions Attached to a Development Permit
Appeals
Commencement and Completion of Development
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1.15
1.16
1.17
1.18
1.19
1.20
1.21
1.22
1.23
1.24
1.25
1.26

Development Authority ‐ Duties and Responsibilities
Variance Powers of Development Authority
Similar Use
Bylaw Amendments
Non‐Conforming Buildings and Uses
Compliance with other Bylaws, Regulations and Legislation
Bylaw Contravention
Right of Entry
Offences and Penalties
Violation Tags
Violation Tickets

1.13
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17
1.18
1.19
1.20
1.21
1.22
1.23

2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15
2.16
2.17
2.18
2.19
2.20
2.21
2.22

Subdivision of Land

Land Use Districts
2 Residential Land Use Districts
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15
2.16
2.17
2.18
2.19
2.20
2.21
2.22

R1 Residential Single Family‐Detached District
R1A Residential Single Family‐Detached Small‐Lot District
R1N‐M Moraine Road Single Family‐Detached Narrow Lot Residential District
R1B Residential Single Family‐Detached Plus District
R1B‐E Residential Single Family‐Detached Plus Entry‐Level Lot District
R1B‐W Residential Single Family‐Detached Plus Wide Lot District
R1S Residential Single Family‐Detached With Suites District
R2 Residential Family Two‐Unit District
R2A Residential Family Low Density District
R3 Residential Comprehensive Multiple Unit District
R3 SC Residential Comprehensive Multiple Unit, Stewart Creek District
R3 SC1 Residential Comprehensive Multiple Unit, Stewart Creek District
R4 Residential Medium Density District
R5 Residential Apartment District
MHP Manufactured Home Park Family Residential District
MHR Manufactured Home Family Residential District
STR‐1 Silvertip Residential Single Family and Two Unit District
STR‐2 Silvertip Comprehensive Residential District
TPT‐CR Teepee Town Comprehensive Redevelopment District
EHD Employee Housing District
R1B‐SC Residential Single Family‐Detached Plus District – Stewart Creek
R2A‐SC Residential Family Low Density District – Stewart Creek
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3 Commercial Land Use Districts
2.30
2.31
2.32
2.33
2.34
2.35
2.36
2.37
2.38
2.39
2.40
2.41
2.42

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10
3.11
3.12
3.13

2.50
2.51
2.52
2.53

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

2.60
2.61
2.62
2.63
2.64
2.65

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6

TC Town Centre District
GD Gateway Commercial District
GD‐2 Gateway Commercial District with Automotive Uses BVT Bow Valley Trail Commercial District [2014‐07]
BVT‐C Bow Valley Trail Central Commercial District [2014‐07]
BVT‐T Bow Valley Trail Teepee Town Commercial District [2014‐07]
BVT‐G Bow Valley Trail General Commercial District [2014‐07]
CC Local Commercial District
TBD Transition Business District
TS‐GD Three Sisters Gateway Commercial District
TS‐MU Three Sisters Mixed Use District
CRD Commercial Resort District
TS‐RA1 Three Sisters Resort Accommodation District
VIC Visitor Information Center District [2014‐07]

4 Industrial Land Use Districts
TID Transition Industrial District
IND1 Light Industrial District
IND2 General Industrial District
SB Southern Business District [2014‐07]

5 Miscellaneous Land Districts

3

PD Public Use District
UR Urban Reserve District
UR‐1 Restricted Urban Reserve District
NP Natural Park District
ED Environment District
WC Wildlands Conservation District

6 Direct Control Districts
7 Overlay Districts

12
6
5
11
13

7.1 Flood Risk Area Regulations
7.2

High Groundwater Area Regulations

7.3 Groundwater Protection
7.4 Airport Vicinity Protection Area Regulations
7.5 Historic Resources

4

8 General Regulations

4.34
4.9
4.25
4.10
4.1
4.33
4.7
4.3
4.2
4.4
4.18
4.8
4.27
4.29
4.30
4.17
4.28
4.26
4.24
4.21
4.16
4.32

8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
8.11
8.12
8.13
8.14
8.15
8.16
8.17
8.18
8.19
8.20
8.21
8.22

Applicability
Grading, Drainage and Excavation
Utilities and Servicing
Garages and Driveways
Setback Regulations
Environmental Protection
Developments, Objects and Vehicles Prohibited in Residential Districts
General Parking Regulations
Building Height Calculations
Dwelling Units Permitted per Lot
Lighting Standards
Energy Collection and Storage Devices
Garbage Storage and Recycling
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Request for Decision
DATE OF MEETING:

August 22, 2017

Agenda #: G-1

TO:

Council

SUBJECT:

Development Permit for a 49 unit Multi-Family Perpetual Affordable
Housing (PAH) Development – 17th Street & 11th Avenue (Old Daycare
Lands)

SUBMITTED BY:

Lee Prevost, Supervisor of Planning & Development

RECOMMENDATION:

That Council approve DP2017-126 subject to the conditions of approval
set out in Schedule A.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This application proposes Development Permit for a 49 unit multi-family PAH development located at 17th
Street and 11th Avenue within the Old Daycare Lands Direct Control District [2016-32]. The proposed work
complies with the requirements of Land Use Bylaw 22-2010 with two requested variances and is consistent
with the Engineering Design and Construction Guidelines. Administration recommends approval of
DP2017-126, subject to the conditions included within Schedule A.
Variance 1 – Area B Height: Permitted 8.5m, Requested 9.3m, Variance of 0.8m or 9.4%
Section 3.36.9.1 allows the development authority to grant variances to the roof heights when one of two
conditions exist.
(a) Allows a total of 10% of the roof areas to exceed the maximum height by up to 10% where it is the
opinion that the architecture of the development would be enhanced,
 Approximately 8% of the roof area exceeds the maximum height, satisfying variance
condition (a)
or
(a) Where the view shed from immediately across the street is not impaired more than would be created
by a building of the maximum height as measured at the point of the front setback
 The view shed from immediately across the street is not impacted as the roofline of the front
(South) elevation of the Larch units shields the view of the portion that exceeds the
maximum height, satisfying condition (b).
Variance 2 – Parking: Required 97 Stalls, Provided 92 Stalls, Variance of 5 stalls.
Section 1.14 of the Land Use Bylaw allows the development authority to grant one or more variances as part
of the development approval process where there is deemed to be a public benefit or where site conditions
constrain reasonable development.

DP2017-126 Old Daycare 49 units of PAH
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Administration believes the 49 units of PAH units provide sufficient public good to warrant the 5.2%
deficiency of parking stalls. In addition, the applicant is proposing 98 bicycle stalls sheltered within the unit
garages, 500% more than the 19 stalls that are required.
Lastly, the NE side of 11th street is a mostly uninterrupted stretch of municipal roadway that is able to
accommodate a significant amount of on-street parking, as is the North side of 17th Street as the adjacent
Larch units provide 2 parking stalls per unit – reducing the chance of residents requiring on-street parking.
PREVIOUS COUNCIL DIRECTION OR POLICY
 February 7, 2017, Council approved Bylaw 2016-32 to create the Old Daycare Lands Direct Control
District. This application falls within that district.
DISCUSSION
The applicant has submitted a site plan proposing 49 Perpetual Affordable Housing units divided into three
clusters.




Juniper Cluster – 17 three-bedroom townhomes
Willow Cluster – 8 three-bedroom townhomes
Larch Cluster – 24 units in an even mix of two and three bedroom stacked townhomes

The proposed building locations are compliant with the requirements of the DC District, meeting all site
coverage and setback requirements.
Administration, including departments such as Fire, Engineering, and Solid Waste Services, has reviewed the
site plan to identify any significant concerns that would require the relocation of the proposed buildings or
require Council to approve a substantial variance. No significant concerns were identified. Various minor
issues, such as number and placement of solid waste containers, 11th Street sidewalk width and the proposed
drywell have been identified and will be addressed as conditions within Schedule ‘A’.
Development Authority Decision
Section 3.36.11.1 denotes the Council is the development authority within the Old Daycare Lands Direct
Control District for all development permit applications. The decision on this application is considered final,
as no appeal for the applicant or the public is available to the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board
(SDAB), as stated within Section 641(4)(a) of the Municipal Government Act (MGA).
ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
No alternatives have been analyzed.
FINANCIAL IMPACTS
Additional heating and hoarding costs could be encountered if sited grading and foundation work cannot
begin prior to the winter season.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
No stakeholder engagement was undertaken as part of this application.
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STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
Affordability: Canmore is a viable community for people of diverse socioeconomic backgrounds: This application directly
respond to the Goals of the Community, and the #1 priority of Council to deliver additional units of
Perpetually Affordable housing.
ATTACHMENTS
These documents, as they form part of the public record, shall be available upon request to the public for
review at the Canmore Civic Centre.
1) DP2017-126 – Development Permit Application Form
2) DP2017-126 – Development Permit Drawings
3) DP2017-126 – Landscape Drawings
4) DP2017-126 – Development Permit Photos
5) DP2017-126 – Schedule A Conditions of Approval
AUTHORIZATION
Submitted by:

Lee Prevost
Supervisor of Planning and
Development

Date:

August 04, 2017

Alaric Fish
Manager of Planning and
Development

Date

August 5, 2017

Approved by:

Mike Fark
GM of Municipal Infrastructure

Date:

August 10, 2017

Approved by:

Lisa de Soto
Chief Administrative Officer

Date:

August 10, 2017

Approved by:

Attachment 1

DEVELOPMENT PERMIT APPLICATION
CALL WITH ANY QUESTIONS! 403-678-1543

OFFICE USE ONLY
Planning Fee:

Engineering Fee:

Tax Roll #:

DP #:

Date Paid:

I/WE hereby make application for a Development Permit under the provisions of the Town of Canmore Land Use Bylaw No.
22 of 2010, as amended, in accordance with the plans and supporting information submitted and attached which form part of
this application.
APPLICANT Robert Kocian

POSTAL CODE T1W 1Z7

#101, 901-8th Avenue

MAILING ADDRESS
E-MAIL ADDRESS

COMPANY NAME Distinctive Homes Inc.

bkocian@dhcanmore.ca

REGISTERED OWNER OF LAND

TELEPHONE 403.609.7130
OWNER TELEPHONE 403.609.9983 ext. 104

Canmore Community Housing Corporation

MAILING ADDRESS 203, 600 - 9th Street, Canmore, Alberta

POSTAL CODE T1W 2T2

CIVIC ADDRESS OF DEVELOPMENT
LEGAL DESCRIPTION:

LOT(S)

EXISTING USE OF LAND/BUILDING

31

2

BLOCK

PLAN

171 0510
TOTAL SQ. M. 6,893m² (74,198ft²)

Vacant Land

NO. OF UNITS 49

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT CCHC - PAH Housing

It is the responsibility of the applicant to ensure that all plans conform to the provisions of the Town of Canmore Lan d Use
Bylaw and applicable provincial and federal legislation.
DECLARATION
DECLARATION AS TO THE ACCURACY OF INFORMATION PROVIDED FOR USE BY THE TOWN OF CANMORE WITH RESPECT TO AN
APPLICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT PERMIT.
I,
LOT(S)

declare that I am the owner of that land described as:

31

BLOCK

2

PLAN

171 0510

I have reviewed all of the information supplied to the Town with respect to an application for a Development Permit
and it is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief. I understand that the Town of Canmore will rely on
this information in its evaluation of my application for a Development Permit and that any decision made by the Town
of Canmore based on inaccurate information may be rescinded at any time.
I acknowledge that the responsibility for compliance with the Land Use Bylaw 22-2010 and all associated conditions
issued with this application rests with both the applicant and the registered land owner(s).
I HAVE CAREFULLY READ THIS DECLARATION BEFORE SIGNING IT.

DATE SIGNED

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT

17-Feb-2017

FOIP Notification: "The collection of personal information is being carried out in accordance with the Freedom of Information and Protection
of Privacy (FOIP) Act section 33c. Its use, retention and destruction will also be in accordance with the FOIP Act. If you have any questions
relating to the collection of this information please contact the Municipal Records Officer for the Town of Canmore, 902 – 7th Avenue,
Canmore, T1W 3K1, telephone 403-678-1509."
If offsite levies have never been paid on your parcel they are due at the time of redevelopment visit http://canmore.ca/residents/residentsdevelopment-planning/development-permits-residents for more info.

APPLICATION SUBMISSION CHECKLIST
ALL DEVELOPMENTS
In addition to the completed application form, the relevant Planning & Engineering fees, and a letter of
authorization when an application is made by any person other than the registered land owner:
✓

✓


✓



✓







✓



✓




✓


Certificate of title (and any caveats or restrictive covenants)
Architectural/building plans (2 copies)
o
Parking calculations demonstrating the minimum parking requirements are met/exceeded
o
Height calculations
o
Area of units (m2 including parkades/garages, excluding decks)
Site plans (2 copies) – with building geodetics shown
Landscaping plans (2 copies)
Building Elevation drawings (2 Copies)
Site Cross Section Drawing – Front to Rear Property Line (2 Copies)
Surveyed plot plan (2 copies)
Engineering servicing plans (2 copies)
Grading plans (2 copies)
Completed Green Building Checklist and letter of engagement in EnerGuide program, or equivalent third
party certification
Colour renderings which show the form, massing, finishing material and character of the proposed
development in relation to neighbouring buildings (2 copies)
Construction management plan (for multi-family and commercial developments)
Photos of the site in its’ existing state
Samples of exterior finishing materials, upon request
1:100 groundwater elevation and the location of any floodway or flood fringe boundaries within the site
Digital (pdf) copies of all architectural/building plans, site plans, landscaping plans, elevation drawings,
site cross section, engineering servicing plans, grading plans, and surveyed plot plan

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS LARGER THAN FOUR UNITS, ALL COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL/INSTITUTIONAL AND MIXED USE
DEVELOPMENTS
All of the above, plus:

Separate site servicing and grading plans (mechanical site plans) are required.

Plans showing how garbage will be stored and collected, and fencing/screening for same

Townhouse developments intended to be subdivided into bareland condominiums will be required to
provide individual utility services to each unit. Servicing details must be provided with the development
permit application.
✓

Loading and parking provisions, including parking for bicycles

Sustainability Screening Report
When, in the opinion of the Development Officer, details of the proposed development have not been included
with the application for a Development Permit, the Development Officer may return the application to the
applicant. The application shall be deemed not to have been in its’ complete and final form until all required
details have been submitted to the satisfaction of the Development Officer.
The Development Officer may deal with an application and make their decision without all of the information
required in this section, if in the opinion of the Development Officer a decision can be properly made without
such information.
Additional information may also be required at the discretion of the Development Officer.
17-Feb-2017
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LEGEND

NOTES

Old Daycare Lands-Canmore Site

PLANTING NEAR UTILITIES

NORTH

AREA A

1.1

The contractor will contact Provincial utility location agency no less than 48
hours prior to construction to locate and stake all underground utilities.

1.2

Prior to installation of plant material, the consultant will inspect and approve all
staked tree locations with regards to utilities as located by utility location
agency.

1.3

3.5m
3.5m
3.5m
3.5m
3.5m*
2.0m
1.0m
3.0m
1.0m
1.0m

E
NU

E
AV
m

S

1.6

All tree / shrub excavation closer then the minimum distance to underground
utilities shall be hand-dug. The contractor will be responsible for notifying the
consultant and affected utility representatives to review and approve all
hand-dug excavations. Affected utility representatives must be present to
supervise all hand-dug excavations.

1.7

Prevent damage to fencing, plant materials, natural features, benchmarks,
buildings, pavement, curbs, culverts, and utilities, and make good any changes.

DECIDUOUS TREE
PLANTINGS

ALBERTA ONE-CALL

Attachment 3

1-800-242-3447
albertaonecall.com

No metal tree stakes to be used within one (1) meter of a power trench.

Contact Utility
1.5m
1.8m
2.0m
2.5m

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
G)
H)
I)
J)
K)

finished grade before shrub planting.
plant material at source.
bed and planting layout.
CCC Pre - Inspection
CCC Inspection with the Town of Canmore Inspectors
CCC Deficiency Inspection.
spring warranty inspection-first year.
spring warranty inspection-second year.
FAC Pre - Inspection.
FAC Inspection with Town of Canmore Inspectors
FAC Deficiency Inspection

CONIFEROUS TREE
PLANTINGS

NORTH

WALKWAY LIGHT STANDARD + LUMINAIRE
SEE SCHEDULE THIS SHEET

APPROVAL AND REJECTION:
Town of Canmore Inspectors have final authority on acceptability of work at
CCC & FAC Inspections.

SOD ON 100mm DEPTH TOPSOIL
NOTE: SOD TO BACK OF CURB & EDGE OF SIDEWALKS.
ENSURE SMOOTH TRANSITION WITH ADJACENT SURFACES.

ALL UTILITY LOCATIONS ARE TO BE VERIFIED PRIOR TO
PROCEEDING WITH CONSTRUCTION. ALL UTILITY LOCATIONS
ARE TO BE FLAGGED, REVIEWED AND APPROVED IN
CONJUNCTION WITH PROPOSED TREE LOCATIONS.

11 TH

AVE.

75mm DEPTH SHREDDED, SELF-BINDING WOOD MULCH TO BE
PLACED LEVEL WITH ADJACENT SURFACES, CROWN IN CENTER
OF ALL SHRUB BEDS AND TREE WELLS.
17 TH ST.

PATIO C/W UNIT PAVERS
SEE SCHEDULE THIS SHEET

PROPERTY LINE
SETBACK LINE

* Distances less than indicated above, are at the discretion of the Director/Parks
in consultation with Transportation Services.
Note: Setback distances apply to both Boulevards and Medians.

CK

Canmore DC Land

11 TH AVE.

TH
0
6.

BA
ET

Maintain the minimum defined setbacks from utilities for all excavations.

RECOMMENDED LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT REVIEWS:

Local Residential
Face of Curb
1.25m
Face of Curb (Boulevard Without Sidewalk)
2.0m
Collector Residential or Local Industrial (Roadway Width less than 14.5m)
20m R.O.W.
Face of Curb
1.25m
R.O.W. greater than 20m
Face of Curb
1.65m
14.5m Industrial or Local Collector
Face of Curb
1.65m
Arterial Roadway
Face of Curb
2.0m*
Hardsurface
Edge of Commercial or Industrial Accesses
1.5m
Edge of Residential Driveways
1.0m
Edge of Sidewalk
1.0m

11

JUNIPER
BUILDING 2

1.5

1.8

* Ensure trees do not create sightline obstructions for vehicles approaching
transit zones.
Note: Distances from overhead power utilities shall be as per the requirements
established by the Utility Authority.

K
BAC
T
E
S
6.0m

All mature shrub spread is to be 500mm from edge of shrub bed.

Where possible, trees shall be set back a minimum distance, measured from
the centre of the tree trunk, from above and below grade utilities and property
lines as follows:
Distance from Light Standards/Power Hardware
Distance from Fire Hydrants
Distance from Stop Signs
Distance from Yield Signs
Distance from Transit Zones
Distance from Other Signs
Distance from Private Property on Walkway ROW
Distance from Private Property on Open Parkland
Distance from Private Property on Boulevards
Distance from Shallow Underground Utilities:
N.U.L.-no trees within easement
Distance from Gas or Oil ROW
Distance from Deep Underground Utilities
Distance from Sanitary and Storm Sewers
Distance to Sanitary and Storm Sewers and Manholes
Distance from Water Mains

JUNIPER
BUILDING 1

1.4

UTILITY RIGHT OF WAY

KEY PLAN

SPLIT RAIL FENCE

SCALE: NTS
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DC 2016-32 - OLD DAYCARE LANDS DC DISTRICT
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LOT 1MR, BLOCK 2, PLAN 781 1602
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17 ST & 11 AVE, CANMORE, ALBERTA, T1W 1T4
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MODEL: TANDEM TILT
FRAME: ALUMINUM
BASE: WOOD PANEL, BLACK
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DESCRIPTION:
BROADWAY UNIT PAVERS C/W
SOLDIER COURSE BORDER OF
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MOUNTING: SURFACE MOUNT
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Attachment 5

SCHEDULE A
CONDITIONS FOR APPROVAL FOR:

DP 2017-126
49 Unit PAH Townhouses

LEGAL DESCRIPTION:

Lot 31, Block 2, Plan 171 0510
17th Street and 11th Street

APPROVED VARIANCES:
1.

Old Daycare Lands Direct Control District
a)

2.

Section 3.36.6.3: The maximum building height for Area B shall be 8.5m – allow
9.3m. Variance of 0.8m (9.4% variance).

Section 3.36.8.1: All developments shall conform to Section 4, General Regulations
a)

General Parking Regulations:
(i) Section 4.3.2.7 Parking Required for PAH – allow 92 parking stalls.
Variance of 5 stalls (5.2% variance).

STANDARD CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL:
1.

The applicant shall enter into a Development Agreement with the Town of Canmore,
prior to commencing any construction. The Development Agreement shall include
provisions regarding the payment of any required levies or fees. An application must be
made in writing requesting that the Development Agreement be drawn up. A Certificate
of Title evidencing the ownership of the property, and the name(s) of the person(s)
having signing authority must accompany this request.

2.

The applicant shall comply with all Town of Canmore Engineering requirements including
the following:
b)

No roof or other on-site drainage will be allowed to flow to the sanitary sewer
system.

c)

The developer must ensure that no drainage is diverted to either of the adjoining
private properties or onto Town road or trail right-of-way. The location of all catch
basins, dry wells and down spouts must be designed and constructed to meet
this specification.

d)

Water and sewer services are to be the satisfaction of the Director of
Environmental Services and must conform to the Engineering Design Standards
and Open Space Guidelines of the Town of Canmore. Specifications must be
obtained from the Senior Manger of Engineering.

e)

Should the developer intend or wish, to subdivide the property or building at
some point in the future, a water meter and scan pad (puck) shall be required for
each new title created and registered at the land Titles Office, to be installed
where the main water service enters the property, in accordance with the Town
of Canmore Water Works Bylaw (8-98), as amended from time to time.

f)

The Consultant must submit a covering letter as per the current Town of
Canmore Engineering Design Guidelines, Section 1, giving a description of the
project and confirmation that all aspects of the design meet the requirements of
the Town of Canmore and other authorities having jurisdiction (e.g. Alberta
Environment). Note any variances required in this covering letter.

3.

All development shall comply with Alberta Environment ground water table elevation. No
habitable floor space shall be built below the ground water table as determined by the
Town of Canmore.

4.

All construction shall comply with the Alberta Building Code and the Safety Codes Act.

5.

All construction, landscaping and exterior finishing materials are to be as shown on the
approved plans and other supporting material submitted with the application.

6.

Any trees, shrubs or other plant material installed as part of the landscaping plan which
may die or is blown over, shall be replaced on an ongoing basis, prior to receipt by the
developer of a Development Completion Certificate. All pathways shown on the
submitted plans shall be constructed as shown, and built to the relevant standards
contained in the Town of Canmore Engineering Design Standards and Open Space
Guidelines where appropriate.
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7.

Any roof top mechanical apparatus, including chimneys and vents, shall be screened to
the satisfaction of the Development Authority.

8.

Access to the site for emergency vehicles shall be to the satisfaction of the Manager of
Emergency Services.

9.

All signs shall require separate development permits.

10.

No occupancy shall be permitted until an Occupancy Certificate has been issued by
the Town of Canmore.

SPECIFIC CONDITIONS:
11.

The applicant shall provide security to the Town of Canmore in the form of cash or an
irrevocable Letter of Credit in the amount of xxxxx dollars ($XXX,xxx.xx) to ensure
completion of the project. The Letter of Credit shall be supplied at the time of the signing of
the Development Agreement, and shall be in a format acceptable to the Town of Canmore.

12.

The applicant is required to provide 92 parking stalls as shown in the approved plans.
All on-site driveway and parking stalls, and loading spaces shall be graded and paved to
dispose of drainage to the satisfaction of the Development Authority.

13.

The applicant shall pay off site levies according to the approved bylaw adopted by
Council. This amount shall be calculated and paid prior to release of the Development
Permit. The Development Agreement shall specify the manner of the payment of these
moneys.

14.

The applicant shall address the items listed in DP2017-126 Engineering Review 1 to the
satisfaction of the Town of Canmore’s Engineering Department.

15.

The applicant shall amend the number and location of the waste & recycling bins to the
satisfaction of the Town of Canmore’s Solid Waste Services Department.

16.

The applicant shall ensure the application satisfies the requirements of the Town of
Canmore’s Fire Rescue Department.

17.

Prior to the release of the Building Permit, the Green Building requirements shall be
confirmed to the satisfaction of the Town of Canmore.

18.

A Construction Management Plan and an Erosion Sediment Control Plan must be
provided and approved prior to site stripping, grading or utilities installation.

Date signed
APPLICATION COMPLETE:
NOTICE POSTING REQUIRED?

Development Officer
DATE
YES

NO
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